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D D I C I O N
Brother Joseph Keenan, F.S.C.
July 11, 1932^February 27, 1999
Each year the Explorer is dedicated to a member of the
La Salle community who has made an impact on the
University. Last winter, La Salle was devastated by the
loss ofone the most amazing individuals to ever teach here. Brother
Joseph Keenan's tragic death affected the entire
community. The incredible response of the senior class to
dedicate the 2000 Explorer to Brother Joe is only one example of
the impact that he made on La Salle's campus.
Brother Joseph Keenan, F.S.C. joined the faculty of La Salle
University in 1963 and remained a part of the Religion Depart-
ment for over 30 years. About 17 years ago, a series of lectures
peaked Brother Joe's interest in the Japanese Tea Ceremony.
Brother Joe, being a scholar of the Catholic liturgy, saw parallels
between the ritual of the Eucharist and the rituals of the Japanese
Tea Ceremony. He further studied this observation by spending a
summer studying Tea at the Urasenke School in New York City
and then an entire year in Kyoto, Japan. After returning from
Japan, Brother Joe proposed to Brother Patrick Ellis, the
president of La Salle at the time, that an official branch of the
Urasenke School should be opened on campus. Brother Joe was
then granted the use of an old tenant farmhouse on the west side
of campus, and after three years of preparation. La Salle's
Japanese Tea House was brought into operation. A few years
after the opening of the Tea House, Brother Joe started teaching
the Japanese Tea Ceremony and the Eucharist, which examines
the parallels that sparked Brother Joe's interest in the tea
ceremony years before.
Brother Joe taught many students over the course of his years
at the University and made an impact on many lives. A former
student of Brother Joe's was quoted as saying in the 1997
Explorer, "You realize after a course with Brother Joe you have
expanded your knowledge." A warm and gentle spirit. Brother
Joe found innovative ways to teach his students about religion.
For example, he could be caught waltzing in his Dynamics of
Religion class. One senior recalling religion class with Brother
Joe was deeply affected by his teaching: "He taught us the
significance of our daily lives. As students we are doing some-
thing incredibly important. Brother Joe pushed me to work harder.
Brother Joe once told my class, 'A senior told me he wants to
hurry up, graduate go to medical school and eventually work for
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the poor. ' Brother Joe then stressed to us what he had told that
anxious senior, that each day he was working for the poor and his
work as a student was as significant as after graduation."
Brother Chip Echelmeier knew Brother Joe for over 30 years.
Brother Chip describes Brother Joe as an incredibly patient
person: "Because of Joe's patience it didn't surprise me that he
was willingly to take on learning something as precise as the
Japanese Tea Ceremony." Brother Chip knew Brother Joe on
both a professional and personal level, not only working with him
but also living with him for many years in a Christian Brother
residence in Mount Airy. Other traits Brother Chip saw in Brother
Joe were loyalty and daring. The quality of loyalty could be seen
in all aspects of Brother Joe's life, loyalty not only to his family
but also to his friends and the brothers. Brother Chip saw daring
in Brother Joe's willingness to learn new things, exemplified largely
by Brother Joe's year spent in Japan. This willingness to learn
new things brought about the addition ofthe Japanese Tea House
to the La Salle community. As Brother Chip points out, the Tea
House brings something important to campus. In a time where
awareness of other cultures and races is increasingly important,
the Tea House "is diversity, it is cross cultural awareness, it is
widening one's universe."
Brother Joe was a native Philadelphian and attended La Salle
College before finally making his home here. He used to joke
that throughout his whole life he only went a couple of blocks
away from where he started. That was the ftirthest thing from
the truth. Throughout his life. Brother Joe became an important
and unique presence on La Salle's campus. He widene'd the
University's horizons by introducing it to the Japanese ceremony.
With his breadth of knowledge and wisdom that comes from
experience, he helped many students look beyond La Salle to a
larger community. He taught others how to appreciate the
ordinary in life and how to find God in those ordinary things. Most
importantly, Brother Joe was a wonderful example of living one's
life according to the mission of Saint John Baptist de La Salle.
Last year La Salle lost a unique, valued and respected member
of its community. But surely Brother Joe will not be forgotten.
His memory will live on in his students, in the Japanese Tea House
and in the hearts of all those that he touched.
DEDICATION
p e n 1 n
Section Editor: Joy Morris, Class of 2000
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Above and beyond anything else La Salle
University is a community, a community that
consists of students, staff, faculty, adminis-
tration and alumni. This community would not
survive without the strong relationships within
it. The interactions that take place everyday
among members of the La Salle community
foster the relationships. Whether it's a
student talking with the food court staff
member making his or her lunch, administra-
tors and faculty meeting to discuss matters
essential to the University, or a La Salle alum
returning to recruit current students for
internships orjobs, each one ofus is immersed
in the community that is La Salle University
everyday. As La Salle enters the 21st
century, this community will continue to grow
as long as relationships flourish.
OPENING 7
La Salle's 28th President
Brother Michael McGinniss
returns to La Salle as the
University's 28th President
On September 24, 1999 all those who filled the TomGola arena experienced the pomp and circumstance
ofthe Inauguration ofthe 28th President ofLa Salle
University. Brother Michael McGinniss took office on July 1
,
1999, but the official ceremony took place after students
returned to the University in September.
The Inauguration was indeed a grandiose event. In fact it was
extended all weekend and celebrated in conjunction with Branch
Out Day. Many students and faculty attended the ceremony at
the Tom Gola Arena not only to be a part of La Salle's history
but also to show support for the person who is now in charge of
their University. Among those who took part in the ceremony
were dignitaries from the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, local
government and the Christian Brothers. Numerous faculty
members and administrators also participated in the ceremony,
and Student Government President Megan Bamett represented
the student population during the President's calls to service.
President McGinniss, also known as Brother Mike, is no
stranger to La Salle University. In 1970 he graduated from La
Salle with his bachelor's degree in English. After graduation he
taught at South Hills Catholic High School in Pittsburgh. Brother
Mike then went on to do his graduate work at the University of
Notre Dame earning both his master's and doctorate in
Theology. His next step was to teach at Washington Theological
Union, a seminary and ministry for Roman Catholics. Later, in
1984, Brother Mike returned to La Salle as a member of the
Religion department faculty. He was chair of the Religion
Department from 1 99 1 until 1 994 when he left to take on duties
as president of Christian Brothers University in Memphis.
However, becoming President of La Salle University was not
an easy step. Brother Mike was faced with a very difficult
decision when he decided to apply for the position. If he was
selected for the position, it would mean leaving Christian
Brothers University. "I had to choose between two goods," he
comments, "It was not easy."
The La Salle that Brother Mike returned to is a familiar place.
"The atmosphere has remained so much the same over the years,"
he says, "It's an atmosphere at which the heart of everything is
relationships—relationships between students and faculty,
students and staff, faculty and staff. That's the La Salle I
remember." These relationships are something that Brother Mike
described as "the most Catholic part of La Salle" during his
inaugural address.
One of Brother Mike's favorite places at the University is the
main quad. He said, "I like the quad especially when the azaleas
are up. It's neat early in the morning when no one is around, and
it's neat in the afternoon when the students are cutting across it
to get back to their dorms." In fact, his old office in McShain
used to look out on the quad.
With the approach of the 21st century it seems only
appropriate that La Salle would have a new president. Even
more appropriate is a president who is already so much a part of
the La Salle community, a president with the good of that
community in mind.
Jov Morris '00
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After the ceremony is over.
Brother Mike speaks with
Anthony Cardinal Bevilacqua,
who was among those who
participated in the
Inauguration.
Brother Mike's family (above) celebrates his special day with him. From left: Kevin
Kiesel, Jerry Kiesel, Nellie Kiesel, Brother Mike McGinniss, Helen Burke and
Mary Kiesel.
It is a special moment for Brother Mike after receiving the presidential medallion,
one of the symbols of the Office of President,
OPENING
Study Abroad
Studying in Spain allows
students to learn about culture
n the fall of 1998, 1 studied abroad in Madrid, Spain. It was
"I the hardest and most rewarding experience of my life. Foi
me, leaving my friends and family for four months was
difficult. I was afraid I would miss a lot while I was gone and that
my return to life in the United States would be awkward. Although
I had fears, I went, and the trip turned out to be the most amazing
one ofmy life. I learned not only a great deal about Spanish culture
but also a lot about myselfand my abilities.
While studying in Madrid at Instituto International, I lived with a
family and three other students. The couple was older, and many of
their children had already married and moved out. They were both
retired and made their living by hosting students. They also had a
young teenage daughter who lived there. I remember one time in
particular when my senora's (the mother's) eldest daughter came
to visit with her newborn and 2-year-oId son. When I returned
home from Retiro Park, I opened the door to find my seiiora's
husband running around the house with his 2-year-old grandson on
his back shouting, "caballero, caballero" (cowboy, cowboy). It was
the ftmniest thing I ever saw, and it reminded me ofmy own grand-
father.
Above, paella is only one of the delicious dishes La Salle
students living in Spain are exposed to.
Senior Carey Reed meets international singing sensation Enrique
Iglesias (above right).
While in Madrid I became a great fan of Madrid's soccer team,
Real Madrid. My sefiora's husband and I would watch every match
together; I learned some very colorful Spanish expressions that
way. I was such a fan of Real Madrid that I waited in line for nine
hours for tickets to their biggest match of the season. Real Madrid
vs. Barcelona. In fact, while waiting in line I was interviewed by a
Spanish radio and television station. After that day, my seiiora and
her family said I was a true madrilena (Madridian).
There are so many great memories I have of my time in Spain. I
went on an outward bound adventure weekend with a group- of
Spaniards for my birthday. My friends and I rented a FIAT and
drove from Madrid to Lisbon, Portugal for the world Expo. I went
to Austria for a week, and finally, I met my favorite Spanish singer,
Enrique Iglesias at Corte Ingles (a large department store) in
Madrid.
Although I had many outrageous adventures in Madrid, my trip
was mainly about education. My semester in Spain expanded greatly
my knowledge as a language major at La Salle. The trip also
increased my fluency and gave me a greater knowledge of Spanish
cultui^e.
Carev Reed '00
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r u D Y Abroad
Meeting the more than
the British
nn January 3, 1999, a little more than a week afterChristmas, and only days after an exhaustive New
Year's celebration, I arrived in London with all of my
worldly possessions on my back. The decision to go had been
made, like many decisions, hastily and with a minimum of fore-
thought. After all, the language here was English, and England
itself is a pretty modem nation. How much preparing really needs
to be done? 1 had even been to London for one week the previous
spring, and it seemed like a good enough place to spend the next six
months. How could a nation that produced Monty Python and the
Beatles be a bad place to stay? I was ready to meet the British.
Shortly after arrival at Heathrow I was greeted by a
representative from my college named Gennaro Castaldo. Hold
on—Gennarro!? I was suspicious. "Sounds Italian," I thought.
Where was John Smith, a tall bloke with pale skin and bad teeth?
Who was this Gennarro impostor anyway? Was he part of some
Italian organized crime racket that kidnaps college students
studying abroad and forces them to pick olives in Sicily? After all,
most college students are the gullible type. We'd probably love it
anyway. It would sound adventurous—better yet Romantic.
Bleary eyed from the lengthy flight, I followed Gennarro to my
apartment. He informed me that for the next six months I would be
living in Earl's Court, an upper-middle class neighborhood in
London and lie told me Elizabeth Hurley used to li\c next door By
the way, it was Australian too. The locals referred to it as
"Kangaroo Court." The bars served Foster's, broadcast
Australian rugby and hung signs on the door like "G' day Mate.
Welcome to the Land of Oz." Where were the British hiding?
Where were Austin Powers and the Beatles'.' Arriving at school, I
soon found out that my tutor wasn't a Brit, but in fact a native of
Luxembourg whose accent was more French than British.
After several weeks of searching in vain for the English, it dawned
on me that I should have gone elsewhere. There are still a few of
the red telephone booths, but outside of a couple of tourist
attractions, the city was about as British as New York City. And so
I made the best ofmy situation. After all, despite his name, Gennarro
was a native of Great Britain, and the Australians in the
neighborhood almost sounded like the British. Instead of eating
British food for the next six months, a fate that no one deserves, I
ate kebabs and Indian food. The hodgepodge of cultures I
experienced was in fact modem day London. I befriended plenty
ofpeople from a variety ofbackgrounds, be they Brazilian, Turkish
or Indian, and in the end I even found myself sharing a pint of some
real ale with a Brit.
Brian D. Lang '00
Brian Lang
boarded the
Tube at this
stop each day
while he
studied in
London (far
lett).
OPENING
Homecoming
The La Salle Community
celebrates tradition and
school pride
Just
like many other things, Homecoming week is quickly
taking its place as an annual tradition in the La Salle
experience. It has been only three years since football
and Homecoming returned to La Salle, but no one would guess
this fact from the sights and sounds of this year's celebration. In
combination with Parents' Weekend and the Honors
Convocation, Homecoming provided La Salle an opportunity to
come together as a community to celebrate the school's tradition
and to have some fun.
Riding the wave of school pride brought on by the inauguration
of Brother Michael McGinniss as the school's new president a
few days earlier, the festivities began at the beginning of the
week and did not end until late Sunday afternoon. Several
organizations sponsored different dress-up days over the course
of the week that included pajama day, dress-like-your-ancestor
day, give-the-shirt-off-your-back-for-charity day, twin day and
school spirit day. The Honors Program held the College Bowl at
Backstage, that drew La Salle's smartest to duke it out in a
match of wits. A pep rally on the main quad was followed by an
evening of fun sponsored by the Multicultural Center, that
included movies and a swing dance.
Saturday morning brought Camifall to the main quad. Students
and parents enjoyed delicious food, an obstacle course, T-shirt
tie dyeing and other festivities. At the same time, hundreds of
La Salle alumni gathered in the south parking lot to catch up with
each other and tailgate until the big game began at McCarthy
stadium. Not wanting to disappoint them, the Explorer football
team played a great game, defeating Canisius 19-6 in front of
almost 5,000 cheering fans.
Half time events included an energetic routine by La Salle's
dance team and the crowing of the 1999 Homecoming King and
Queen. This year's recipients were seniors Victor Nieves and
Karen Heistand who were crowned by last year's winners, Chris
Pinto and Nancy Haig.
The fun did not end after the game, however. Later on
"Suppressed Desires," a one-act play put on by the Masque,
entertained a good sized crowd. Also, parents and students
attended the liturgy in the De La Salle Chapel that was followed
by the President's Dinner. Dave Falcone, a professor of
Psychology, performed his acoustic guitar magic in the Dan
Rodden Theatre to lead off an evening of music and a semi-
formal dance sponsored by the InterFratemity/Sorority Council.
The festivities ended on Sunday with a perfonnance from La
Salle's Jazz Band and the Honors Convocation, where students
on last year's Dean's List last year were recognized in front of
their parents and their peers. A reception following the ceremony
drew this year's Homecoming celebration to a close, leaving
one wondering what fun awaits next year.
Eric J. Leong '01
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Homecoming King Victor Nicvcs and Queen Karen Heistand
dance the nigiit away at tiic semiformal sponsored by the
Inter-Fratemity/Sorority Council.
The Explorer football team (below) takes the field and eventually
defeats Canisius 19-6.
Before the big
game, current
students and
alumni gather to
catch-up and
tailgate in the
south parking lot.
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Although Mia
Grogan teaches, there
is still plenty oftime
to spend with Jack
and Isabelle.
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The Grogan family lives m Saint Miguel Court townhouses
among resident students.
Faculty~in~Residence Program
Living and working at
La Salle makes life
interesting for the Grogans
La Salle University builds a community for bothstudents and faculty. For professors Mia and John
Grogan living in the La Salle community is a way of
life. Mia Grogan teaches in the English Department, while her
husband teaches in the Sociology Department and also practices
law in New Jersey. The couple and their two children, Jack and
Isabelle, live in the townhouses at La Salle through the "Faculty-
in-Residence Program."
The Faculty-in-Residence Program, however, did not originate
with the Grogans. It has had a strong existence at La Salle for
some time. Brother Jerry Fitzgerald of the Accounting
Department has lived in Saint Bernard Hall for many years. As-
sistant Dean of Students Alan Wendell and his family lived in the
townhouses for eight years. Moreover, the Christian Broth-
ers have two residences on campus.
One requirement for the Faculty-in-Residence Program is that
the faculty member plan events and activities. The Grogans
sponsor seven programs a semester. Past events include
faculty-student dinner parties, trips to both the theater and events
in Center City and a graduate school fair The family helped plan
last year's senior year experience sessions and all of senior week.
Living on campus is not a new idea for the Grogans. The couple
met while working in resident life at Fordham University. Mia
Grogan was a resident director, and John Grogan worked as a
resident assistant. While at Fordham, the Grogans became
familiar with the Faculty-in-Residence Program.
The family has lived at La Salle for three years. When they
decided to live at La Salle, friends thought they were crazy. Mia
Grogan explains, "Actually, we are excited to be on campus. Fm
working on my dissertation, and it's so convenient to be close to
the library and entire campus." For the Grogans, living right on
campus makes getting to work an easy task because they are
already there.
Having children on campus has introduced the Grogans to many
faculty, staff and students at the University. "People see
children, and they are willing to come over and start a
conversation," said Mia Grogan. Everyone on campus knows
little Jack Grogan. When Jack and his mother stop at their
mailroom to get the mail, everyone stops to say hello. In fact,
some La Salle students even baby-sit for Jack and Isabelle.
John Grogan says, "One of the best thing about the program is
that we are creating community. Students realize that there is a
family living on campus and that marriage and children may some-
day be a part of their lives too." The Grogans' presence on
campus shows students that La Salle does have a life after
5 p.m. because there is a family that lives with them on campus.
It provides a continuity that helps students feel at home in
resident life.
The Grogans are very much a part of the La Salle community,
not just working here but also living here. La Salle is not only
their workplace but also their home.
Christina Dorev '00
OPENING 15
Branch Out Day
The La Salle Community
comes together for
a day of service
Breakfast was available before students, faculty and staff set out for
their sites (above right).
The Quad was turned into the kids carnival with the moon bounce
being one of the most popular attractions (right).
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This Branch Out team is all smiles before it leaves for
a site (left).
OPENING 17
Frank Ault (above) can usually
be found in the I.D./Gold Card
Office or anywhere on campus
that accepts gold card.
It takes over 700 staffmembers
to keep the University running
each day.
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La Salle staff strive to
brighten students' days
In
our daily interactions here at La Salle we run into so
many people throughout the day that it is hard to distin-
guish one person from the next. However, there are
always those members of our community who manage to assist
us with a problem and brighten our day at the same time. Many
ofthese individuals belong to the 731 staffmembers ofLa Salle
University. Whether it is Jeneen Norfleet, secretary for the
Community Service Center; Jalil Palmer, security desk
receptionist at Saint Miguel Court; or Frank Ault, l.D./Gold Card
Office manager, each will go out of his or her way to help
students.
Jeneen Norfleet has been the secretary of the Community
Service Center for over a year, and a staff member at La Salle
since 1994. When students enter the Center in Benilde Hall, the
first face they see is usually hers. Often times, she is greeting
each individual student by name. With the position of Commu-
nity Service Coordinator still vacant in the Center, Jeneen has
taken over much of the coordination for student activities. One
of the hardest tasks is organizing the van schedule. With the loss
of one of the vans due to an accident, it has been hard to find a
van for every program, but Jeneen somehow manages to make
sure every student has a way to make it to his or her program.
Jeneen ensures that the needs of the students and their service
projects are consistently met.
Across campus in the St. Miguel Townhouses is where
students find another familiar face to greet them—Security Desk
Receptionist Jalil Palmer. Along with his full-time position as a
Philadelphia Law Enforcement Agent, he has been a full-time
member of La Salle's Resident Life Office since March of 1 992.
Along with his many dudes, he keeps a watchful eye on the
students that come through the turn styles so that they will think
twice before attempting to break University regulations. As Jalil
says, "I like to catch the kids because they are always up to
something."
Frank Ault also enjoys his interaction with students and
recently has become a very popular person on campus. Because
word spread around campus that students could rent gold card
machines for various fundraising activities, the lone gold car reader
is rarely ever in the office. Frank welcomes this popularity caused
by the demand for the reader even though it creates extra work
on his part. He feels that the machine gives students that do not
carry cash the opportunity to contribute to organizations. The
two-year I.D./Gold Card Office manager is characterized as
being as fair as possible. Jennifer Taffe, Frank's clerical
assistant, told the story of the day when Frank found twenty
dollars in a washing machine in the townhouse laundry room.
She said he went out of his way to find the last person who used
the washer and returned the money to the owner before she
even realized she had lost it.
Each of these three individual staff members hold different
positions at La Salle. However, when asked what they like most
about their jobs, Jeneen Norfleet, Jalil Palmer and Frank Ault
gave the same response: working with the students. This over-
whelming dedication to students is the common thread that binds
them and the entire staff on campus.
Jonelle Davis '00
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The Alumni Office and Alumni
Association keep students
involved after graduation
"ly nvolvement at La Salle does not end with graduation. Both
the Alumni Association and the Alumni Office offer many
-JiL. activities and opportunities for those who wish to stay
involved with the University after commencement. Throughout
each year they hold committee and board meetings as well as a
variety of social events for aluirmi. Yet current students can also
benefit from these organizations and events because alumni are
a good source of networking for them.
The Alumni Association was formally chartered in 1916. It
has no dues, and every senior becomes a member upon
graduation. There are over 40,000 living members ofthe La Salle
Alumni Association all over the world. The Association is
governed by a board of directors and officers. Directors are
selected one of two ways. One way is by the board appointing
them. The other way is by the graduating class each year
electing three new members.
The Alumni Office ftinctions primarily as a liaison between
the University and the Alumni Association. The Alumni Office,
located in Benilde Hall, has a full-time professional staff that
works right on campus. The Alumni Office works hand-in-hand
with the Alumni Association to sponsor many social events
throughout each year. Numerous award diimers and reunions
are held as well as trips and sponsored shows. For example, the
class of 2000 can look forward to the Young Alumni Reception
held each year in Avalon, New Jersey. There are also alumni
hospitality tents set up at football games and other sporting events.
The Alumni Office also tries to build networking between alumni
and current students. Many La Salle students are unaware that
alumni are eager to work with them. And La Salle alumni are
present in a wide range of businesses and careers. Bud Dotsey
'69, Director of the Alumni Office, comments, "There is not a
walk of life where La Salle alumni don't have a presence."
Dotsey also explains that another function of the Alumni
Office is to work with students while they are still at La Salle.
He says, "Students' time here is finite, but once they are an
alum, they are an alum forever." So although the class of 2000
will be leaving the University in May, they will still be a part of
the La Salle community.
Joy Morris '00
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Members of the class
of 1968 (above) catch
up on old times at the
tailgatiiig festivities
before this year's
homecoming game.
Alumni are welcomed home by the banner hanging from
the Union Building (above).
Every senior becomes a member of the Alumni Association
upon graduation from La Salle.
OPENING 21
The south parking lot is
also well known as the
"commuter lot."
The Williamson Lounge, a.k.a. the Commuter Lounge, is a
great place to hang out or catch up on the soaps.
This student (right) finds the Communter Lounge a
good place to study.
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C O M Al U R S
Like any part of the college
experience, commuter life
has its ups and downs
Like any other typical university, La Salle boasts its fair
share of campus organizations. Sure, there are the
typical Greek ones, the athletic teams and a wide
variety of student groups to speak of but little mention is ever
made of one of the largest unions on campus.
To qualify for membership in this "organization" a student
doesn't have to memorize the alphabet in some foreign language
or earn Dean's List-level grades every semester. In fact, all he
or she needs is a pocket full of SEPTA bus tokens or a set of car
keys and a residence somewhere off-campus. After that, one
becomes a full-fledged member of the Explorers' chapter of
college commuters.
"We're definitely a fraternity of sorts," explains senior Carolyn
Reinhardt, a daily SEPTA customer. "There is a real bond
between all commuter students, just like there is with any other
organization where people have something in common."
As is the case with any other facet of college life, commuting
to school presents both challenges and benefits on a daily basis.
However, the growing number ofcommuter students involved in
campus organizations and/or activities suggests that these road
warriors have been making the best of their time on campus as
of late.
For instance, junior Albert Lee, a frequent denizen ofthe Union
Building's "Commuter Lounge" (a.k.a. the Williamson Lounge),
balances an active campus life with a staff position on the
Collegian while commuting every day.
Also, senior Jason Osada commutes daily as he works toward
a business degree and patrols the ice as a defenseman for the
Explorer Ice Hockey Club.
Both Lee and Osada note that their choice of college lifestyle
has both positive and negative points.
"The best thing about commuting is just being able to get far
away from campus after classes are over, particularly after a
tough day," explains Lee. "Sometimes you just have to distance
yourself
"The biggest problem with commuting, however, is the lack of
accessibility. It's obviously much more difficult to get in contact
with teachers and other students when you're not on campus.
Ofcourse, working with the Collegian ^usi complicates the whole
thing."
Fortunately for Osada, he owns a car and is able to drive to
campus without worrying about the hassle of public transporta-
tion. Still, owning a car makes things only slightly easier for him.
"The whole commuter/ athlete situation can get very tedious
sometimes," he adds. "Especially when you have to clamp down
with school work towards the end of each semester. But,
overall, it's really not that bad as you get used to it after a while.
Then, it's just like any other thing in life. There are good weeks,
and there are bad weeks."
Perhaps the most well-rounded take on the commuting life
belongs to senior Albert Mori. Mori began his college career
with two years of on-campus living, then moved off campus for
his final two years.
"I've seen the positives and negatives of both," he explains.
"Commuting is great in many ways. It really helped me minimize
the hassle of being a campus-dweller on a full-time basis. It's
also good for renewing yourself leaving campus every day just
to start the next day with a fresh perspective.
"On the flip side," he adds, "I've been stuck in enough traffic
jams and gone through enough on-campus parking debacles to
tell anyone that commuting to La Salle can be nothing short of a
pain at times."
AlAlven W
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The Masque puts on a
memorable production of the
Tony Award Winning Musical
A talented, enthusiastic cast of students comprised the Sweet Apple Teens (above).
The McAfee Family sings a "Hymn for a Sunday Evening" during Act One.
OPENING 25
EXPLORER
President Clinton
President Clinton
appears at La Salle on
Mayor Street's behalf
Friday,
October 29, 1999 was a historic day for La Salle
University. For the first time ever, the President of the
United States was on La Salle's campus. President Bill
Clinton was on campus with then mayoral candidate John Street
who has since been elected to the position of Mayor of
Philadelphia. Clinton has come and gone, but the event is certainly
not forgotten.
Rumors of a possible presidential visit began about three weeks
before the actual date. John Street was plaiming a campaign rally,
and the president was on the list of attendees. La Salle's Tom Gola
Arena was among the best places in the city to hold the rally
because it is situated in an area that Street was trying to reach, and
it met the secret service requirements for a presidential visit.
Director of Government and Community Affairs Ed Turzanski
handled all ofthe logistics of this event. Once the final word came
fi"om the White House and permission was granted by Brother Mike
McGinniss, preparations began for this political rally.
Once the presidential visit was assured, local press began
reporting on the event. Calls also began pouring into the University
from alumni angered by the presence of a political leader who, in
their eyes, holds views that are opposed to the Church's teachings.
Brother McGinniss, however, stood by his decision to allow the
President of the United States to visit.
The days leading up to the visit were filled with preparations,
which included securing the Gola Arena, clearing the Haymen Cen-
ter parking lot and canceling classes. A few snafus occurred. For
example. Street campaign organizers printed 1 1 ,000 tickets for the
rally in an arena which could hold only 3,000 attendees. There were
also guarantees from some of the alumni that they would be out in
full force protesting President Clinton's presence on campus.
On the morning of the event, a line of students, voters and
members of the press (student, local and national) wrapped around
the front half of the Haymen Center parking lot and led down to the
library. Most people stood gripping tickets, tickets to see to the leader
of the free world. And as promised, the protesters were across the
street holding signs and shouting at passers-by. Protests were
directed not only at Clinton, but also at the late addition to the rally
list, Senator Ted Kennedy.
The Tom Gola Arena looked patriotic but also somewhat empty.
Music was playing, people were dancing, teamsters were hanging
banners and the emcee was narrating the historic event. The
anticipation grew even more intense in the final minutes before
President Clinton and his entourage entered the arena.
Then the audience erupted into applause and cheers, pompoms
were waving and children were jumping when the famous faces
looked out to the crowd.
As a host of Philadelphia politicians took to the microphone, each
mention ofthe president's name brought applause. When President
Clinton approached the podium, the audience was on its feet,
jumping, screaming and clapping. Just as the arena began to quiet
down, three protesters began chanting and yelling at the president
about issues in Puerto Rico. The protesters, however, were
escorted out of the arena and the rally continued.
The press coverage of the event was somewhat overshadowed
by the pro-life protesters, some of whom called for a revocation of
La Salle's Catholic charter. The event ended and life at La Salle
returned to normal. Nonetheless, this historic event is one that will
not be forgotten any time soon by supporters and protesters alike.
Jessica Riccio '00
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OPENING 3
1
A c a d e m 1 c s
Oection lldiTor: ouzanne Alintzer, Class ol 2000
Assitant llaitor: ivVegan 1 nomas, Class oi 2000
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In the Lasallian tradition of excellence in
education, professors teach not only the
inherent value of knowledge but also the
importance ofcommunity, fellowship and ser-
vice. The educators at La Salle understand
the importance of developing the whole
student, mentally and spiritually, and they
contribute to the development of both.
Professors lead by example as they give
students the opportunity to express their
individuality in an accepting atmosphere in
which difference is accepted, explored and
respected. Lasallian educators emulate the
University'snamesake, Saint John Baptist de
La Salle, in their collaborative efforts to
enlighten students, while at the same time
protecting the Christian values on which La
Salle University was founded in 1 863.
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Administration
Brother Michael McGinniss
President
DAVID C. FLEMING R. BRIAN ELDERTON, FRED J. FOLEY, Jr., RICHARD NIGRO, Ph.D. RAYMOND A. RICCI
ice President for Business M.Ed. Ph.D. Provost Ed.M.
Affairs Vice President for Vice President for Vice President for
'
Univeristy Advancement Development Enrollment Services
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GREG BRUCE, M.B.A.
Dean, School of Business
Administration
EXPLORER
JOSEPH J. CICALA,
Ph.D.
Dean of Students
ELIZABETH HEENAN
Director,
Continuing Studies
BARBARA MILLARD, Ph.D.
Dean,
School of Arts & Sciences
ZANE ROBINSON WOLF,
Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N.
Dean, School of Nursing
JOHN S.BAKY, M.S.
Director of Library Services
ROBINETTEBARNES
Director of Accounting and Budgets
THOMASBRENNAN, Ph.D.
Director of Recreation and Intercollegiate Athletics
DANIEL W. BURKE, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Director of the Art Museum
CHRISTAL L. CLAIBORNE, B.S.
Bursar
LORI A. CLARKE, B.A.
Director of Parents' Annual Fund
GREGORY J. D'ANGELO, B.S.
Director of Planned Giving
G.ANTHONYDelFRANCO, B.A.
Director of the Annual Fund
CHARLES H.DIAMOND, Ph.D.
Director of the Bucks County Center
RICHARD A. DiDIO, Ph.D.
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies, School
of Arts and Sciences
GEORGE J.DOTSEY, M.Ed.
Director of Alumni
CHARLES F.ECHELMEIER, F.S.C., M.A.
Director of Campus Ministry
DOMINIC J. GALANTE, B.S.
Registrar
LOUISE C.GIUGLIANO,M.A.
Director of Community Service Center
FELICIA H.GORDON-RIEHMAN, M.B.A.
Director of Capital Funding
JOHN S.GRADY, M.A.
Director of the Honors Program
STEPHEN C.GREB, M.Ed.
Director of Food Services
CHARLES E. GRESH, F.S.C., M.Litt.
Director of Major Gifts
ALICE L. HOERSCH, Ph.D.
Executive Assistant to the President
LOUIS A. LAMORTE, JR., M.S.Ed.
Director of Career Planning
ROBERT J. LEVINS
Director of Safety and Security
MICHAEL A.LOPACKI, B.S.
Director of Physical Facilities
MICHAEL D.LYONS, B.S.
Manager of the Campus Store
MARGARETMcMANUS, Ph.D.
Associate Dean for Graduate Studies,
School of Arts and Sciences
PAUL V. McNABB, M.B.A.
Comptroller
ROBERT B.MIEDEL,M.Ed.
Director of the Academic Discovery Program
NANCYLEEMOORE, B.S.
Director of Purchasing
ELAINEMSHOMBA, J.D.
Director of International Education
SUSAN E. MUDRICK, M.B.A.
Assistant Dean, School of Business Administration
EDWARD NICKERSON, M.B.A.
Director of Information Technology
BRIANWM. NILES, M.B.A.
Director of Graduate Marketing and Enrollment
DINAM.OLEKSIAK,
R.N.,M.S.N.,C.R.N.P.
Director of Student Health Services
ROSE LEE PAULINE,M.A.
Assistant Vice President for Business Affairs
and Affirmative Action Officer
SAMPINO
Director of Duplication and Mail Services
MARY ROBERTSON, Ph.D.
Director of the Sheeky Writing Center
SUSAN ROHANNA, B.S.
Director of Human Resources
MICHAELROSZKOWSKI, Ph.D.
Director of Institutional Research
CHERYLYN RUSH, B.A.
Assistant to the Dean for Multicultural Affairs
JAMES. H. SELL,M.Ed.
Assistant Dean, School of Arts and Sciences
EDWARD A.TURZANSKI, M.A.
Director of Government Affairs
JOSEPH Y. UGRAS, Ph.D., C.M.A.
Associate Dean, School of Business Administration
RAYMOND E.ULMER,M.A.
Executive Director of University Communications
ROBERT G.VOSS,A.B.
Dean of Admission and Financial Aid
ALAN B.WENDELL,M.Ed.
Assistant Dean of Students
MICHAELWISNIEWSKI,M.A.
Director of Financial Aid
LORI A. WROBLESKI, B.S., C.P.A.
Internal Auditor
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Accounting
^-Commerce Tvogram Jieaded by
Accounting Trofessor
La Salle's new busi-
ness program, the E-
Commerce Institute is
being directed by Paul
Brazina of the Account-
ing Department. Last fall,
Fortune Magazine ran
the "40 Richest People
Under 40" list. It is no
surprise that the subtitle
of this article read "The
Mostly Web Wealthy."
As Fortune notes,
Internet executives ac-
count for nearly half the
list. College students may
wonder what this has to
do with them. It is no
coincidence that the
number of Internet ex-
ecutives on the list is so
high; the Net is the new
frontier of business ven-
tures.
Familiarity with the
Web can only increase
college students' appeal
to future employers and
strengthen their chances
of personally profiting
from the Internet explo-
sion. In order to comply
with this current trend. La
Salle is offering a truly
unique opportunity for its
students. This past Sep-
tember, the E-Com-
merce Institute began a
fellowship program for all
undergraduates.
The Institute will fur-
nish students with basic
knowledge of the appli-
cation of the Internet and
other computer technol-
ogy in the workforce.
This field of study, of-
fered in most colleges as
a master's degree pro-
gram, is the first ofits kind
in the nation.
La Salle's two-year
program entails the
completion of required
course work, a research
proj ect and an internship
,
co-op or seminar partici-
pation. The fellow will at
this point have enough
experience to form a
portfolio of his/her work
in e-commerce.
As the Executive Di-
rector of the Institute,
Paul Brazina stated, "E-
Commerce is already a
big part of the economy
and it's growing. Every-
one, not just business
people, are going to have
to know how to deal with
it." The scope of e-com-
merce in the economy is
summarized by the " 1 998
E-Commerce Report"
which reported the fol-
lowing: 97% oflarge cor-
porations are connected
to the Internet; business-
to-business e-commerce
will increase to $268 bil-
lion by 2002; and con-
sumer e-commerce will
reach $26billion by 2002.
This report affects col-
lege students in two
ways: as future employ-
ees of the nation's
workforce and as con-
sumers.
Companies now seek
people with the knowl-
edge and experience in e-
commerce to help their
company succeed on the
Net. Additionally, under-
standing purchasing
power on the Internet
benefits any cost-con-
science consumer. Greg
Bruce, Dean of La
Salle's School of Busi-
ness Administration,
compares the rise of e-
commerce to that of the
television: "No one knew
what the full impact oftele-
visionwould be, andno one
really knows the full im-
pact e-commerce will
have. But we know we
have to prepare for it."
For La Salle students of
all majors, this preparation
is the e-Commerce pro-
gram which provides a
new area of learning, and
at the same time gives
them an edge in the
workforce. The
program's practical ap-
proach is its most distinct
and valuable feature. If
more incentive is needed,
look to the "Mostly Web
Wealthy," whose net in-
comes range from $21 .49
billion to a meager $243
million.
Maiy Girad '01
courtesy ofThe Collegian
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TDepartment of
Accounting
chair:
John JLeavdon. ThD.
Trofessor:
Scott E. Stickel ThD.
Associate Trofessors:
Susan C. Borkowski. ThD.
Dennis T. Kennedy. Th.D.
Bruce A. Ceauby. ThD.
Anne M- Walsh. ThD.
Mary Jeanne Welsh. ThD.
Assistant Trofessors:
TaulX.Brazina.Th.D.
Gerald fitzgerald. f.S.C.. MA.. MB.A.
Alvino Massimini. MS.A.
John D. Zook. MB.A.
BRUCE A. LEAUBY, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
ALVINO MASSIMINI, M.B.A.
Assistant Professor
JOHN REARDON, Ph.D.
Chair and Associate Professor
SCOTT STICKEL, Ph.D.
Professor
ANNE M. WALSH, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
MARY JEANNE WELSH, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
JOHN D. ZOOK, M.B.A.
Assistant Professor
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Spotlight on...
Ur. Geri Seitchik
Dr. Geri Seitchik has
been an active member of
the La Salle community
for a remarkable 2 1 years.
Dr. Seitchik attained her
undergraduate degree at
Chestnut Hill College and
completed her graduate
work at the Woman's
Medical College of Penn-
sylvania (MCP). At the
time she had considered
attending medical school,
but opted instead to share
her knowledge and began
teaching biology. After a
short stint teaching sev-
enth through twelfth
grades at an alternative
junior/senior high school.
Dr. Seitchik stepped up to
the challenge of college
teaching. After answer-
ing an advertisement in an
American Academy of
Academic Scholarship
publication, she came to
La Salle in 1978 and has
been here ever since.
Dr. Seitchik teaches an
introductory course,
Structure and Function of
Organisms, as well as
such advanced courses as
Developmental Biology
and Vertebrae Anatomy.
In addition, she has been
involved in pre-health ad-
visement for the past 15
years and currently acts
as the chairperson of the
Pre-Health Professions
Advising Committee.
Each year, countless
med-school hopefuls
flock to Dr. Seitchik for
direction and some words
of advice. Dr. Seitchik
believes that "the strength
of the pre-health program
is the aggressive advise-
ment of the students. We
begin this process in the
first year and continue it
until the student gets into a
health professional
school; even our gradu-
ates still come back for
advisement." The pro-
gram is extremely suc-
cessful in getting highly
recommended students
into health professional
schools.
In addition to her work
for Pre-Health Profes-
sions Committee, Dr.
Seitchik works with a new
program in the Biology
Department, The Medical
Scholar Program. This
program, which is de-
signed to attract high
school students interested
on the health professions
to come to La Salle, is
extended to students with
high academic achieve-
ment, a commitment to
community service, and/
or health care volunteer-
ing. Currently nine medi-
cal scholars in the fresh-
man class are involved;
Dr. Seitchik is hopeful and
enthusiastic that these
students will "be identified
as extremely capable and
acceptable candidates for
health professional
schools."
When she is not busy
with her roles as teacher
and mentor. Dr. Seitchik
spends time with her hus-
band and two daughters
Jessica and Allison, both
of whom are competitive
national and international
ice dancers.
Toniann Razzi '00
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Uepartment of
Biology
Chair:
Annette O'Connor. ThD.
Trofessor:
Thomas McThiUips. fSC ThD.
Associate Trofessors:
Morbert f. Belzer. ThD.
Ann M. Mickle. ThD.
Ceri Seitchik. ThD.
Assistant Trofessors:
Cerald T Ballough. ThD.
Xobert D. Shurina. ThD.
NORBERT F. BELZER, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
THOMAS McPHILLIPS, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Professor
ANN M. MICKLE, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
ANNETTE O'CONNOR, Ph.D.
Chair and Associate Professor
ROBERT D. SHURINA, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
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/^^hemistry ^ Biochemistry
Spotlight on...
TDr. David J. Cicixowicz
When asked to describe
himself in one four-letter
word, David Cichowicz
chose the word "busy."
As the chair of the Chem-
istry and Biochemistry
Department, he is quite
busy teaching biochemis-
try and forensic science
and serving as the trea-
surer of the American
Chemical Society. In ad-
dition to his commitment
to La Salle and to science,
he is committed to both his
wife Melissa and to his
two children, Douglas and
Corinne, whom he terms
his finest accomplish-
ments. In the little time
between work and family.
Cichowicz can be found
on the basketball court
shooting hoops or in his
workshop utilizing his
"handy man" skills.
Always fascinated by
science, Dr. Cichowicz's
interest in chemistry was
first sparked in high
school as he had fantastic
teachers that made chem-
istry come alive. After
taking advanced chemis-
try courses in high school,
he then became a chem-
istry major at St. Joseph's
University, where he met
his wife Melissa. After
graduation, he went onto
John Hopkins University
where he received his
doctorate in biochemistry.
Dr. Cichowicz enjoyed
research, but he desired to
teach biochemistry and
help students the way his
teachers had helped him.
When his wife received a
job at Rohm and Haas in
the Philadelphia area in
1984, he began to search
for a teaching job and ap-
plied for a position that
unexpectedly opened at
La Salle. Luck was on his
side as Dr. Straub, the
chair of the Chemistry
Department at La Salle at
the time, had been his bio-
chemistry professor at St.
Joe's. Because Dr.
Straub remembered that
Dr. Cichowicz had been an
excellent student, he of-
fered Dr. Cichowicz an in-
terview and later the posi-
tion to teach analytical and
instrumental chemistry.
Since 1984, Dr.
Cichowicz has been a
dedicated professor at La
Salle, interacting and es-
tablishing close relation-
ships with students. Look-
ing toward the future ofthe
chemistry department, he
sees growth and the birth
of a new major, forensic
science. Looking toward
his future, he sees himself
right where he is now, be-
ing busy at La Salle.
Kellv Tieruev '00
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TDepartment of
Chemistry S: Biochemistry
Chair:
David J. Cichorvicz. TlxD.
Trofessors:
Ceorge M- Slialhaub, ThD.
Tlxomas S. Straub. TIxD.
Associate Trofessors:
jS/ancy C. Jones. ThD.
'William A. Trice. ThD.
Assistant Trofessor:
Susanne M.Jioff.Th.D.
DAVID J. CICHOWICZ, Ph.D.
Chair and Professor
NANCY L. JONES, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
WILLIAM A. PRICE, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
GEORGE M. SHALHOUB, Ph.D.
Professor
THOMAS S. STRAUB, Ph.D.
Professor
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O-ommunication
Spotlight on...
Dr. W/Il/am E. Jiall
Dr. William Hall has been a
part of the La Salle Univer-
sity faculty for ten years.
Before coming to La Salle,
Dr. Hall taught high school
in both Washington D.C.
and Pittsburgh. He received
his Master's Degree in Re-
ligious Studies from La Salle
University and his Doctor-
ate in Communication from
the University ofPittsburgh.
He is currently an assistant
professor in the Communi-
cation Department and in-
volved with the Graduate
Council as well as with the
new core curriculum .
The classes that Dr. Hall
typically teaches are Per-
suasion, Communication
Ethics, Communication and
Culture, Organizational
Communication and Public
Speaking. Dr. Hall says that
Persuasion is his favorite
class to teach because,
"Persuasion is inherently in-
teresting. It is around us all
the time from advertising to
political speech to coaxing a
friend to go to the movies.
We're always using it." His
most recent research
project, in fact, deals with
persuasion and belief
Although research is im-
portant to Dr. Hall, he is
noted for his teaching. Se-
nior Communication major
Chris Pieri commented,
"Dr. Hall's a great profes-
sor. He knows how to chal-
lenge his students, to make
us think for ourselves." Pieri
noted that Dr. Hall keeps his
classes interesting. She con-
tinued, "He has a clever way
of catching our attention by
making unexpected, witty
remarks during our discus-
sions in class. He knows
how to make us chuckle."
Tracy Mann, another senior
Communication major
added, "Dr. Hall is a chal-
lenging teacher but you will
learn so much. As he pushes
you, you're learning the
value ofcritical thinking."
Dr. Hall enjoys a chal-
lenge himself. He com-
mented, "Students that chal-
lenge me get the best out of
me." He has learned from
his years of teaching that
"education happens best
when students are more
deeply involved." It seems
appropriate that Dr. Hall
says what he likes best
about La Salle is the small
size. "The students and
teachers get to know each
other."
Dr. Hall is just another of
the faculty members that
add to students educational
experience in the La Salle
community, a community
which he describes as "a
caring and supportive com-
munity which fosters educa-
tion and learning."
Jov '\4oiTis '00
BROOKS AYLOR, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
MARIANNE DAINTON, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
RICHARD J. GOEDKOOP, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
WILLIAM E. HALL, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
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UepartmenT of
Communication
Chair:
Cerald Molyneaux. fSC. ThD.
Associate Trofessors:
Marianne Uainton. ThD.
Richard ]. Coedkoop. ThD.
Cynne A. Texter. ThD.
'William D. Wine. MA.
Assistant Trofessors:
Brooks Aylor. Th.D.
JCimberly C Dalianis. Th.D.
William E. Jiall ThD.
Sidney J. MacLeod. Jr.. MTA.
Michael Smith. ThD.
Anthony Waltrich. B.A.
SIDNEY J. MacLeod, Jr., M.F.A.
Assistant Professor
GERARD MOLYNEAUX, F.S.C.,
Ph.D.
Chair and Professor
MICHAEL SMITH, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
LYNNE A. TEXTER, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
WILLIAM D. WINE, M.S.
Associate Professor
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Spotlight on...
TDr. Mark J^atkus
Dr. Mark Ratkus can
often be seen talking to
students and interacting
with people on campus.
He has a long history with
La Salle, which began
when he was a student
here a number of years
ago. Dr. Ratkus gradu-
ated from La Salle in 1 969
with a degree in econom-
ics. However, that was
not the end of his study of
economics. Ratkus went
on to earn both a Masters
and a Ph.D. in this subject
from Notre Dame.
Ultimately, though,
Ratkus would return here.
After completing his doc-
toral program, he came
back to La Salle to teach in
1973 first as a part-time
professor. In 1974, he
taught night classes here,
and was also working at
Chestnut Hill College. He
continued at Chestnut Hill
full time during the 1 975-
76 school year, and as a
result did not teach at La
Salle that year.
Since then, however,
Ratkus has remained at
La Salle, except for a few
years that he spent in the
Philippines. From 1979-
1981, Ratkus taught at the
University of St. La Salle
in Bacolod City in the Phil-
ippines. Both on his way
there and on his way back.
Ratkus had the opportu-
nity to travel to a number
of different countries. He
circled the entire globe
and was able to visit
places such as Hong
Kong, Singapore, Thai-
land, Kuwait. Egypt, Is-
rael and several other ar-
eas.
Since his career at La
Salle began. Dr. Ratkus
has worn a number of
hats here on campus. Cur-
rently, he is the chair ofthe
Economics Department, a
title he has held since July
ofI998.
Perhaps among his
most noteworthy accom-
plishments is his establish-
ment of the Economics
and International Studies
major. He created this
program along with Dr.
Richard Mshomba, also a
professor in the Econom-
ics Department. They
submitted a proposal for it
to the Curriculum Com-
mittee in 1993. It was ap-
proved in February of
1 994 and was up and run-
ning in fall of 1994.
In addition. Dr. Ratkus
has held some other posi-
tions on campus, includ-
ing, briefly, being the advi-
sor to Phi Gamma Delta, a
fraternity more commonly
known as FIJI. Dr.
Ratkus is also involved in
the Lesbian Gay Bisexual
Transgender Student Alli-
ance, a newly formed
group on campus. Outside
campus, he belongs to a
number of organizations
that work for gay and les-
bian rights. He did com-
ment, though, that being
chair of the Economics
Department has taken up
a lot of time and forced
him to pull away from
some organizations.
In addition. Dr. Ratkus
also spent 20 years as a
Christian Brother, be-
tween 1964 andI984.
When asked what he likes
about La Salle, he re-
vealed that he "loves the
students and the faculty."
Christine Gray '00
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TDepartment of
'Economics
Chair:
MarkJ.Xatkus.ThD.
Trofessor:
J{. David Xobison. ThD.
^
^ss^ciate Trofessors:
David C. George. ThD.
John S. Grady, MA-
Xichard L. Mshomba. ThD.
ElizabethX Taulin. ThD.
^
'A^'ii^tant Trofessor:
Joseph T. Cairo. MCA.
JOSEPH P. CAIRO, M.A.
Assistant Professor
DAVID L. GEORGE, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
JOHN S. GRADY, M.A.
Associate Professor
RICHARD E. MSHOMBA, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
ELIZABETH A. PAULIN, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
MARK J. RATKUS, Ph.D.
Chair and Assistant Professor
H. DAVID ROBISON, Ph.D.
Professor
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£-ducation
Spotlight on...
TDr. Greer Richardson and TDr. franla yUosca
The Education Depart-
ment welcomes two new
full-time faculty mem-
bers — Dr. Greer
Richardson and Dr. Frank
Mosca.
Dr. Richardson is not
new to the area. She was
bom in Philadelphia and
raised in South Jersey.
She earned her
bachelor's degree in psy-
chology from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, her
master's degree in educa-
tional psychology from
Rutgers University, and
her doctorate in educa-
tional psychology from
Temple University. Be-
fore accepting this full-
time teaching position, Dr.
Richardson taught as an
adjunct professor here at
La Salle, as well as at
Holy Family College and
Temple Univerisity
.
Dr. Richardson came to
La Salle because she
thoroughly enjoys the
friendly atmosphere. She
likes the Education De-
partment and loves the
size of the school. She
enjoys teaching on a full-
time basis, but also sees it
as a challenging endeavor
because currently. Dr.
Richardson is teaching
several undergraduate
courses.
Dr. Frank Mosca is far
from his roots. He grew
up in a small town in up-
state New York. He
earned his bachelor's de-
gree in elementary/spe-
cial education from the
State University of New
York—Plattsburgh. Af-
ter graduating, he taught
middle school in New
York where he worked
with students with emo-
tional and behavioral dis-
abilities. Focusing on this
area, Dr. Mosca earned
his master's degree and
doctorate at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin in spe-
cial education. Wanting
to prepare teachers for
working with troubled
children, he then went to
George Washington Uni-
versity where he taught
human development on
the graduate school level.
Dr. Mosca came to La
Salle following his wife
who is a pediatrician at the
Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia. He finds La
Salle enjoyable and chal-
lenging and is very im-
pressed with the people in
the Education Depart-
ment. Currently, he
teaches a wider array of
students than he taught at
George Washington:
freshman to graduate stu-
dents. He also works as a
supervisor in the elemen-
tary/special education
program.
Dr. Mosca like Dr
Richardson, brings a new
perspective to the Educa-
tion Department. With
their varied backgrounds
and experience, both can
look forward to an excit-
ing future at La Salle.
Maureen T. Doughertv '00
ARTHUR J. BANGS, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Associate Professor
MARYANNE R. BEDNAR, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
GARY K. CLABAUGH, Ed.D.
Professor
LAWRENCE J. COLHOCKER, F.S.C., Ed.D.
Assistant Professor
PRESTON D. FEDEN, Ed.D.
Associate Professor
CAROLE C. FREEMAN, Ph.D.
Chair and Associate Professor
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Uepartment of
Education
Chair:
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Assistant Professor
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Associate Professor
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Associate Professor
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Assistant Professor
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Associate Professor
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Associate Professor
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Assistant Professor
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T^nglish
Spotlight on...
Dr. Matjorie S. Allen
"As long as I've known her, she
has always loved teaching," says
the chair of the department Dr.
Patricia Haberstroh of Dr.
Marjorie S. Allen, a distinguished
member of La Salle's English
Department for 24 years. Dr.
Allen received her undergraduate
degree from the University of
Rochester in 1 972, and she contin-
ued her education at Princeton
University, receiving her Ph.D. in
1976. In addition. Dr. Allen is the
coordinator of the Academic En-
richment Program (AEP), and
she teaches in the Academic Dis-
covery Program (ADP) at La
Salle. Not only is Dr. Allen a very
active and involved faculty mem-
ber, she is also a mother of a 17-
year-old high school student,
Jenny, whom she adopted from El
Salvador when Jenny was 20
months old.
La Salle is the only university at
which Dr. Allen has taught fiill-
time, although she began her part-
time teaching career at Princeton
University. One might question
how Dr. Allen has remained such
a dedicated member ofLa Salle's
community for over 20 years;
however, she has no doubts. Dr.
Allen recognizes the utmost value
of professors giving personal at-
tention to students, and she be-
lieves the one-on-one instruction
that students receive is a wonder-
ful aspect of Lasallian culture.
Dr. Allen also notes the shared
respect she sees between faculty
and students, and she wants her
students to realize the rarity ofthis
experience; most schools, she
notes, are not like La Salle.
In terms of her motivation to
continue teaching, Dr. Allen says
that she is fueled by the notion that
she is making a contribution to her
students. Dr. Allen believes that
teaching is one ofthe only fields in
which an instructor can witness
the contributions that she makes.
Not only does she enjoy having the
opportunity to educate students,
send them off after graduation
and see them succeed. Dr. Allen
also loves to see her students
achieve at a smaller level, such as
in a paper assignment or in a class
discussion. Dr. Allen truly loves
her students and enjoys working
with them.
Dr. Allen's concentration of lit-
MARJORIE S. ALLEN, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
JAMES A. BUTLER, Ph.D.
Professor
JUSTIN CRONIN, M.F.A.
Associate Professor
erary studies focuses on the Holo-
caust. She feels that studying
Holocaust literature is important,
because difference is the most
pressing problem in today's soci-
ety. As part of her dedication to
Lasallian values, she attempts to
make her students see the con-
nection between what they are
studying and why. Dr. Allen
maintains that it is absolutely criti-
cal not only to study literature, but
also to use literature as a vehicle
for social change.
Although Dr. Allen has been at
La Salle for over two decades and
still teaches many of the same
courses, she is always amazed at
how different each course is, re-
gardless of subject matter. For
instance, because of her back-
ground in linguistics, she has
taught the Grammars of English
course countless times. How-
ever, she never grows tired of the
subject matter, because the
course has changed and evolved
over the years. She has also solely
developed a linguistics course,
Language and Prejudice, that is
designed to examine how preju-
dices are embedded in literature.
Dr. Haberstroh applauds Dr.
Allen's enthusiasm saying, "She is
an innovative teacher who is ex-
tremely creative in developing new
curriculums and course material."
The most rewarding aspect of
Dr. Allen'scareerisherteachingin
the Academic Discovery Program
(ADP), which is a summer pro-
gram that gives students who have
never been given the chance to
excel in a university setting the op-
portunity to do so. According to Dr.
Allen, her work in the ADP pro-
gram most closely resembles the
work ofa true Lasallian. She says,
"nothing is more exciting than see-
ing these students develop andblos-
som into successfiil and special
members of the community."
Dr. Allen has eamed the respect
ofher students and colleagues alike,
and she is regarded as a very unique
,
and devoted teacher. Dr.
Haberstroh points out that Dr. Allen
is "the ideal teacher, in that she
teaches varying levels ofcourses in
the English Department, and be-
cause her interests range from lin-
guistics to Holocaust literature,
which is, at best, unusual."
Suzanne K- Mintzer '00
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Professor
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The fine Arts Department
focuses on the Students
The Fine Arts Department
has undergone a change this
year. The art and music por-
tions have separated into two
programs to give students in
each field adequate atten-
tion. Sabrina DeTurk is the
head of the Art and History
Program and has filled the
Spring semester with excit-
ing new classes. The pro-
gram is now offering classes,
such as Contemporary Art,
Women on Art. and in the
Art of China and Japan.
The Art of China and Ja-
pan focuses on the visually
stimulating works ofChinese
art which extends from the
Early Bronze Age to the Cul-
tural Revolution of the 20th
century. The course exam-
ines the golden ages ofvisual
arts and dynamic creativity
that bought Japan to high-
intermitted states in the 20th
century.
In addition, in Dr.
DeTurk's course entitled
Art and Power in Italy, stu-
dents are given the opportu-
nity to travel to the beautiful
country of Italy during their
spring break for seven days
and really get a feel for the
course material. When they
return, the students spend
the rest of the semester dis-
cussing and reviewing the
artwork they saw in Italy.
Charles White, who heads
the Music Program at
La Salle, is currently in-
\ol\ed with bringing new
courses that cover all three
fields of study: Music His-
tory, Composition and
Theory and Applied Music.
Students who enjoy music,
from Woodstock to classical
symphonies will enjoy the
course in America's Music
that focuses on the rise of
musical culture in the 19th
century to the popular and
classical of the 20th.
For students whose toes
start to tap to jazz, the course
in Miniatures in Jazz and the
Classics will seem made for
them.
In the field of study, Mu-
sical Theory and Composi-
tion, a course entitled Topics
in the Theory of Music is
being offered to both the
general student and music
major. Because the subject
matter will vary from semes-
ter to semester, this class can
be taken by everyone. For
Gershwin enthusiasts, there
is a course simply titled
Gershwin.
Does working in small
groups help improve the
quality of your education?
Collegian Music, which is
designed for small groups, is
a vocal and instrumental-
performing ensemble de-
voted to the study ofmusical
repertory of all periods.
Albert Lee '01
Uepartment of
fine Arts
Associate Trofessor and TDirector
of the Music Troaram:
Charles White. ThD.
Assistant Trofessor and Director of the
Art and Art Jiistorv Troaram:
Sabrina DeTurk. ThD.
CHARLES WHITE. Ph.D.
Associate Professor
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Spotlight on...
JCathleen S. yUcTVichoI
Professor Kathleen S.
McNichol has spent most
of her adult life at La
Salle. She completed
both her undergraduate
and graduate work at La
Salle, earning her B.A. in
psychology and sociology
in 1975 and her M.B.A.
in 1981. For the past 16
years, she has been a dis-
tinguished member of the
Finance Department, and
she was recognized for
her accomplishments in
1997 when she received
the Lindback Award for
excellence in teaching.
Professor McNichol
enjoys interacting with
her students in the class-
room setting, and she
credits them with giving
her the motivation to
continue teaching. She
believes that La Salle of-
fers a particular culture
that is very conducive to
teaching, as well as to in-
teraction between profes-
sors and students, be-
cause the classes are kept
small and in turn, per-
sonal. She describes her
teaching style as profes-
sional, patterning her
teaching after the won-
derful instruction she re-
ceived when she was a
student at La Salle. In
fact, a few of her col-
leagues in the Finance
Department taught her
when she was complet-
ing her M. B.A.
Besides teaching, she
is very active within the
department coordinating
both the Risk Manage-
ment and Insurance Pro-
gram (RMI) and the
Kempers Scholars Pro-
gram. The purpose of
these programs is to in-
terest students in the field
of risk management and
insurance and to prepare
students for a career in
the field. Professor
McNichol gains a great
deal of satisfaction help-
ing students obtain co-
ops and internships, and
she says that "nothing is
more rewarding than see-
ing a student, a little
rough around the edges.
develop into a very pol-
ished professional."
She has a very specific
goal for the future: de-
veloping more ties with
Philadelphia businesses
for the RMI program. In
doing so, Professor
McNichol believes the
department will reach
more students, giving
them the experience they
need to succeed in their
fields. However, Profes-
sor McNichol has already
reached many students.
For example, senior com-
munication major Erin
McDermott said, "I only
had Professor McNichol
once for class, but she
bent over backwards to
help me find ajob for after
graduation. She is ex-
tremely involved in the
lives of her students and
in securing their future ca-
reers."
Professor McNichol is
married to Jim McNichol,
a certified public accoun-
tant, and they have two
children, Brian, a fresh-
man at La Salle and
Danny, a freshman at
Cardinal Dougherty High
School. She has many
varied hobbies including
walking for fitness, light
weight lifting, dining out
in Philadelphia, reading,
listening to music, cook-
ing Italian food and
learning to speak Span-
ish.
Suzanne K. Mintzer '00
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Assistant Professor
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Associate Professor
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The foreign Canguages <& Citeratures
Uepartment Offers a Study Abroad Trogram
The Foreign Language
Department provides lin-
guistic courses and spon-
sors various multicultural
social activities for the
students of La Salle. In
addition to operating the
Bilingual/ Bicultural and
Central Eastern European
Studies programs at a
Master's level, the de-
partment also offers un-
dergraduate instruction in
French, German, Italian,
Russian, Spanish, Latin,
Greek, Japanese and Irish
Gaelic.
Besides sponsoring the
French, German, Italian
and Ukrainian clubs, the
Foreign Language De-
partment deserves recog-
nition for and is especially
proud of its exceptional
Irish Gaelic language in-
struction. Although Irish
Studies courses are of-
fered at other colleges
and universities, like
neighboring Villanova
University, studies in the
Irish Gaelic language are
rare. And while the lan-
guage is becoming obso-
lete in the country of Ire-
land, it has been pre-
served in distinguished
American universities like
La Salle.
In addtion to its Gaelic
offerings, the Foreign
Language Department is
also offering students the
opportunity to study
abroad. The students who
registered for Dr. Bar-
bara Trovato's Legend of
Quixote Spanish class and
Dr. Preston Feden and
Dr. Bob Vogel's Com-
parative Education class
are offered a unique
travel/study option for the
1999-2000 Academic
year. The students in
these classes have the op-
portunity to study Spain
and the Spanish culture on
La Salle's campus, and
will be traveling to Spain
over Spring Break.
Jennifer L. Etsell '01
TDepartment of
yoreign Canguages
& Qteratuves
Chair:
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Trofessor:
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The Geology and Thysics JDepartment Trepares
Students for Their future Careers
The Geology and Phys-
ics Department has been
a part of La Salle for 30
years. The department is
composed of five faculty
members: Henry A. Bart,
Ph.D.; David Lee Smith,
Ph.D.; Alice L. Hoersch,
Ph.D.; Bertram Strieb,
M.S.; and Stephen A.
Longo, Ph.D. Dr. Henry
A. Bart serves as the de-
partment chair. Because
the department is small,
majors enjoy a one-on-
one relationship with their
professors, and with a
major class size of 6-10
students, they receive a
great deal ofindividual in-
struction.
The department offers
a strong liberal arts pro-
gram, which prepares
students for graduate
school or a career in geol-
ogy. A geology major re-
quires a wide range of
courses from Earth His-
tory to Math, and students
are also recommended to
take physics, biology and
chemistry.
During their course of
study, majors have ac-
cess to computers and
other state-of-the-art
equipment. For example,
they have use of an x-ray
defractor, which gives a
blueprint ofcertain miner-
als, and a magnetometer,
which can be used to lo-
cate magnetic fields.
Majors also have access
to diamond saws and
grinders which they can
use to prepare specimens.
Most majors are mem-
bers of the Geology Club
and participate in depart-
mental field trips where
students apply classroom
material. They study fos-
sils, landfills, quarries and
folds, all of which arc
documented on geological
maps in Holroyd Hall.
Graduates are qualified to
begin careers in industry,
such as with the National
Forest or Park Service or
with the Environmental
Protection Agency
(EPA). And their profes-
sors have been credited
with providing them with
manyjob opportunities.
As the millennium ap-
proaches, the need for ge-
ology and physics majors
is increasing. There are
many problems in society,
such as oil and energy
shortages and pollution.
The department remains
firm in its commitment to
educate the geologists
and physicists of tomor-
row.
Albert Lee '01
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Spotlight on...
TDr. Stuart Ceibigev
Few people are actu-
ally lucky enough to find
a job doing exactly what
they have always
dreamed ofdoing. Fewer
people can say that in ten
years they want to be
doing exactly what they
are doing right now. Dr.
Leibiger, Associate Pro-
fessor of History, is one
ofthose people fortunate
enough to be living out
that dream right here at
La Salle. Dr. Leibiger
has always been inter-
ested in history. Thus, he
found it natural to pursue
a teaching career in or-
der to be allotted the time
necessary to foster his
other passions: research
and writing.
Dr. Leibiger's passion
for teaching, though, is
evident in the classroom.
As the History
Department's Early
Americanist, he teaches
courses in Early Ameri-
can History, the Ameri-
can Revolution and the
Civil War. He also
serves as the Advisor of
the Historical Society.
Dr. Leibiger developed
his teaching method
through experiences of
trial and error with his
students at La Salle. He
believes that the key to a
successful instructor is
the ability to teach mate-
rial without lecturing. For
instance, he often intro-
duces documents to stu-
dents and has them ana-
lyze them to encourage
class discussion.
Dr. Leibiger recently
released his first book,
which has received
much praise from his col-
leagues, and a well de-
served share of the aca-
demic spotlight. His
book, Founding
Friendship: George
Washington, James
Madison, and the Cre-
ation of the American
Republic, describes the
"marriage of political
convenience between
Washington and Madi-
son, which grew into
genuine companion-
ship." Early American
history, particularly that
of the founding fathers,
have always fascinated
Dr. Leibiger. He began
his research with Madi-
son and then noticed the
friendship between this
president and Washing-
ton, which he found to be
a topic worthy ofa book.
Dr. Leibiger finds that
teaching, researching
and writing provide him
with the style of career
that best suits him. Con-
sequently, with no plans
for Dr. Leibiger to alter
his lifestyle, La Salle Uni;
versity can expect to see
many more great
achievements as he lives
out his dreams.
K "en Heabel '00
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Management M^ajors: Expanding the J^ole
They Tlay in Society
All business majors at
La Salle have one thing in
common. Through the
core business curriculum
in the School ofBusiness,
all ofthese students obtain
a broad background in all
areas of business, includ-
ing marketing, account-
ing, finance, operations,
management information
systems and policy. Man-
agement majors, how-
ever, take some distinct
courses that help them
stand out as business pro-
fessionals.
First of all, Manage-
ment majors have a
choice of concentration.
They can focus on the
"human" side of business
with an organizational
management major, or on
the technological side
with a management infor-
mation systems major.
This flexibility within the
major helps La Salle to
cater to students of differ-
ent skill sets, personalities,
and career goals.
While the Management
Department continually
offers a solid training in
business core knowledge
and management tech-
niques, the department is
also expanding the role its
majors play in society by
seeking the advice of
those business profes-
sionals who lead by ex-
ample. Students in the
School of Business are
given the opportunity
each year to attend a
weeklong presentation of
"Executives on Campus."
This is an intensive week
of visitors from leading
businesses throughout the
country, offering advice
based on experience and
also offering valuable net-
working opportunities.
Another way that man-
agement students are ex-
panding their role is by
implementing Information
Technology as a compo-
nent of many of the
courses. Information
Technology (IT) plays a
critical role in society and
the organizations of the
world. Without IT our
daily functions, such as
waking up to an alarm
clock or using an ATM
machine, wouldbe impos-
sible. As the world ap-
proaches the new millen-
nium, IT is changing radi-
cally. Preparing students
to implement and under-
stand the importance of
IT has become a top prior-
ity in the Management
Department.
Megan A. Thomas '00
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A Marketing
Spotlight on...
Ur. Andrew G. Bean
Dr. Andrew Bean of
the Marketing Depart-
ment is no stranger to the
term dedication. His 17
years of service to the La
Salle University commu-
nity attest to this fact. In
addition to being a prized
faculty member in the
Marketing Department,
Dr. Bean has also held
different leadership posi-
tions at La Salle. He was
the Chair of the Market-
ing Department for six
years. He has served on
the Middlestates Accred-
iting Committee, Univer-
sity Curriculum Commit-
tee and Business Curricu-
lum Committee.
Dr. Bean's profes-
sional life started out with
his degree in Electrical
Engineering from Penn
State. Originally he went
on to work for Bell Atlan-
tic, but then he decided to
further his education at
the University ofPennsyl-
vania, where he obtained
his Ph.D. in Psychology,
focusing on research de-
sign. After the diverse
and extensive education
that he received from
Penn State and Penn, he
then received his Masters
Degree in marketing from
Temple University and
later taught in the Educa-
tional Psychology De-
partment at Temple for
twelve years.
One distinctive educa-
tional experience for Dr.
Bean among his many at
La Salle, was the opportu-
nity he was given last
Spring semester to mod-
erate the International
Business trip to Quebec,
which was a first-time
venture for La Salle un-
dergraduate students.
This trip gave both stu-
dents and the faculty the
opportunity to explore the
marketing systems and
economies of a different
culture. Dr. Bean de-
scribed this trip as fun and
valuable, "a real chance to
get to know the students."
Dr. Bean has two chil-
dren, one a geologist and
the other a physician,
whom he proudly de-
scribes as being success-
ful products of the La
Salle University educa-
tional system. In addition
to teaching at La Salle, he
continues to conduct re-
search on healthcare
marketing. Along with
Dr. David Jones of the
Marketing Department,
he shares an appreciation
for food, wine and hot
peppers. As he continues
to develop and flourish in
his career. Dr. Bean says
one thing has remained
constant for him through-
out all of these years, and
that is his complete dedi-
cation to University
teaching.
Megan A. Thomas '00
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M^atK Computer Science, &lTDigital Arts & Multimedia TDesign
Spotlighr on...
Dr. Samuel ]. 'Wiley
Dr. Samuel Wiley first
started teaching at La
Salle in 1963. He origi-
nally taught mathematics
but about 20 years ago he
became interested in
computer science. Dr.
Wiley took some of the
classes that were offered
to students. Then, with La
Salle's support, he took
classes at the University
of Pennsylvania. When
he was finished, he began
teaching computer sci-
ence courses as well as
math courses.
Dr. Wiley grew up in
Philadelphia, attending
Saint Joseph's Prep for
high school. He received
his bachelor's degree in
physics from Saint
Joseph's University, his
master's degree in math-
ematics from Villanova
and his doctorate in math-
ematics from Temple.
One of the reasons that
Dr. Wiley enjoys com-
puter science is because
"there is no opportunity to
get bored. Computer Sci-
ence is always changing,
there is always something
new to be learning and
doing."
The classes that Dr.
Wiley teaches each se-
mester allow him contact
STEPHEN F. ANDRILLI. Ph.D.
Associate Professor
RICHARD A. DiDIO, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
LINDA J. ELLIOTT, M.A., M.S.
Chair and Assistant Professor
RAYMOND P. KIRSCH. Ph.D.
Associate Professor
STEPHEN A. LONGO, Ph.D.
Professor
CARL R Mccarty, Ph.D.
Professor
MARGARET M. McCOEY, M.A.
Assistant Professor
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with many different types
of students ft'om begin-
ners in Computer Science
151 to computer science
majors to graduate stu-
dents. Dr. Wiley explains
that he gets something dif-
ferent from each group of
students that he teaches.
He says that working with
students in the introduc-
tory courses can be very
rewarding. He explains,
"Occasionally there will
be someone struggling but
the class will get him or
her started, and I feel that
I've done a great deal."
Besides teaching in the
Computer Science De-
partment, Dr. Wiley
serves on different com-
mittees. He is currently
the Vice President of the
Faculty Senate and part of
the Committee for the
New Core Curriculum.
Having been through four
different curriculums
since he began teaching at
La Salle 36 years ago, he
supports the new curricu-
lum because it presents
new opportunities that will
better prepare students
for the 2 1 st century.
During his career at La
Salle, Dr. Wiley was hon-
ored with the Lindback
Award for Distinguished
Teaching. He said that re-
ceiving this award was
"very much an honor be-
cause I like to teach." He
continued, "Teaching is
about learning as well.
Good teachers are good
learners."
For Dr. Wiley, La Salle
is a great place to work.
He states that one of the
reasons that he has been
part of the La Salle com-
munity for so long is "the
attitude of the people
here. There is respect and
concern for dealing with
people as human beings."
Jov Morris '00
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MARGARET M.
McMANUS, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
GARY E. MICHALEK.
Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of
yUath. Computer Science,
J: Uigital Arts dc
Multimedia TDesign
Chair:
Cinda J. Ell/on. M-A- M-S.
Trofessors:
Stephen A. Congo. ThD.
Carl T. McCarty. ThD.
Associate Trofessors:
Stephen f. Andrilli. ThD.
Xichard A. DiDio. ThD.
Xaymond TXirsch. ThD.
Margaret M- McManus. ThD.
Cary E. MichaM, ThD.
John C. 0'?JeiJL ThD.
Samuel J. Wiley. Th.D.
Assistant Trofessors:
Tom Blum. Th.D.
Mary A. Malinconico. M-A.
Margaret M- McCoey. MA.
Michael Xedmond. ThD.
Jane f.Turk.ThD.
JOHN C. O'NEILL, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
JANE F. TURK, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
SAMUEL J. WILEY, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
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The School of JMursing Offers a Variety of
Courses to Attract Trospective Students
This year, La Salle's
School of Nursing has
made vast improvements
in its graduate and under-
graduate programs. A
newly offered curriculum
encompasses areas such
as ostomy and continence
nursing, school nurse cer-
tificate programs and
other masters and spe-
cialist areas. A MSN
Nursing Anesthesia track
and five-year Master of
Science in Speech/Lan-
guage Pathology and Au-
diology are new to the
degree programs, as is the
newly instituted LPN-
BSN program, which is
anticipated to be a great
success.The addition of
new courses, accredita-
tions and degree pro-
grams is rendering La
Salle's Nursing School
amongst the most well-
rounded and attractive
schools to prospective
students.
Through the aid of fed-
eral grants and private
donations, the nursing
school is indeed thriving.
Grants for areas such as
research initiatives, com-
munity and neighborhood
nursing programs as well
as others have been
awarded to fund antici-
pated projects and ad-
vancements. These
grants have been earned
by the hard work and
dedication ofthe school's
various administrators,
faculty, and students.
As a reflection of the
efforts of graduate, un-
dergraduate and faculty
members, an induction
ceremony was held to
honor the accomplish-
ments of some of these
goal oriented individuals.
The Sigma Theta Tau
Nursing Honor Society
invited BSN students
Kristine Bayot, Lindsay
Block, Laura Fenton, Me-
lissa Kenney, Kim
Kessler, Hilary Owens
and Desiree Raffio to join
their organization that is
based upon dedication to
nursing practice.
La Salle's School of
Nursing is one that main-
tains a rigorous, challeng-
ing program. This fact is
evident in the awards and
grants bestowed upon
faculty members such as
Dr. Patti Zuzelo and Dr.
Katherine Kinsey, and on
various student-faculty
research projects.
Hopefully, throughout
the upcoming years, the
school will continue to
prosper as it has done in
the years past.
Desiree Raffio '00
PATRICIA BECKER, Ed.D., R.N.
Assistant Professor
JANICE BEITZ, Ph.D., R.N., C.S.,
C.N.O.R., C.E.TN.
Associate Professor
JOAN FRIZZELL, Ph.D., R.N.
Assistant Professor
EILEENGIARDINO,Ph.D.,C.R.N.P.
Associate Professor
MARY BETH HAAS, M.S.N., C.R.N.P,
I.B.C.L.C.
Assistant Professor
MARJORIE HEINZER, Ph.D., R.N.,
C.S., C.R.N.P
Associate Professor
KAYKINSEY,Ph,D.,R.N.,F.A.A.N.
Associate Professor
SUSAN M. O'BRIEN, Ed.D., R.N. ^:
Assistant Professor '^-»
EXPLORER
ZANE ROBINSON WOLF, Ph.D.,
R.N., F.A.A.N.
Dean and Professor
JOANNEFARLEY
SEREMBUS, M.S.N., R.N..
C.C.R.N.
Undergraduate Director
NANCYYOUNGBLOOD,
Ph,D.,C.R.N.P.
Assistant Professor
School of
JMursing
TDean:
Zane Xobimon Wolf. ThD.. XJV..
Assistant TDean:
Mary Dorr. M-ST^.. XJV.
Undergraduate Director:
Joanne farley Serembus. M-SJ^..X JV..
ccx^/.
Interim Coordinator:
Carol Jiutelmyer. M-ST^.. CXJ^.T.
Associate Trofessors:
Janice Beitz. Th.D.. XJV.. C5.. CJsl.OX..
CZT?^.
Eileen Ciardino. Th.D.. CXMT.
Marjorie T^einzer. T/x.D.. XM. CS..
CXMT.
XayXinsey. Th.D.. XJV.. f.A.A?J.
Assistant Trofessors:
Barbara J. Amster. Th.D.. C.CC.-S.CT.
Tatricia Beclier. ZdD.. X?J.
Janna Dieckmann. ThD.. XvTV.
Joan frizzell. ThD.. XM-
Mary Beth Jiaas. M.S?J.. CX^^.T.
1B.C.CC.
Mary Ellen Miller. XJV.. M-S?^.
Susan M. O'Brien. EdD.. X^/.
Eleanor Xeinhardr. M-S?^.. XJV.
?Jancy \foungblood. ThD.. CX?J.T.
Tamara C Zurakowski. XJV.. CXT^.T.
ThD.
Tatti Zuzelo. M-SM..XM
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A TMosophical Entry Into the MiUennium
In the face of a chang-
ing academic landscape
and a newly approaching
millennium, La Salle still
upholds the classic liberal
arts tradition, offering a
philosophy major. The
Philosophy Department
features seven profes-
sors: Michael Kerlin.
Marc Moreau, Frederick
Van Fleteren, Cornelia
Tsakiridou, Joseph Volpe,
Arleen Dallery and Leo
White. All have varying
philosophical interests
that enrich the depart-
ment and the courses of-
fered.
The variety of courses
span the four main periods
of western philosophy:
Ancient, Medieval/Re-
naissance, Modem and
Contemporary. They also
cover the five main
branches of philosophy:
metaphysics, epistemol-
ogy, ethics, aesthetics and
logic, giving a survey of
these branches through
the four periods. In addi-
tion, the department also
offers an array of other
courses dealing with spe-
cific issues like Philoso-
phy ofthe Mind, Love and
Sexuality and Perspec-
tives on Death. Other
courses deal with specific
schools ofthought like ex-
istentialism or commu-
nism, while some focus on
one philosopher, such as
the "Great Philosopher"
Series.
In recent years, the Phi-
losophy Department has
hosted a series of lectures
and symposiums during
the universal free period
that covered a range of
topics, including interdis-
ciplinary presentations.
Subjects such as religion,
history, psychology, and
art have complemented
the philosophical settings
of many discussions and
lectures. Speakers from
other institutions, as well
as La Salle professors,
have given lectures open
to the entire La Salle com-
munity.
La Salle's Philosophy
Department promotes an
atmosphere of learning,
both in and outside the
classroom. Although ma-
joring in philosophy may
seem to have little practi-
cal purpose in attaining
gainful employment after
graduation, its benefits
come in everyday life
—
learning to think critically,
learning to challenge,
learning to live the "good
life."
David G. Tunuu'Ol
EXPLORER
TDeparTment of
Thilosophy
Chair:
Michael J. Xerlin.ThD.
Trofessors:
frederick 'Van fleteren. ThD.
yissociate Trofessors:
Arleen B. Dallery. VhD.
Cornelia Tsakiridou. ThD.
yjssistant Trofessors:
Marc Moreau. VhD.
Joseph 'Volpe. ThD.
Ceo White. Th.D. Visiting
ARLEEN B. DALLERY, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
MICHAEL J. KERLIN, Ph.D.
Chair and Professor
MARC MOREAU. Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
CORNELIA TSAKIRIDOU, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
FREDERICK VAN FLETEREN, Ph.D.
Professor
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vUtical Science
ToUtical Science Department Anticipates More
Students Due to tlxe University's Curriculum Ctxanges
Change is inevitable in
all things—a fact that
members of the Political
Science Department will
realize in light of the new
core curriculum at La
Salle. The preparations
are now under way all
over campus for the core
curriculum that was ap-
proved by the Academic
Affairs Committee last
year. In the Political Sci-
ence Department, the
preparations are for an
anticipated influx of new
faces as the core requires
a political science or eco-
nomics course to gradu-
ate. Though some stu-
dents will choose eco-
nomics, there should be an
increased need for politi-
cal science courses.
"Right now, we do not
know how many extra
sections there's going to
be. A lot of this is in pro-
cess right now. I assume
that once everything is
settled with spring regis-
tration, we'll turn our at-
tention to what's going to
happen here in the fall,"
said Dr. Beth Paulin,
Chair of the Political Sci-
ence Department, who
adds: "How many new
sections can we antici-
pate and how many
peoplewe will need to hire
as a result of the in-
creased demand won't be
known until freshmen
register for fall 2000.
We've done some pre-
liminary estimates in our
heads. For instance, ifwe
think there are going to be
850 new freshmen, how
many ofthose do we think
are going to be nursing
and business, because
business will be econom-
ics? Our guess would be
eight new sections." The
new faculty would be ad-
juncts for now, but Paulin
says that more full-time
faculty might be hired if a
pattern of increased
courses was established.
Aside from new fac-
ulty, the other benefit will
be the introduction ofnew
students to the depart-
ment who are potential
political science majors.
"Hopefully, more majors
would lead to more fac-
ulty and therefore more
options for students in the
department," said Paulin.
In order to make the
department more appeal-
ing to these incoming stu-
dents, there will also be a
change in the way Ameri-
can Government is
taught. Currently, political
science majors are re-
quired to take Principles
ofAmerican Government
I & II, tying up two valu-
able slots on a student's
schedule that might be
used for other courses, in-
cluding special topics
courses in the depart-
ment. Under a new pro-
posal, the department
would consolidate its
three introductory Ameri-
can Government courses
(Introduction to Ameri-
can Government is the
third) into one Principles
course. In place of Prin-
ciples II, students would
be required to take a sec-
ond American Govern-
ment course of their
choice. "This makes it
easier and more attractive
to students who may be
considering a political sci-
ence major," said Paulin.
Another change in cur-
riculum is due to a new
math requirement. Begin-
ning with next year's
freshman class, all politi-
cal science majors will be
required to take statistics
in a cross-listed course,
POL/ECN 213. Though
Dr. Paulinjoked about the
dismay many students
feel about taking a math-
related course in college,
she thinks the require-
ment will benefit the de-
partment. "The depart-
ment for years has been
trying to have poli sci ma-
jors take statistics," said
Paulin. "Every member of
the department agrees on
this one. It's necessary
formany students, includ-
ing those interested in
law."
Current students will
not have to worry about
this change, however, be-
cause of a grandfather
clause in the core curricu-
lum, which maintains the
same requirements and
course structure for a stu-
dent that existed when
that student entered the
University.
James Nagelberg '01
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TDepartment of
ToUtical Science
Chair:
Elizabeth A. Taulin. ThD.
y\ssociate Trofessors:
Joseph 17. Brogan. ThD.
Assistant Trofessors:
Maty Ellen Balchunis-Jiarris. ThD.
Xenneth C. Jiill M-A.
MARY ELLEN BALCHUNIS-HARRIS, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
JOSEPH V. BROGAN, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
** ^^" KENNETH L. HILL, M.A.
Assistant Professor
ELIZABETH A. PAULIN, Ph.D.
Chair
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The Tsychologv Uepartment Experiences
faculty and Curriculum Changes
With roughly 180 un-
dergraduates, 200 mas-
ters and 70 doctorate stu-
dents in the 1999-2000
academic year, it is evi-
dent that the Psychology
Department at La Salle
has been growing over the
years.
Dr. Margaret Watson,
the department's new
chairperson this fall, is ex-
tremely eager to see
where this growth is
headed in terms of cur-
riculum, faculty and gen-
eral recognition. She
shows her enthusiasm by
saying, "I became chair of
the department at an ex-
citing time in the program
because we are growing
and expanding." Both the
faculty and the curriculum
are evolving; of the ten
full-time professors, four
have been hired in the last
two years, and Dr.
Watson intends to con-
tinue revising the under-
graduate curriculum.
The department offers
a variety of classes for
undergraduate majors in-
cluding Principles ofPsy-
chology, Developmental
Psychology, Psychopa-
thology, Social Psychol-
ogy, Research Methodol-
ogy, Experimental Psy-
chology, Cognitive Psy-
chology and Psychology
of Women, all of which
extensively prepare stu-
dents for careers in the
field. Full-time professors
include Dr. Sharon
Armstrong, a cognitive
psychologist; Dr. Joe
Burke, a licensed clinical
psychologist; Dr. Lynn
Collins, a licensed clinical
psychologist; Dr. Peter
Filicetti, a licensed coun-
seling psychologist; Dr.
Dave Falcone, a cognitive
developmental psycholo-
gist; Mary Ellen
McMonigle, a Ph.D. can-
didate in educational psy-
chology; Dr. Jack
Rooney, a retired clinical
psychologist; Dr. Ariana
Shahinfar. a developmen-
tal psychologist; Dr. Jack
Smith, a licensed counsel-
ingpsychologist; Dr. Ellen
Walker, a physiological
psychologist; and Dr.
Margaret Watson, an in-
dustrial-organizational
psychologist.
The department cur-
rently encourages under-
graduate students to par-
ticipate in a practicum, an
activity designed to pro-
vide students with a
deeper knowledge of the
field. Several faculty
members also give stu-
dents the opportunity to do
research projects with
them and attend confer-
ences nationwide. Look-
ing toward the future, Dr.
Watson anticipates a
fruitful year with "many
interesting challenges
ahead," and the psychol-
ogy department joins her
in thisjourney.
Raequel Forbes '03
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Uepartment of
Tsychology
Chair:
Margaret D. Watson. ThD.
Associate Trofessors:
David ]. falcone. ThD.
Assistant Trofessors:
Sfxaron C. Armstrong. ThD.
Lynn K Collins. ThD.
Instructor:
Mary Ellen McMonigle. MZd.
DAVID J. FALCONE, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
MARGARET D. WATSON, Ph.D.
Chair and Assistant Professor
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Spotlight on...
TDr. 'William Grosniclc
La Salle's Religion De-
partment has imple-
mented significant
changes for the 1999-
2000 Academic year. The
new, multidisciplinary
Catholic Studies Minor
offers different perspec-
tives on the Catholic tra-
dition. A new course
taught by Brother
Dougherty, Pilgrimage:
The Holy Land, is a
travel/study course in
which students will spend
Spring Break in the Holy
Land. Another change is
that Dr. William
Grosnick is serving as the
Acting Interim Chair for
this academic year.
Dr. Grosnick has an ex-
tensive and international
educational background.
In 1969, he received a
B.A. in Comparative Lit-
erature from the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, where
he later returned in 1979
and completed his Ph.D.
in Buddhist Studies in the
South Asian Studies De-
partment. Meanwhile,
Dr. Grosnick took an in-
tensive summer course in
Japanese through
Middlebury College in
Middlebury, Vermont,
preparing him for his dis-
sertation research as a
Fulbright-Hays Fellow at
the Toya Bunka
Kenkyujo, the Center for
the Study ofOriental Cul-
ture at Tokyo University
from 1976-1977.
Dr. Grosnick came to
La Salle University as an
Assistant Professor of
Religion in September
1980 and became an As-
sociate Professor in Sep-
tember 1985. Tenured in
September 1986, he be-
came a full-professor in
1991.
In the past. Dr.
Grosnick has been part of
many committees and
group, such as the Stu-
dent Affairs Committee,
Campus Ministry Com-
mittee, Tenure and Pro-
motion Committee, the
University Council and
the President's Cabinet.
From May 1993 to May
1997, he served as Presi-
dent of La Salle
University 's Faculty Sen-
ate, where he dealt with
such issues as University
Handbook review, revi-
sion of the University's
Health Plan and issues
surrounding tenure and
pay raises.
His professional mem-
berships include the
American Association of
University Professors, the
International Association
of Buddhist Studies, the
American Academy of
Religion and the College
Theology Society. In ad-
dition to the many article
reviews and papers he has
written, he has compiled a
collection ofChinese and
Japanese Mahayana
Buddist texts. Dr.
Grosnick enjoys moun-
tain hiking and presently
makes his home in
Wyncote, Pennsylvania.
Jennifer L. Etsell '01
JOSEPH W. DEVLIN, Th.M., M.A., J.C.D.
Assistant Professor
JOSEPH DOUGHERTY, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
WILLIAM H. GROSNICK, Ph.D.
Acting Chair and Professor
GEFFREY B. KELLY, S.T.D., LL.D.
Chair and Professor
JACQUELINE PASTIS, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
GAIL RAMSHAW, Ph.D.
Professor
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Department of
Religion
Chair:
Geffrey B. Xelly. S.T.D.. LCD.
Acting Chair:
W/ll/amK Crosnick. ThD.
Trofessors:
Call ^amshaw. ThD.
Assistant Trofessors:
Joseph W. Devlin. Th.M-. M.A..J.C.D.
Joseph Dougherty. TS.C. ThD.
Jacqueline Tastis. ThD.
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Criminal Justice
Spotlight on...
Ur. Jonathan Jiarmon and JDr. Tatricia Stewart
This year the Sociology,
Social Work and Criminal
Justice Department has
hired two new full-time
professors for the Social
Work Program: Dr.
Jonathon Harmon and Dr.
Patricia Stewart.
Dr. Jonathon Harmon
received his B.A. from
Brandeis University in
Massachusetts in 1978
and a M.S.S. in clinical
social work from Bryn
Mawr Graduate School of
Social Work and Social
Research in 1982. Hehas
worked in social work for
over 20 years; however,
the academic setting is a
new experience, which he
describes as rich, com-
plex, and satisfying. He
never believed that teach-
ing would be something he
enjoyed, but he has found
it to be stimulating in that
he can exercise "new so-
cial work muscles" that
he never knew he had.
He has worked the last
ten years full-time for
Federation Daycare Ser-
vices in Philadelphia,
serving as the Director of
Social Services. The typi-
cal families he counseled
had children with special
needs, parenting issues,
issues facing new immi-
grants or child abuse is-
sues. In addition. Dr.
Harmon has owned a pri-
vate family and couple
therapy practice since
1988.
In terms of his motiva-
tion to continue in the so-
cial work field, he says
"social work has allowed
me to explore human rela-
tionships in ways that are
always in depth and fasci-
nating." He truly believes
in social work practice-
empowennent, feminism,
social justice and activ-
ism, all ofwhich form the
cornerstone of his
worldview. Dr. Harmon
has not tired of the social
work field, and he said
that "the longer I work in
social work, the more
deeply I believe in its core
values and ethical sys-
tems."
Patricia Stewart, MSS,
ACSW, LSW, received
her Masters from Bryn
Mawr in 1981. Upon
graduating from Rutgers
University where she ma-
jored in English as an un-
dergraduate, Stewart
found herselfworking for
Episcopal Community
Services, a child welfare
agency in Philadelphia.
She found not only that
she enjoyed helping
people but that she was
quite good at it. It was not
long before colleagues
had convinced her to get
her Master of Social Sci-
ence. After working for
Episcopal Community
Services for eleven years,
Stewart became the first
African American social
worker at Bryn Mawr
Hospital where she devel-
oped a social work pro-
gram for the intensive
care unit. After seven
years, she became the
Assistant Director of the
ICU and Outpatient Clin-
ics at Bryn Mawr, and not
long afterwards was pro-
moted to Director.
Years later Stewart be-
gan working at St.
Christopher's Hospital
for children with patients
with HIV/AIDS. Her ex-
tensive, life-changing ex-
periences there led to her
three publications on
working with African
Americans with HIV/
AIDS. She is currently
writing chapters for two
more books.
She believes that the
full-time faculty position
affords her the opportu-
nity to become a member
of the Lasallian commu-
nity and see the similari-
ties between Lasallian
values and those prac-
ticed in social work.
Stewart appreciates La
Salle's commitment to
community mindedness
and outreach to students
of a variety of ages, life
styles and backgrounds.
When asked what mod-
vates her, she replied, "I
love social work and I love
teaching it."
Joanne M. Cislo '00
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Uepartment of
Sociology, Social
117ork, d: Criminal
Justice
Chair:
finn Jiornum. MA.
Trofessor:
John f. Connors, Th.D.
Associate Trofessors:
francis Tri V. Js/guyen. f.SC. ThD.
Laura A. Often. ThD.
Judith C. StuU, ThD.
Assistant Trofessor:
Jonathon Jiarmon. ThD.
Janine M- Mariscotti. M.S7W.
Tatricia Stewart. ThD.
FINN HORNUM, M.A.
Chair and Assistant Professor
JANINE M. MARISCOTTI, M.S.W.
Assistant Professor
LAURA A. OTTEN, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
PATRICIA STEWART, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
JUDITH C. STULL, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
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It seems like only yesterday that we were here with a degree. Whichever we may be,
freshman wandering around in awe of this this is a time to reflect on the past years spent
place, enjoying our first taste offreedom. Now at La Salle and to remember what we have
it is tim.e for us to enter "the real world." Some learned here. Be proud of this accomplish-
of us may be scared, some of use may be ment we worked so hard to achieve; believe
excited that this day has finally come, and in ourselves and there will be no dream we
some of us are just glad to make it out of cannot ftilfill.
CLASS OF 2000
Albert Alven Grace E. Amato Jesse Anderson Kristen M.Anderson
Cristina Andrade Thomas Anghelone Dante Edward Annacone Roy M. Appalucci
Ryan W. Advena: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, Business Honors
Society, Beta Gamma Sigma
Karen Ahern: Nursing, New York, NY, Alpha Sigma Tau, Big
Brothers & Big Sisters, Neighborhood Tutoring
ShaShana M. Alford: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, African American
Student League, ADP, The Masque
Larry Donta Alston: Accounting/Management Information
Systems, Baltimore, MD, African American Student League-
President, Cultural Enrichment Committee-Chairperson
Albert Alven: Communication, Philadelphia, PA, Collegian, Ice
Hockey, Cross Cultural Association, CSA, Explorer
Grace E. Amato: English, Philadelphia, PA
Jesse Anderson: Geology, Mad Heights, Ml, Geology Club, Club
Earth
Kristen M. Anderson: Elementary/Special Education, King of
Prussia, PA
Cristina Andrade: Finance/Management Information Systems,
Quito, Ecuador, Cross Cultural Association, Delta Phi Epsilon,
Tennis Team
Thomas Anghelone: Computer Science, Doylestown, PA,
Pi Kappa Ph\
Dante Edward Annacone: History, Philadelphia, PA, Geology
Club, La Salle Historical Society
Roy M. Appalucci: Criminal Justice, Marlton, NJ, Intramurals
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Christian Beiko Jamie M. Bendig
Maureen Armstrong: Mathematics, Philadelphia, PA
Kathleen Atkinson: Elementary/Special Education,
Philadelphia, PA
Marian Attridge: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Drexel Hill, PA
ErIcM. Augenstein: Religion/Philosophy, Indianapolis, IN, Honors
Program, La Salle Singers, Judicial Board, FOCUS, Liturgy Plan-
ning Committee, Music Ministry, CARE, Theology Society
Lawrence M. Baccari, Jr.: Management Information Systems,
Runnemed, NJ, Sigma PhiLamda
Armando Virgilio Barnes: Sociology, Staten Island, NY
Bojan Baros: Computer Science, Sarajevo, Bosnia/Herzegovina,
Cross Cultural Association, Crew, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Jacqueline Barrett: Communication, Vorhees, NJ, Alpha Sigma
Tau
Kristine M. Bayot: Nursing, East Hanover, NJ, A/ASIA, Cross
Cultural Association, Gospel Choir, Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
SNAP-President, Sigma Theta Tau
Lauren E. Beaver: Marketing, Marlton, NJ, Crew
Christian BeIko: Communication, Blackwood, NJ, Resident
Assistant, WEXP-General Manager. Alpha Chi Rho, Resident
Student Association, Intramurals
Jamie M. Bendig: Nursing, Berlin, NJ, Alpha Sigma Tau
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Jaclyn C. Bernard: Communication, Mays Landing, NJ, Softball,
Resident Student Association
Tanya I. Betancourt: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA
Victoria C. Bil<: Biology, Willow Grove, PA
Lindsay E. Block: Nursing, Bayville, NJ, Field Hockey-Captain,
Lacrosse, SNAP
Aisha Board: Social Work, Philadelphia, PA, Social Work Asso-
ciation-President Prison Tutoring
IVIaribeth Bonner: Criminal Justice/Psychology, Cheltenham, PA,
The Masque, ProjectAppalachia, Chile Sen/ice Project
Stephanie Bono: Elementary/Special Education, Norristown, PA,
Tennis
Felicia L. Bookhart: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Philadelphia, PA,
Adult Student Council
Paul Bourke: Finance, Tuxedo Parl<, NY, Gamma lota Sigma-Vice
President, La Salle Jazz/Pep Band
Elizabeth C. Bowers: Elementary/Special Education, Philadelphia
PA, Council for Exceptional Children
Moira A. Boyle: Elementary/Special Education, Glenside, PA, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, Council for Exceptional Children, Tutoring
Matthew J. Brace: Biology, Warminster, PA, Resident Student
Association
Paul Bourke
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Elizabeth C. Bowers Moira A. Boyle Matthew J. Brace
Dianna Branch: Psychology. Philadelphia, PA, Psi Chi. National
Honor Society
Edmund N. Bransfield: Marketing, North Wales, PA, Phi Gamma
Delta, Crew. Intramurals
Gina M. Briglin: Biology, Philadelphia, PA
Jamal Deiyaa Brown: Psychology, Cheltenham, PA
Eric Alan Bryce: Accounting, Ocean City, NJ, Ice Hockey. Sigma
Phi Lambda
Bob Buber: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, Crew. AED
Michelle Buckelew: Communication, Cape May Court House, NJ,
Alpha Theta Alpha
Clinton Alexander Bullock: Spanish, Upper Darby, PA, Chile
Sen/Ice Project. Phi Sigma lota. The Masque. Model United
Nations, Resident Assistant, ADP Tutor, Phllly Futures, Gospel
Choir
Elizabeth Burgoon: English, Philadelphia, PA
Edwena Iris Burnette: Elementary/Special Education, Philadel-
phia, PA, ADP Tutor
Brian T. Callahan: Management, Philadelphia, PA, Tau Kappa
Epsllon. Golf Team
Michael Cannon: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, Beta Gamma
Sigma, Beta Alpha
Dianna Branch
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Edmund N. Bransfield Gina M. Briglin Jamal Deiyaa Brown
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Elizabeth Burgoon Edwena Iris Burnette Brian T. Callahan Michael Cannon
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Cory-Lynne Christian Janet Ann Chudzik
Jeremy Cantwell: Management, Pottsville, PA, Society for the
AdvancementofManagament
Kristen Ann Caprara: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, Psi Chi,
Psychology Club, Tutor
Michael F. Carey: Biology, Philadelphia, PA
Benjamin L. Carson: Sociology, Philadelphia, PA
Roberta Caruso: Elementary/Special Education, Philadelphia, PA
Alexandra M. Casale: Elementary/Special Education,
Philadelphia, PA
Joseph T. Cashman: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA
Charbel Tony Chalfoun: Biology, Edison, NJ, Honors Program,
Phi Kappa Theta, Resident Assistant. IHonors Program Board
Rehan Chaudhry: Finance/Management Information Systems,
East Windsor, NJ, Pi Kappa Phi, Varsity Tennis
Vera Anita Childs: General Studies, Philadelphia, PA, La Salle
Gospel Chior Adult Student Council
Cory-Lynne Christian: Marketing/Management Information
Systems, Souderton, PA, Neighborhood Tutoring. Explorer
Janet Ann Chudzil<: Biology, Toms River, NJ, Delta Phi Epsilon
EXPLORER
Christopher D. Clayton Meghann Kathleen Clifford Scott Cloney Meredith Colarossi
Charlise Cole Mark Collier Lauren K. Collins Maria Angelica Colon
William J. Ciancaglini: English, Philadelphia, PA, Ice Hockey,
Wrestling
Anthony Joseph Ciccotta: Criminal Justice, Philadelphia, PA,
Football Team
Joanne Cislo: Social Work, Riverside, NJ
Bonnie Rose Clawson: Psychology, Trenton, NJ, The Masque,
Technical TheaterAssociation, Collegian, Resident Student
Association, Honors Program, AED
Christopher D. Clayton: History, Philadelphia, PA, GAELS,
Historical Society, Intramurals
Meghann Kathleen Clifford: Criminal Justice, Worcester, MA,
Field Hockey Softball
Scott Cloney: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Meredith Colarossi: Nursing, Schenectady, NY, SNAP
Charlise Cole: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA
Mark Collier: Accounting, Bristol, PA, WEXP
Lauren K. Collins: Mathematics, Philadelphia, PA, AIDS Out-
reach, Resident Assistant
Maria Angelica Colon: English, Philadelphia, PA, The Organiza-
tion ofLatin American Students-President, The Diversity Congress
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Matthew Conville: History, Philadelphia, PA, Football, Foster Care
Tutoring, Historical Society, Honors Program
Amanda B. Conway: Communication, Manheim, PA, Field
Hockey, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Public Relations Club
Dalia Coronado: Computer Science, East Landsdowne, PA
Julia Costello: Psychology, Horsham, PA, Psi Chi-Co-President,
LOCK-Co-President
Kevin P. Courtney: Elementray/Special Education, Pearl River, NY
Lisa Courtney: Accounting/Management Information Systems,
Havertown, PA, Beta Alpha, Accounting Association, Intramurals
IVlary T. Crawford: Nursing, Warrington, PA
Katlileen Marie Crowley: Biology, Woodstown, NJ
Paul D. D'Antonio: Finance, Haddon Township, NJ, Investment
Club
Catherine P. D'Intino: Elementary/Special Education, Sea Isle
City, NJ, Alpha Sigma Tau, Best Buddies
Joseph L. D'Orazio: Biology, Norristown, PA, Jazz and Pep Band,
AED, FAB
Jacqueline D. Daino: Elementary/Special Education, Feasterville,
PA, Women's Soccer, Student Government Senator, La Salle
Mascot
Paul D. D'Antonio
EXPLORER
Catherine P. D'Intino Joseph L. D'Orazio Jacqueline D. Daino
Kimberly Dale: Communication. Claymont, DE, Alpha Sigma Tau.
Public Relations Club
Kelley A. Dalton: Marketing. IVledia. PA. Gamma Phi Beta-
Membership Vice President
Jonelle Courtney Davis: Criminal Justice, Holland, PA,
Neighborhhod Tutoring. Prison Tutoring-Coordinator, Explorer
University Funding Board
Mary Beth Davis: Communication, Bensalem, PA, Gamma Phi
Beta
Michael Davis: Biology, Cherry Hill, NJ, CARE. Honors Program
Board, Resident Assistant, Biology Board, AED
Jennifer L. DeBisschop: Sociology, Naugatuck, CT, Habitat for
Humanity. FOCUS. Homeless Committee/Outreach. AIDS Alive,
AIDS Outreach. Pastorious Mentoring, La Salle Singers, Collegian,
Explorer, WEXP. Sociological Club, Masque, Alpha Kappa Delta
Scott R. Decker: Psychology, Red Bank. NJ
Joseph J. DeFelice: Political Science, Philadelphia, PA, Football,
Delta Sigma Phi. College Republicans. Intramurals. La Salle 56
Denise Del Viscio: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA,
Assocation of Computing Machinery. CARE
Robert W. Delp: Computer Science, Bensalem, PA, CARE,
Association ofComputing Machinery. Intramurals. Explorer
Keri Dempsey: Psychology, Northville, NJ, Alpha Sigma Tau
Beverly A. DeSimone: Nursing, Southampton, PA
Kimberly Dale Kelley A. Dalton Jonelle Courtney Davis Mary Beth Davis
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Eric DiPaul Rosemary DiStefano
Michele DeVicaris: Marketing, Philadelphia, PA
Mayra A. Diaz: General Studies, Philadelphia, PA
Theodore Kenneth Mendoza Diaz: Management, Old Bridge, NJ,
A/ASIA, Organization of Latin American Students, Men's Tennis,
Big Brother/Big Sister, Gospel Clioir, African American Student
League, Intramurals
IVIartin A. Dickerson IV: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Van Diep: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA, Association of
Computing Machinery
Raymond J. DiLissio Jr.: Accounting, Bristol, PA, CARE, l-lonors
Program, Intramurals
Anthony DilVleo: Mathematics, Philadelphia, PA
Kelly IVIarie Dimmerling: Elementary/Special Education,
Pottsville, PA, Gamma Phi Beta, LOCK, Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
Council for Exceptional Children
Eric DiPaul: English, Chalfont, PA, Writing Fellow
Rosemary DiStefano: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, National
Psychology Honor Society
Donna L. Dixon: English, Philadelphia, PA
Edward J. Dixon III: Business Administration/Finance, Philadel-
phia, PA, Varsity Football, Delta Sigma Phi, Business Honors
Society, Athletic Mentor, Intramurals
90 EXPLORER
Karyn Dobroskey Diane M. Doebley Melanie Donofrio
d(^llf>
^"s^ ——'
Michael Dooner
Kevin P. Dorsey Danielle Dotsey Maureen Theresa Dougherty Jamie C. Doyle
Philip T. Do: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, A/ASIA
Karyn Dobroskey: History, Pottstown, PA, AIDS Alive, WEXP,
Honors Program, Resident Assistant
Diane IVl. Doebley: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Melanie Donofrio: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA
Michael Dooner: Accounting, Willow Grove, PA
Patrick Doran: Biology, Conshohocken, PA, Tlie Masque, AED,
Honors Program, Ctiile Service Project
Christina Anne Dorey: Communication, Tinton Falls, NJ, Alptia
Tlieta Aiplia, Association for Women in Communications-President,
Resident Assistant
Eric G. Dorsey: Communication, Westminster, MD, Intramurais,
Mascot
Kevin P. Dorsey: Criminal Justice, Philadelphia, PA, Varsity
Baseball, Intramurais
Danielle Dotsey: Elementary/Special Education, Yardley, PA,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Council for Exceptional Children, Foster
Care Tutoring
Maureen Theresa Dougherty: Secondary Education, Haddon
Heights, NJ, Cross Country, Indoor/Outdoor Track & Field
Jamie C. Doyle: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA
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Joseph C. Doyle III: Communication, Pine Hill, NJ, Collegian,
La Salle 56, Explorer, Intramurals
Chris Drazek: Communication/Psychology, Philadelphia, PA,
Football, Psi Chi
Julia Drew: Communication, Hampton Bays, NY, Association for
Women in Communications
Reginald E. Duckson: Social Work/Sociology, Philadelphia, PA,
Social Work Association, Adult Student Council, Alpha Delta Mu,
Alpha Kappa Delta
Lawrence Duczkowski: Criminal Justice, Philadelphia, PA
Rachael DuPree: Social Work, Philadelphia, PA, Crew, African
American Student League, Social Work Association
Adam M. Durst: CriminalJustice/Sociology, Hillsdale, NJ,
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Christie A. Dwyer: Finance/Marketing, Yardley, PA, Alpha Theta
Alpha, Business Honor Society
John E. Eckert: English/Philosophy, Doylestown, PA
Laila El-Asmar: Sociology, Bethesda, MD, Prison Tutoring, Cross-
Culture Association
Mary Ethel Ellis: Social Work, Philadelphia, PA, Social Work
Advisory Board
Kevin Emery: English, Wallingford, PA, GAELS
John E. Eckert
92 EXPLORER
Laila El-Asmar Mary Ethel Ellis Kevin Emery
Tena M. Emmanuel: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA, SNAP
Asha Engledow: Political Science, Centreville, VA, Delta Phi
Epsllon-Presldent. Second Start. Honors Program
Sean Ennis: Philosophy, Philadelphia, PA
Jennifer Ernest: English, Cliffside Park, NJ, Lambda lota Tau.
Foster Care Tutoring
Robert Esposito: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA, Sigma Phi
Lambda. Intramurals
Jillian C. Evanko: Finance, York, PA, Tennis. Investment Club
Delores L. Evans-Reid: Finance, Sellersville, PA
Kevin P. Fair: Communication, Somers Point, NJ, Phi Kappa
Theta, Inter-Fraternity/Sorority Council
Cynthia IVI. Fedele: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, Beta Gamma
Sigma. Beta Alpha. Business Honors Society
Zoe Fiona Feinberg: Political Science, Reading, PA, Women's
Crew
Keith C. FencI: Management Information Systems, Mt. Laurel, NJ,
Swimteam. Resident Student Association, E-Commerce Fellowship
Institute
Laura A Fenton: Nursing, Hyde Park, NY, Dance Team,
Alpha Sigma Tau, Best Buddies
Cynthia M. Fedele Zoe Fiona Feinberg Keith C. FencI Laura A Fenton
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Maria Filippello David Joseph Fisher III Charles J. Fitzgerald Jennifer H. Fitzhenry
William M. FitzPatrick Donna Foley Peter R. Foley Dominic A. Folino
Sean O'Keefe Forrestel Sonia Franco Susan N. Franks John M. Friel, Jr.
Maria Filippello: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA
David Joseph Fisher III: IVIarl<eting, Lafayette Hill, PA, Crew,
Phi Gamma Delta, Intramurals
Charles J. Fitzgerald: Marketing, Oreland, PA
Jennifer H. Fitzhenry: Political Science, Pittsburgh, PA, Resident
Student Association
William M. FitzPatrick: Business, Bensalenn, PA
Donna Foley: Nursing, Marlton, NJ
Peter R. Foley: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA, Computer
Science/Math Department Student/Faculty Board, Association of
Computing Machinery
Dominic A. Folino: Political Science, Philadelphia, PA, College
Democrats-President
Sean O'Keefe Forrestel: Accounting, Huntingdon Valley, PA,
Beta Alpha, Business Honors Society, Accounting Association
Sonia Franco: Management Information Systems, Entre Rios,
Argentina
Susan N. Franks: Elementary/Special Education, Cherry Hill, NJ
John M. Friel, Jr.: Marketing, Warminster, PA, Swimming,
Intramurals
94 EXPLORER
Lisa Gebuza Stacey Gerhardt Cheryl L. Giannattasio JohnGiansanti
Efrat Lilly Gabay: Nursing, Voorhees, NJ
Megan Mary Gallagher: Political Science, Philadelphia, PA,
GAELS, Student Political Association, Resident Student
Association, Student Government, Judicial Board
James R. Gallo: Communication, Somerdale, NJ, Phi Kappa
Theta, Communication Board
Luz Elena Gamauf: Finance, Call, Colombia, Model United
Nations, Cross Cultural Association
Rita J. Gant: Business Administration, Philadelphia, PA
Crystal S. Garland: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA
Patrick Garrity: English, Abington, PA, Phi Gamma Delta
Chad W. Garson: Biology, Warminster, PA, Resident Student
Association, Collegian, College Republicans
Lisa Gebuza: Marketing, Huntington, CT
Stacey Gerhardt: Psychology, Cherry Hill, NJ
Cheryl L. Giannattasio: Communication, York, PA, Ice Hockey
Club-Secretary/Manager Women's Studies Executive Board, Public
Relations Club, Association of Women in Communications
John Giansanti: Management Information Systems, Southampton
PA, Intramurals, Phi Gamma Delta
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Douglas Peter Giuliano: English, Oreland, PA
Shannon C. Gleason: Management Information Systems/Finance,
Philadelphia, PA
Eileen Patricia Golden: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, Accounting
Association, Project Appalactiia, l-lomeless Outreacti, Resident
Student Association, Coilegian
Daisy Gonzalez: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA, Organization of Latin
American Students
Gaddiel Gonzalez: Communication, Hillcrest, NY, Sigma Pfii
Lambda, The Masque, Clieerieading
Scott Gorrell: Communication, Lindenwold, NJ, Phi Kappa Theta
Bnita Antionette Govens: Spanish, Philadelphia, PA,
Phi Sigma lota
Michael S. Gowdy: Communication, Havertown, PA, Bacl<Pac-
President
Nicole M. Granville: Management, Langhorne, PA, Club Earth
Christine Gray: Economics/International Studies, Bowie, MD,
Collegian-Editor-in-Chief, Student Government Association,
Community Service, Resident Assistant
Jennifer L. Greer: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Langhorne, PA,
Alpha Kappa Delta
Kelly E. Gregg: Elementary/Special Education, Avon-by-the-Sea,
NJ, Alpha Sigma Tau, Neighborhood Tutoring
Gaddiel Gonzalez Scott Gorrell Bnita Antionette Govens Michael S. Gowdy
Nicole M. Granville
96 EXPLORER
Christine Gray Jennifer L. Greer Kelly E. Gregg
Annemarie Gregory: Biology /Psychology, Horsham, PA,
The Masque. Collegian. Honors Board. Resident Assistant
Kathleen E. Grimm: History, Philadelphia, PA
Annemarie J. Gulisano: Finance/Management, Huntingdon
Valley, PA, Gamma lota Sigma-President. Business Honors Society.
Society for ttie Advancement ofManagement
Natalie A. Gustafson: Communication, Colorado Springs, CO,
La Salle Singers
Elizabeth Guterman: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, Chymian
Society. Jewish Student Alliance-President. PsiChi
Catherine M. Guzzo: Chemistry/Biochemistry, Allentown, PA
Teresa C. Hargadon: Psychology, Baltimore, MD, Crew, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters. Neighborhood Tutoring, LOCK. Alpha Theta
Alpha
Candace Marie Harris: Communication, Finksburg, MD
Stacy E. Harris: Biology, Toms River, NJ, Jazz/Pep Band.
The Masque. La Salle Singers, CARE
Hllarie May Hastings-Mahon: Economics/International Studies,
Merrimack, NH, Karate Club. Acting Up/Young Playwrights. Jazz/
Pep Band. The Masque, Resident Assistant. Students for Civil
Liberties, Technical Theater Association, Project Appalachia. Chile
Sen/ice Project
Carolyn Cecelia Hatch: Marketing, Philadelphia, PA
Christopher Hefty: Accounting, Cape Coral, FL, Swimming,
Intramurals
Stacy E. Harris Hllarie May Hastings-Mahon Carolyn Cecelia Hatch Christopher Hefty
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Karen F. Heistand Devin James Helmes William L. Henighan II Sean E. Heron
Jennifer Hoerner Brett Hoerz Tyra Holland Donna Hopson
Karen F. Heistand: Communication, Upper Darby, PA, Community
Assistant, Student Government Association-Vice President of
Public Affairs, Ctieerleading, Collegian, Thie Masque, Communica-
tion Board, La Salle 56, Explorer, Honors Program, FOCUS
Devin James Helmes: Communication, Fairfield, CT, Pastorious
Mentoring, La Salle 56
William L. Henighan II: IVlanagement Information Systems,
Philadelphia, PA, African American Student League, Gospel Choir,
Organization of Latin American Students, University Peers, Second
Start, Athletic Staff, Intramurals
Sean E. Heron: Finance/Economics, Philadelphia, PA, Investment
Club-President, Gamma lota
Myriah Hilbert: IViarketing, Bangor, PA, Resident Student
Association
Jason Yardley Hill: IVlanagement Information Systems, Flourtown,
PA, Phi Gamma Delta, Rugby
Ryan K. Hines: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, Organization of
Latin American Students
Melissa Hodge: Management/Marketing, Downingtown, PA,
Volleyball, Business Honors Society, Beta Gamma Sigma
Jennifer Hoerner: Biology, Colonia, NJ, Softball
Brett Hoerz: History, Ambler, PA, Ice Hockey
Tyra Holland: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA
Donna Hopson: Social Work, Philadelphia, PA
98 EXPLORER
Jorge Enrique Hoyos Jessica Huff Jane Meera Huh Erick S.Hyde
Carmela laria Nicole D. Importico Nicole Indelicate Patricia Itri
Tara C. Horner: Psychology, Edgewater Park, NJ
Annie K. Hounsokou: Philosophy/Political Science, Cotonou,
Benin, Cross Cultural Association, La Salle Singers, International
Relations Council
Jessica IVI. House: Communication, Binghamton, NJ, Association
for Women in Communications, Second Start, Prison Tutoring,
Philly Futures
Michael Lang Houser: Biology, West Chester, PA, Rugby,
Investment Club, Resident Student Association
Jorge Enrique Hoyos: Management Information Systems/
Management, Philadelphia, PA, Track
Jessica Huff: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Jane Meera Huh: English, Churchville, PA, Gamma Phi Beta-
President, Community Service Scholar, Big Brothers/Big Sisters-
Co-Coordinator, Writing Fellow
Erick S. Hyde: Communication, Blue Bell, PA, Sigma Phi Lambda,
Spring Fling Concert Committee, Communication Board, Honors
Program, Liturgy Planning Committee
Carmela laria: English, Fairview, NJ, Lambda lota Tau,
Public Relations Club, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Nicole D. Importico: English/Communication, North Planfield, NJ,
Alpha Sigma Tau, Explorer
Nicole Indelicato: Sociology, Philadelphia, PA
Patricia Itri: Biology, Philadelphia, PA
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Linda A. Ivker: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA, Sigma Theta Tau Honor
Society
Maria IVIichaela Jacob: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Gregory IVIario Jacovini: Finance, Margate, NJ, Pi Kappa Phi
Alison C. James: Biology, Edgewater Park, NJ, AED, FAB,
Resident Student Association
IVIictiael G. James: Management Information Systems,
Philadelphia, PA, African American Student League, Youtli
Mentoring, Cross Country, Track
Ril(l(i-Qulnn James: Communication, Philadelphia, PA, Dance
Team, Association for Women in Communications
Regina E. Jelencovich: Nursing, Schoharie, NY, Big Brothers/Big
Sisters, AIDS Outreach, Youth Worl<er
Sung Geun Jo: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, ADP, Chess Club,
Gospel Choir
Linda Johnson: Marketing, Newcastle, DE
Siieena Jolinson: Psychology, Glenside, PA
Broderick Allen Jones: Marketing/Finance/Management, Philadel-
phia, PA, La Salle Gospel Choir, Resident Student Association,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Student Government Association, African
American Student League
Michael E. Jordan: Psychology, Glenside, PA, Alpha ChiRho-
President, WEXP-Music Director/Program Director
Michael G. James Rikki-Quinn James Regina E. Jelencovicli Sung Geun Jo
Linda Johnson
100 EXPLORER
Sheena Johnson Broderick Allen Jones Michael E. Jordan
Melissa Joyce: Communication, Philadelphia, PA
Christine Kahn: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, Psi Chi. Psychol-
ogy Club
Kristy Kane: Communication, Philadelphia, PA, Public Relations
Club
Natalie Julia Karelis: Communication, Fort Ashby, WV, Honors
Program, Public Relations Club, Communication Board, Community
Assistant. The Masque, Association for Women in Communica-
tions, Campus Ministry
Elizabeth Ann Karolewski: Accounting, Mays Landing, NJ, Beta
Alpha, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Derek Kay: Finance, Drexel Hill, PA, Swimming, Intramurals
Jeffrey John Keller: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA,
Collegian
Meghan A. Kelly: Psychology, Hackettstown, NJ, Intramurals, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters
Melissa Kenney: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA, Alpha Sigma Tau.
Intramurals, SNAP
Erin Kenny: Finance/Management, Philadelphia, PA, The Masque,
Honors Program
Kimberly A. Kessler: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA, Honors Program
Board, Collegian. Resident Student Association, Sigma Theta Tau,
Project Applachia, CARE, Student Nurses Association
Leen Khalifa: Psychology, Berlin, NJ, Alpha Sigma Tau
Melissa Kenney Erin Kenny Kimberly A. Kessler Leen Khalifa
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Mose Kim Christina Kleemann Edward S. Klusman Jr. Nicole M. Knox
IVIonica D. Kraft Autumn D. Krauss Colleen R. Krug Patrice G. Kruszewski
Jason Kubert Jennifer A. Kushner IVIariann Kuttler Veronica Kweku
Mose Kim: English, Philadelphia, PA, A/Asia, Cross Cultural
Association
Christina Kleemann: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA
Edward S. Klusman Jr.: Accounting, Jacl<sonville, NJ, Football
Team-Captain, Beta Alpha, Accounting Association
Nicole M. Knox: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Monica D. Kraft: Finance/Management Information Systems,
Philadelphia, PA, Business Honors Society, Panhellenic Vice
President, Alpha Theta Alpha
Autumn D. Krauss: Psychology, Quakertown, PA, Honors Pro-
gram, Women's Volleyball-Captain. Athletic Relations Council
Colleen R. Krug: Political Science, Allentown, PA,
Alpha Theta Alpha
Patrice G. Kruszewski: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, FAB, AED,
FOCUS, LEAP CARE, The Masque
Jason Kubert: Biology, Tamaqua, PA, Karate Club, Ice Hockey
Club, AED, Pre-Med Honors Society
Jennifer A. Kushner: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA
Mariann Kuttler: Elementary/Special Education, Doylestown, PA,
Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Intramurals
Veronica Kweku: Social Work, Philadelphia, PA
102 EXPLORER
Erica Leary Petra P. Leisner John T. Lesko, Jr. Jennifer T. Lewandowski
Kishayra J. Lambert: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Pliiladeiphia, PA
Audrey C. Landy: Social Work, Elkins Park, PA, Alpha Delta Mu
Nicole M. Lanzalotti: English, Philadelphia, PA, Alpha Sigma Tau,
Alpha Epsilon Alumni Honors Society, Lamda lota Tau
Vincent Latella: Psychology, Cedar Grove, NJ, Psi Chi, Psychol-
ogy Club
Jorosali Lavarino: Biology, New City, NY, A/ASIA-President,
Gospel Choir, Second Start, African American Student League,
Cultural Enrichment Committee
Frans Lawaetz: Communication, Frederiksted, St. Croix,
Collegian, Karate
Heidi R. Lawrence: Communication, Downingtown, PA, Gamma
Phi Beta, Phi Sigma lota, Writing Fellow
Cam Le: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA, A/ASIA-Treasurer
University Funding Board, Advisory Board, PeerAdvisor
Erica Leary: Communication, Horseheads, NY,
Public Relations Club
Petra P. Leisner: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA
Jolin T. Lesko, Jr.: Communication, West Chester, Pa,
Phi Gamma Delta. Rugby
Jennifer!. Lewandowski: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
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Mona V. Lewis-White: Criminal Justice/Sociology,
Philadelphia, PA
Maureen Lichtner: Business, Southampton, PA
Jessica Ligas: Biology, East Haddam, CT, Delta PhiEpsilon,
Resident Student Association, WEXP, Soup Kitclien
Asher R. Light: Communication, Houston, TX, WEXP, La Salle 56,
Collegian, Intramurals
Paul James Logan: Communication, Haddonfield, NJ
Adriane M. Lohr: English, Warminster, PA, Alpha Sigma Tau,
Panhellenic President, AEP Tutor
Maryellen Lomurno: Elementary/Special Education, Moorestown,
NJ , Gamma Phi Beta, Neighborhood Tutoring
Jenna C. Long: Communication, Mickleton, NJ, Alpha Theta
Alpha, Association for Women in Communications-Secretary
Gloria N. Lopez: General Studies, Philadelphia, PA
Carol Anne Lucas: Elementary/Special Education, Roslyn, PA,
Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor Society
Jenita M. Lunsford: Sociology, Washington, DC, Alpha Sigma
Lambda
Polly Luu: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA, Student Nurses
Organization, SNAP
Gloria N. Lopez
104 EXPLORER
Carol Anne Lucas Jenita IVI. Lunsford Polly Luu
Satuir Singh Lyall: History, Madison, CT, Rugby. Historical
Society
Brian Lynn: Communication, Bethlehem, PA, Volleyball
Domenick Vito Macri: Communication, Glenolden, PA,
La Salle 56
Nicholas J. IVladden: Management Information Systems, Philadel-
phia, PA, Business Honors Society
Dave Malane: Communication, New Canaan, CT
Joseph P. IVIallee III: Finance, Philadelphia, PA, Golf, Football,
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Jennifer L. Maloney: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, AEP
Counselor/Tutor
Tim Maloney: Management, Solebury, PA, Phi Gamma Delta
Angela Suzanne Mancuso: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, Cross
Cultural Association-President, Prison Tutoring, Social Work
Association
James A. Manes: History, Meadowbrook, PA, Pi Kappa Phi,
Rugby
Tracy Lee Mann: Communication, Wilmington, DE, Week of
Hope-Coordinator Explorer AIDS Alive-Coordinator, Neighborhood
Tutoring, Association for Women in Communications
Frederick D. Manning: Accounting, West Chester, PA, Prison
tutoring, Beta Alpha, Institute ofManagement Accountants,
Intramurals
Angela Suzanne Mancuso James A. Manes Tracy Lee Mann Frederick D. Manning
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Megan Massimi Troy H.J. Mayer Julia Mazzei Owen C. McCabe
Charleen Marasigan: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, A/ASIA, Cultural
Enrichment Committee
Caralyn M. Marino: Elementary/Special Education,
Fort Washington, PA, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Intramurals
Nick Marmarou: Communication, Bensalem, PA, Sigma Phi
Lambda, La Salle 56
James L. Marolda: Geology, River Edge, NJ
Amanda IVIarsocci: Philosophy, Providence, Rl, BackPac
Juanita Martinez: Spanish/Education, Philadelphia, PA
Melissa Martinez: Elementary/Special Education, Philadelphia, PA
Lauren Marzigliano: Elementary/Special Education, Wantagh,
NY
Megan Massimi: Elementary/Special Education, Trenton, NJ
Troy H. J. Mayer: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Philadelphia, PA
Julia Mazzei: Management Information Systems, Tampa, FL,
Alpha Sigma Tau
Owen C. McCabe: Public Administration, West Chester, PA,
Tau Kappa Epsilon
106 EXPLORER
Nancy M. McGovern Matt McGrath Lisa Marie McGrenefian Erin Marie McGuigan
Kristen McCafferty: Marketing, Trenton, NJ
William H. McCalley, Jr.: Marketing/Management Information
Systems, Erial, NJ, Investment Club, Jazz/Pep Bands,
Phi Kappa Theta
Jaime McCleery: Elementary/Special Education, Mount Holly, NJ
Alpha Theta Alpha
Erin A. IVIcDermott: Communication, Absecon, NJ, Gamma Sigma
Sigma, Public Relations Club
Sean F. McDevitt: English, Somerdale, NJ, Collegian, Pastorious
Mentoring
Sean L. McErlean: Management Information Systems, Huntingdon
Valley PA
Edward K. McGee: Criminal Justice, Philadelphia, PA
Claire McGinley: Management Information Systems, Cherry Hill,
NJ, Alpha Theta Alpha
Nancy M. McGovern: Nursing, Lansdale, PA, Big Brothers/Big
Sisters
Matt McGrath: Criminal Justice, Philadelphia, PA
Lisa Marie McGrenelian: Elementary/Special Education,
Philadelphia, PA, Alpha Sigma Tau, Neighborhood Tutoring, LOCK
Erin Marie McGuigan: History/Spanish, Philadelphia, PA, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, La Salle Singers, WEXP Pastorious
Mentoring, Historical Society, Phi Sigma lota
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Bridget WlcGuire: Elementary/Special Education, Philadelphia, PA
Thomas John McKenna: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Football, Intramurals
Theresa M. McMonagle: Business Management, Philadelphia, PA
Erin Colleen IVlcVan: Elementary/Special Education, Warminster,
PA, Alpha Sigma Tau, Council for Exceptional Children, Resident
Student Association, LOCK, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Best
Buddies, Neighborhood Tutoring
Donald IVlelton: Finance, Philadelphia, PA, Basketball, Chess
Club
Edward IWereminsky: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, Chess Club,
ADP Tutor
Sofia Metaxas: Communication, Fairview, NJ, Gamma Sigma
Sigma, Public Relations Club, Tutoring
Theresa Raducha IVieyer: Nursing, Langhorne, PA, Sigma Theta
Tau Honor Society
Regina IVIiconi: Social Work, Philadelphia, PA, Alpha Delta Mu,
Alpha Sigma Lambda
Emily L. IVIiedel: Finance, Somers Point, NJ, Investment Club,
Cross Cultural Association, Business Honors Society
Anna iVIil^viman: Computer Science, Rybnitsa, Moldova
Jane L. IViiller: Elementary/Special Education, Abington, PA,
Alpha Sigma Tau, Neighborhood Tutoring, Best Buddies
Regina Miconi
EXPLORER
Emily L. Miedel Anna Mikviman JaneL. Miller
Wesley P. Miller: Economics, Carlise, PA, Economics Honor
Society. Student Government Association. Foster Care Tutoring
Lisa M. Mimmo: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, Alpha Sigma Tau
Suzanne K. Mintzer: English, Drexel Hill, PA, Explorer Writing
Fellow. AEP Tutor Intramurals
Arjun Mody: Political Science, West Orange, NJ, Sigma Phi
Epsilon. IFSC. Political Science Department Board, Funding Board,
Student Political Association, Resident Student Association.
Student Government Association
Frank J. Moffa IV: Management/Management Information
Systems, Wayne, PA, Rugby-President, E-Commerce Institute
Carolyn M. Mooney: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Melinda Mooney: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Blackwood, NJ,
Philly Futures. Prison Tutoring. Gamma Sigma Sigma
Alma I. Morales: Social Work, Philadelphia, PA, Committee of
students from BUSCA Program. Social Work Honor Society
Caria Leigh Morello: Finance, Vineland, NJ, Gamma Sigma
Sigma. St. Thomas Moore Law Society
Albert Mori: Communication, Nairobi, Kenya, Cross Cultural
Association, tvlodel United Nations, Collegian, Project Appalachia
Theresa Morine-Pearson: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Masami Morino: Business Management, Wenonah, NJ,
Society for the Advancement ofManagement
CarIa Leigh Morello Albert Mori Theresa Morine-Pearson Masami Morino
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Meaghan A. Mullins JanelleMungro LeighAnne Murphy Sean P. Murphy
Christina IVIoroney: Computer Science, Rye, NY, Neighborhood
Tutoring, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Association of Computing
Machinery
Joy iWarie Morris: Communication/English, Philadelphia, PA,
Explorer-Editor-in-Chief, Association for Women in Communica-
tions-Treasurer, Weel<ofHope, English Department Board, AIDS
Alive, Collegian
Kimberly IVIorris: General Studies, Philadelphia, PA
Kristi Lynne Morrisroe: Secondary Education, Jeffersonville, PA,
Alpha Sigma Tau
Jason S. IVIorrow: Economics, Wescosville, PA, Swimming,
Intramurals
Patrick F. IVIoynihan: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Franklin, MA
Phi Gamma Delta, Rugby, Sociology Club
Donna Wl. IVIscisz: Biology/English, Norristown, PA, Cheerleading,
FAB, AED, Collegian
Kathleen A. Muldowney: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA, Varsity
Women's Crew
Meaghan A. Mullins: Finance, Old Bridge, NJ, Gamma Phi Beta
Janelle Mungro: Education, Philadelphia, PA
LeighAnne Murphy: Communication, Pottstown, PA, Alpha Theta
Alpha, Public Relations Club
Sean P. Murphy: Biology, Clifton Heights, PA, Men's Varsity Crew
110 EXPLORER
Jesse Nielsen Victor A. Nieves, Jr. Patricia Anne Noe IVIatthewM. Nolan
Lindsay E. Murren: Marketing, Lebanon, PA, Alpha Sigma Tau
Anne Musyoki: Management Information Systems, Nairobi
Concetta Nestico: Criminal Justice, Philadelphia, PA
Laura Newhard: History, Northampton, PA, Basketball, Athletic
Relations Council, Historical Society
Lilian Nguyen: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA
Vanessa Nguyen: Finance/Marketing, Ambler, PA, Alpha Theta
Alpha, Business Honors Society
Zacliary Nicola: Management Information Systems, Harrisburg,
PA, Phi Kappa Theta
Tara Marie Nicolo: Finance/Management information Systems,
Philadelphia, PA, Gamma Sigma Sigma, Business Honor Society,
Investment Club, Intramurals
Jesse Nielsen: Accounting, Newtown, CT
Victor A. Nieves, Jr.: Accounting, Camden, NJ, Student Govern-
ment Association-Vice President, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Explorer,
Business Honors Society
Patricia Anne Noe: Management Information Systems/Finance,
Philadelphia, PA, Resident Student Association, LOCK, Soup
Kitchen, La Salle Singers-Vice President, Campus Ministry
Matthew M. Nolan: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, AED. FAB-
Treasurer Ice Hockey, Resident Student Association, The Masque,
Judicial Board
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Patrick G. Nolan: Finance, Flourtown, PA, Honors Program
Theresa Norris: Business, Philadelpiiia, PA
Daniel Brady O'Brien: History, Haddon Heights, NJ,
Phi Kappa Theta
Shay Ogunfidodo: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA, SNAP
Brendan O'Hanlon: Communication, Philadelphia, PA,
Phi Gamma Delta, Ice Hockey, Public Relations Club
Bernard Okite: Political Science/Biology, Philadelphia, PA,
Student Government, Rugby
Charles A. Old, Jr.: Communication, Lima, PA, La Salle 56,
WEXP
Nicholas P. Orphanos: Spanish, Sinking Spring, PA, Crew, Cross
Cultural Association
Daena Ortiz-Torres: Accounting, Las Piedras, Puerto Rico,
Organization of Latin American Students, Delta Phi Epsilon,
Cultural Enrichment Committee, Gospel Choir
Jason Osada: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, Ice Hockey
Abena Asantewaa Osei: Elementary/Special Education, Ghana,
Africa, Resident Assistant
Steve Oster: Communication, Philadelphia, PA, Intramurals
Daena Ortiz-Torres
112 EXPLORER
Jason Osada Abena Asantewaa Osei Steve Oster
Corey Ouellette: Political Science, Flower Mouno, TX, Intramurals,
Phi Gamma Delta
Hilary Owens: Nursing, Ivyland, PA, Varsity Crew. Student Nurses
Association
Stefanie Caryn Oxenberg: Management Information Systems,
Lancaster, PA, Gamma Sigma Sigma
'Nicholas J. Pagano Jr.: Biology, Holland, PA, Cross Country.
TraclK, Collegian. Campus Pals. WEXP
Melissa Sue G. Palaganas: Computer Science, Sewell, NJ,
Dance Team. Alpha Sigma Tau
Virginia A. Paone: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Elkins Park, PA,
Gamma Phi Beta
Melissa Parker: General Studies, Philadelphia, PA, Collegian.
Explorer WEXP. Association for Women in Communications,
Channel 56
Rochelle Parks: Biology, Philadelphia, PA, African American
Student League
Catherine Payne: Finance, Bellefonte, PA, Resident Student
Association. WEXP. Saint Thomas More Pre-Law Society
Catherine Ann Peller: Communication, Warrington, PA,
Gamma Phi Beta-Recording Secretary, Public Relations Club
David G. Pepino: Economics/Public Administration, Ardmore, PA
Intramurals
Arianna Pescatore: Psychology, Binghamton, NY, Psi Chi Honor
Society, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Corey Ouellette Hilary Owens Stefanie Caryn Oxenberg Nicholas J. Pagano Jr.
Catherine Payne Catherine Ann Peller David G. Pepino Arianna Pescatore
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Kimberly Postel Jennifer L. Potter Winston Van Evers Powe Slnawn M. Pressley
Marina J. Petrowski: English, Stamford, CT, Grimoire, Ukrainian
Club, La Salle Singers
Beverley M. Pfeiffer: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA
Samantha M.V. Piccolo: Religion/Classics, Bridgeton, NJ,
La Salle Theological Society-President
Christine L. Pieri: Communication, Weatogue, CT, WEXP,
Association for Women in Communications, La Salle Young
Playwrights, The Masque, Resident Student Association
Katie Pietrak: Finance, Philadelphia, PA
Matthew T. Pileggi: Communication, Philadelphia, PA
Melissa Pittaoulis: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Philadelphia, PA,
Crew, Sociology Cub, Criminal Justice Club, Foster Care Tutoring
Krista Lynne Planko: Nursing, Saratoga Springs, NY, SNAP, Crew
Kimberly Postel: Communication, Oakhurst, NJ, Women's
Swimming
Jennifer L. Potter: Environmental Science, Syracuse, NY,
Geology Club
Winston Van Evers Powe: Management Information Systems,
Philadelphia, PA, African American Student Leauge, Habitat for
Humanity, Intramurals, Gospel Choir
Shawn M. Pressley: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA
14 EXPLORER
Toniann Razzi Carey Reed Marie Kathleen Reen Nathan Reese
Johnnita E. Prince: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA, Sigma Theta Tau
Christine E. Procopio: Elementary/Special Education,
Mount Ephraim, NJ
Rosanne Propato: Elementary/Special Education,
North Wales, PA
Brian P. Pugliese: Accounting, Plynnouth Meeting, PA, Accounting
Association, Beta Alptia, Soup Kitctien
Andrea IVI. Quinn: Psychology, Langhorne, PA, Collegian, La Salle
Singers, IHomeless Committee, Psychology Club, Pastorious
Mentoring
Desiree Raffio: Nursing, Wantagh, NY, Alpha Sigma Tau-Presi-
dent, Student Nurses Association-Vice President, IFSC, LOCK
Silvia Ramos: English, Philadelphia, PA, Homeless Committee,
A/ASIA, African American Student League, Organization of Latin
American Students
Audrey Anne Rawllnson: Political Science, Media, PA, Saint
Thomas More Pre-Law Society, Student Political Association,
Intramurals
Toniann Razzi: Biology, Glenolden, PA, Cross Country, Track,
Athletics Relations Council, STAR Mentoring Program
Carey Reed: Spanish/French, Pawling, NY, The Masque, Explorer
Marie Kathleen Reen: Secondary Education/English, Medford
Lakes, NJ, Delta Phi Epsilon
Nathan Reese: Finance, Agoura Hills, CA, Swim Team,
Investment Club
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Carolyn Reinhardt: Communication/English, Philadelphia, PA,
Grimoire, WEXP, Honors Program, Writing Fellow
Karoline M. Reithmeier: Marketing, Philadelphia, PA
Lindsey Releford: Elementary/Special Education, East Hanover,
NJ, Gamma Phi Beta
Jeffrey Renye: English, Philadelphia, PA, Grimoire,
Investment Club
Daniela Ricciardi: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Maiden, MA,
Resident Student Association, Karate Club
Jessica M. Riccio: Communication/Political Science, Newtown,
CT, Varisty Crew-Captain, Collegian-Sports Editor, Explorer-Athlet-
ics Editor, LaSPAM
Douglas R. Richardson: Elementary/Special Education, Haddon
Township, NJ, Phi Gamma Delta
Frank Rio: Communication, Ardsley, PA, Phi Gamma Delta,
Rugby
Karen Roach-Wynn: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA
Karen D. Robinson: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Brian Alexander Rodgers: Communication, Lindenwold, NJ,
Neighborhood Tutoring
Migdalia Rodriguez: Bilingual/Bicultural Studies, Philadelphia, PA
Daniela Ricciardi
Karen Roacln-Wynn
116 EXPLORER
Jessica M. Riccio Douglas R. Richardson Frank Rio
Karen D. Robinson Brian Alexander Rodgers Migdalia Rodriguez
Jarrett Roke: History, Waterbury, CT, Swim Team
Shawn J. Roken: Marketing, Philadelphia, PA, Pi Kappa Phi
Julie Rose: Biology/English, Seaford. DE, Collegian. La Salle
Singers. FAB, Biology Department Board
Vincent P. Rosselli: Secondary Education/Mathematics,
Bensalem, PA, Football. Track
Susan J. Rossomando: Communication, Downington, PA, Alpha
Sigma Tau. Public Relations Club. Writing Fellow, Communication
Department Board
Gregory Rotz: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, Ice Hockey-Captain.
Beta Alpha. Institute ofManagement Accountants-Vice President.
Accounting Association
Angela Rountree: Psychology, Willingboro, NJ, Prison Tutoring
Stephanie M. Rozak: Religion, Hamburg, NJ
Sara Jo Rudy: English, Camp Hill, PA, Alpha Sigma Tau. WEXP
Melba Enid Ruiz: Social Work, Puerto Rico
YeLena Ruoik: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, Business Honors
Society. Accounting Honors Society. International Law Fraternity
Michael Ruzzi: Communication, Holmes, PA Public Relations
Club. WEXP. La Salle 56. Collegian. Intramurals
Sara Jo Rudy Melba Enid Ruiz YeLena Ruoik Michael Ruzzi
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Susan Santo Andrea Satin Schapire Kathryn M.Scheuer Raul Schmalzbach
4M^^
Kathryn Whyte Schneider Robert R. Schroedel l\/larl< P. Schugsta David J.Scott
Sean Brendan Ryan: History, Philadelphia, PA, GAELS,
Intramurals
Henry F. Rzemieniewski: Communication, Neshanie Station, NJ
Joseline Santiago: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Philadelphia, PA
Phyllis Santiago: Education, Philadelphia, PA
Susan Santo: Nursing, Huntingdon Valley, PA
Andrea Satin Schapire: Nursing, Bensalem, PA,
Sigma Theta Tau
Kathryn M. Scheuer Criminal Justice, Fort Washington, PA,
Resident Student Association, Varsity Swim Team
Raul Schmalzbach: Communication, Philadelphia, PA
Kathryn Whyte Schneider: Elementary/Special Education,
Philadelphia, PA
Robert R. Schroedel: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA
Mark P. Schugsta: Communication, Oreland, PA, Collegian,
Intramurals, Pastorious Mentoring
David J. Scott: Accounting, Poughkeepsie, NY, Intramurals
118 EXPLORER
Michelle Scott Jennifer Seemuller Mark E. Seiberling Christina Noelle Sgroi
Roya Margaret Shakiba Walter Shandruk
Michael Desmond Sheelen Patrick Sheridan Rosa Ward Showell Jessica Lynn Sielski
Michelle Scott: Political Science, Philadelphia, PA
Jennifer Seemuller: English, Cinnaminson, NJ
Mark E. Seiberling: Political Science, Frackville, PA, Pre-Law
Society, LaSPAM, Student Political Association, Intramurals
Christina Noelle Sgroi: Political Science/Communication, Granby,
CT, The Masque, Public Relations Club, AIDS Outreach,
ProjectAppalachia
Roya Margaret Shakiba: Social Work, Philadelphia, PA, Foster
Care Tutoring-Coordinator Student Social Work Organization-
Co-Coordinator
Walter Shandruk: Computer Science/Philosophy, Philadelphia, PA
Kerri N. Shank: Secondary Education/Social Studies,
Philadelphia, PA
Kimberly Ann Shaw: Elementary/Special Education, Haddonfield,
NJ, LOCK
Michael Desmond Sheelen: Marketing, Plainfield, NJ, Crew,
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Patrick Sheridan: Criminal Justice, Jersey City, NJ, Pastohous
Mentoring, CARE, Honors Program, La Salle Collegians, Project
Appalachia, Explorer, Collegian, Intramurals
Rosa Ward Showell: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Philadelphia, PA
Jessica Lynn Sielski: Psychology, North Hills, PA, Psychology
Club, Psi Chi
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Kimberley A. Sierra: Biology, Kendall Park, NJ, Resident Student
Association, AED, La Salle Singers, The Masque, Health Care
Administration Society, Intramurals
Jonathan D. Simpson: Political Science, Oreland, PA, College
Democrats, Student Political Association
Betfi Singleton: Finance/Risk Management, Schwenksville, PA,
AIDS Outreach, Gamma lota Sigma
Jonathan IW. Sitko: Computer Science, Yardley, PA,
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Allison Wl. Slabek: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, Jazz Band,
Accounting Association
Colleen Michelle Smith; Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, Homeless Committee, Psychology Club,
Psi Chi, Elder Care, Intramurals
Gerald R. Smith: Elementary/Special Education, Wynnewood,
PA, Phi Gamma Delta
Jennifer Smith: Elementary/Special Education, Georgetown, DE,
Honors Program
Valerie Smith-Taylor: Business Administration, Ambler, PA
Erin Elizabeth Smyth: Finance, Rockledge, PA, Gamma Sigma
Sigma
Renee Marie Snyder: Elementary/Special Education, Philadel-
phia, PA, Alpha Thete Alpha, Council for Exceptional Children
Sarom Sok: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA
Valerie Smith-Taylor
120 EXPLORER
Erin Elizabeth Smyth Renee Marie Snyder Sarom Sok
Wheatley D. H. Spence: Chemistry, Philadelphia, PA, Chymian
Society. Health Care Administration Society
Jeffrey M. Sperry: Secondary Education/Social Studies,
Philadelphia, PA
David J. Stanoch: Political Science/English, West Windsor, NJ,
Honors Board-President, Phi Kappa Theta
Beth Staples: English, Lansdale, PA
Joselyn Starks: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Adult Student Council
Christopher J. Steinitz: Political Science, Collingswood, NJ,
Collegian. LaSPAM, Student Political Association, The Masque,
Judicial Board, Political Science Department Board, Honors
Program. Diplomat-in-Residence Program
Laurie Colleen Stewart: English/Psychology, Bowie, MD,
Collegian. Crew. Committee to End Homelessness
Lydi M. Stieber: Mathematics, Dresher, PA, La Salle Singers,
Collegian, Resident Assistant, Chile Sen/ice Project, Homeless
Committee
Melissa Ann Stover: Communication, Philadelphia, PA,
Cheerleading
Robin Michelle Stranahan: Management Information Systems,
Mantua, NJ, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Carmen Helen Ann Superville: Criminal Justice/Sociology,
Philadelphia, PA, Alpha Kappa Delta
Kimberly L. Surran: Secondary Education/History, Pine Hill, NJ,
Ice Hockey-Manager, Young Democrats
Melissa Ann Stover Robin IVliclielie Stranalian Carmen Helen Ann Superville Kimberly L. Surran
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Jackie Taylor-Wynkoop Joseph E. Tedesco Michael Teefy Jennifer Teffenhart
Daniel N. Swierk: Management Information Systems, Hartwood,
VA, Men's Swim Team
David Tallarida: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Golf
Alan D. Talley: Business, Philadelphia, PA
Joseph P. Tarallo III: Finance/iVlanagement Information Systems,
Matawan, NJ, Phi Kappa Ttieta
Steven C. Tarrant: Accounting/Finance, Warminster, PA, Soccer,
Business l-ionors Society
Dyan LynTarte: Accounting, Camden, NJ
Karen Taylor: Elementary/Special Education, Philadelphia, PA
Laura Taylor: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA
Jackie Taylor-Wynkoop: Nursing, Levittown, PA
Joseph E. Tedesco: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, Psi Chi,
Intramurals
Michael Teefy: Secondary Education, Huntingdon Valley, PA
Jennifer Teffenhart: Political Science, Edison, NJ, Softball,
Gamma Sigma Sigma-President
122 EXPLORER
Deborah Ann Templeton Kristen Terranova Michael J. Teti Jr.
W%^
AmitK. Thaker Megan Ann Thonnas
Rochelle L. Thonnpson William Scott Thorp Kelly Rose Tierney Lori Beth Timmons
Deborah Ann Templeton: Psychology, Millville, NJ, Resident
Student Association, Psycfiology Club, Psi Clii
Jill Terch: Criminal Justice, Sewell, NJ, Alptia Sigma Tau
Kristen Terranova: Chemistry/Biochemistry, Collingswood, NJ,
WEXP, Chymian Society, Resident Student Association, Honors
Program
Michael J. Teti Jr.: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA
Amit K. Thaker: Biology, Warrington, PA, AED
Megan Ann Thomas: English, Bensalem, PA, Explorer,
Homeless Outreach, Track
Jeff M. Thompson: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA
Paul R.Thompson: Marketing, Mahwah, NJ, Resident Student
Association-Executive Board, Student Government, Men's Volley-
ball, Sigma Phi Lambda, Midnight Madness Organizer
Rochelle L. Thompson: Management, Phoenixville, PA
William Scott Thorp: Accounting, Glenside, PA, Beta Alpha,
Accounting Association, Business Honors Society
Kelly Rose Tierney: Biology, North Wales, PA, Volleyball, Student
Government Association, AED, CARE
Lori Beth Timmons: Criminal Justice, West Deptford, NJ
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Sayonara Tolen: Elementary/Special Education, Philadelphia, PA
Scott Toone: Communication, Collingswood, NJ, BackPac, WEXP
Dorene Ellizabeth Torres: Political Science, Philadelphia, PA
Damian J.M.Tremblay: Classical Languages, Orchard Park, NJ,
Writing Fellow, Honors Program, French Club, The Masque, Week
of Hope, Students for Civil Liberties
Jill Barbara Treude: Psychology, Fairless Hills, PA, Psychology
Club, Best Buddies, Habitat for Humanity, Intramurals
Kyle Thomas Trocolla: History, Newtown, CT, Cross Country,
Indoor Track, Outdoor Track
David J. Trotta: Elementary/Special Education, Wayne, NJ, Men's
Varsity Crew, Intramurals
Jeffrey T. Truitt: Biology, Feasterville, PA
Carolyn S. Truxell: Psychology, Philadelphia, PA, Adult Student
Council, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor Society
Tamika Tubens: English, Philadelphia, PA, Organization ofLatin
American Students
Donald M. Tuohey: Communication/Marketing, Wallingford, PA,
Men's Soccor, Phi Gamma Delta, Athletics Relations Council
Janice Burton Turner: Criminal Justice/Sociology, Philadelphia,
PA, Adult Student Council
Jill Barbara Treude Kyle Thomas Trocolla DavidJ. Trotta Jeffrey T Truitt
Carolyn S. Truxell
124 EXPLORER
Tamika Tubens Donald M. Tuohey Janice Burton Turner
Nobuto Ueki: Accounting/Management Information Systems,
Kochie-City, Japan, A/Asia, Accounting Association
Caria Ann Valentino: Communication, Philadelphia, PA
Jennifer Vanderhorn: Elementary/Special Education, Trevose, PA
Amy VanVessem: Communication, Beacon Falls, CT, Delta Ptii
Epsilon. Explorer. Association of Women in Communications.
Writing Fellow. Honors Program. AIDS Alive
Maryann Vatrella: Elementary/Special Education, Atlantic City,
NJ, Neighborhood Tutoring, Alpha Theta Alpha. Council for
Exceptional Children. Best Buddies
Ana D. Vazquez: Bilingual/Bicultural Studies, Arecibo, Puerto Rico
Melissa VIetro: Sociology, Aldan, PA, Gamma Sigma Sigma
Jessica Virus: Psychology, Pennsburg, PA, Dance Team. Second
Start. Philly Futures, Pastorious Mentoring, Psi Chi Honor Society
Yvonne Vizcarrondo: Business Management, Philadelphia, PA
Nicholas Volght: Business Management, Philadelphia, PA,
WEXP Alpha Chi Rho
Juliana Vorholy: Accounting, Wind Gap, PA, Volleyball.
Accounting Association, Beta Alpha
Barbara Ward: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA
Yvonne Vizcarrondo Nicholas Voight Juliana Vorholy Barbara Ward
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Rachel Ward Kristin Washburn Kimberly Ann Watts
Jessica-Anne Weingarten BrishenlVI. Welsh Trevor S.Wenberg
Victoria West Sarah Wester Charles A. White
EricN. Weidner
Luchiana Wesley
JamesR. White Jr.
Rachel Ward: Nursing, Philadelphia, PA
Kristin Washburn: Finance/Marketing, Bethleham, PA, Varsity
Soccer, Business l-lonors Society, Investment Club, Resident
Student Association
Kimberly Ann Watts: Accounting, Philadelphia, PA, La Salle
Singers, Institute ofManagement Accountants
Eric N. Weidner: Communication, Whiting, NJ, Ttie Masque,
Technical TheaterAssociation
Jessica-Anne Weingarten: Elementary/Special Education,
Pleasantville, NY, Alpha Sigma Tau, Neighborhood Tutoring,
Pastorious Mentoring
Brishen IVI. Welsh: Psychology, Perkinsville, VT, Rugby, Volleyball
Trevor S. Wenberg: Psychology, Bloomington, MA, Football, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters
Luchiana Wesley: Biology, Philadelphia, PA
Victoria West: Elementary/Special Education, Sharon Hill, PA,
Gamma Phi Beta, Cheerleading
Sarah Wester: Elementary/Special Education, Arlington, VA,
Cross Cultural Association, Chile Service Project, Pastorious
Mentoring
Charles A. White: Management Information Systems/Marketing,
Hatboro, PA, Judicial Board, College Republicans. Honors Pro-
gram, Writing Fellow, Diplomat-in-Residence Program
James R. White Jr.: Management Information Systems, Sewell,
NJ, Baseball
!26 EXPLORER
Matthew J. Yaglenski Susan Young Constance Younger Dannette Zabot
Maria Whitman: Marketing, Philadelphia, PA, The Masque-
Producer, Resident Student Association-Vice President, Campus
Ministry, La Salle Singers
Alisa A. Wilkinson: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA, IHonors
Program, Resident Student Association, Association ofComputing
Mactiinery
Denise L. Williams: Social Work, Philadelphia, PA, National
l-lonor Society
Sharon Wilson: Elementary/Special Education, Churchville, PA,
Cross Cultural Association, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, LOCK
Michelle Wittle: Secondary Education/English, Mount Laurel, NJ,
Delta PhiEpsilon, Resident Student Association
Amy J. Wood: Communication, Orefield, PA, Public Relations
Club, WEXP La Salle 56
Katie Woods: Finance, Allentown, PA, Neighborhood Tutoring,
Health Care Administration-Treasurer
Matthew J. Yaglenski: Accounting, Lansdale, PA, Beta Alpha,
Swim Team
Susan Young: Finance/Management, Glenside, PA, Resident
Student Association. Society for the Advancement ofManagement,
Soup Kitchen, WEXP
Constance Younger: Computer Science, Philadelphia, PA
Dannette Zabot: Nursing, Levittown, PA
David J. Witulski: Accounting. Philadelphia, PA
CLASS OF 2000
Anthony E. Zappile: English/Communication, Linwood, NJ,
Phi Kappa Theta
MarcZarro: Business Management, Eatontown, NJ, Phi Kappa
Theta, Intramurals
Adam M. Zdanavage: History, Philadelphia, PA, E-Commerce
Institute, Historical Society
Laura B. Zitnick: Communication, Baltimore, MD, Gamma Phi
Beta, Collegian
Anthony E. Zappile MarcZarro Adam M. Zdanavage Laura B. Zitnick
Seniors Not Pictured
IVIicali Y. Abduilaln
Laura Alampi
Joseph IVI. Alfonsi
Sherry Alston
Lisa A. Amoroso
Anthony A. Angelone
Darren M. Atlee
Sheila D. Avent
Carol A. Aversa
Veronica Aviles
John R. Badey
Jesse B. Bagans
Bryan M. Baiocchi
Genell B. Ball-Smith
Craig M. Barrett
Elizabeth Y. Barron
Jolene J. Bates
Marcia A. Beach
Jesse R. Bean
Bryan R Bechtel
Annell N. Belfield
Valerie M. Benante
Richard W. Berghaier
Anthony J. Biondo
Annie A. Blackson
Deborah m. Blaisse
William W. Blanche
Gregory R Blaszko
William R. Blesi
Kevin M. Bock
Sarah Bokan
Stacy M. Bomento
Joseph A. Bostick
Nicole E. Boyce
Warren A. Brady
Charles J. Brandt
Colin A. Brennan
Tisha L. Bridge
Rosalie Bright
Todd A. Brinkos
Keith W. Bristol
Robert R. Bross
Terrence D. Brown
Timothy W. Brown
Kathleen E. Brubaker
Colleen Lorraine Bryan
Michael J. Bull
Tatyana Burd
Michael J. Burke
James S. Butcher
Brian J.Cahill
John J. Calarco
Stephen M. Cantwell
Joseph R Campbell
Kevin J. Campbell
Joseph M. Canataro
Ladon H. Carr
Robert J. Carr
Joel G. Caucci
Nicholas S. Cavallaro
Joshua G. Chapman
Atenssa L. Cheek
Nicole L. Cherill
Charles B. Chisholm
John R. Cholewin
John C. Christy
Kerry H.Clark
Wendy O. Cochran
Ian M.Coffey
Doran S. Coley
Tina L. Colistro
Bobby D.Collins
Brian T. Collins
Daniel J. Collins
Shaun R Conahan
Nicole H. Contosta
Neil J. Conway
Traci Cook
Christina T. Cooney
Shawn R Costello
Jacqueline M. Cotter
Margo Cottone
Christopher K. Crump
Jennifer M.Cruz
RandyJ.Cutillo
Ava D'Amato
Regina M. D'Amato
Jaclyn M. D'Elia
Vincent J. Dadino
Alan R. Damiani
Cora Dandridge
Julie C. Daugherty
Anthony J. DeMarzio
Amy M. DeSanto
Eric D. DeVine
William V. DeVuono
Megan A. Dempsey
Tania M. DiGeroolamo
Shannon T. DiPompeo
George C. Diemer
AlannaS. Donahue
Paula T Downing
Magdalena Drazba
Shirley A. DuBoyd
Angela L. Duncan
Shawn J. Durkin
James M. Ebert
Mpoki M. Emmanuel
Gregory B. English
Frances G. Entrada
Dana M. Evans
Karen M. Fay
Lorraine Fay
Linmarie Ferreira
William C. Fleck
TroyM. Fleming
Felicia M. Forman
Pamela L. Foster
Christopher J. Fowler
Frank C. Fox
Michael R. Fox
Rodian Gaitan
Catherine J. Gallagher
Matthew J. Gallagher
Patrick J. Gallagher
Carolyn R. Gambescia
Dorothy G. Gamble
Christopher R. Garges
Foster C. Garrison
Anthony M.Gatt
Giancarlo Gatto
Regina Gauss
Michael G. Giamboy
Richard M. Gillin
Paul L. Gimbel
Maria Gitlevich
Chistopher F. Goodman
Gloria J. Grady
Michael J. Graham
Thaddeus J. Grandstaff
Jeffrey A. Grasso
Raheem A. Green
Vincent T Grego
Cynthia Haas
Robert G. Hammer
Katina C. Hanford
SamuelJ. Harrison
DanaM. Hart
Monet A. Hawkins
Marcus A. Hayes
128 EXPLORER
Seniors Not Pictured
Kathleen A. Heabel
Joseph J. Healey
Michael P. Hendricks
Cynthia A. Hennessy
Alison D. Hess
Patricia A. Higgins
Garrett M. Hogan
Jaime L. Howard
Monica D. Huff
Emily Hughes
Kevin T. I bach
Claudia M. Idarraga
Shigeru imamura
James W. Ivins
Gerard J. Jonas
Leanne J. Kajkowski
Chinasa A. Kasumu
Shannon E. Kautz
James M. Kennedy
Sarah R. Kenney
Rebecca L. Kent
Brian S. Kerins
Frank P. Kern
Peter A. Kinsella
Douglas H. Kirk
Deborah M. Klawiter
Charles J. Knowles
Melissa K. Koch
Amanda Rose Konieczny
Kevin M. Kots
Maureen F. Kozempel
Thomas M. Krystkiewicz
Allison M. Kuchler
Brian D. Lang
William E. Lang
Peter H. Leaming
Davin H. Lee
Kevin F. Lee
Ricardo Y. Lee
Dawn M. Leonard
Ryan R. Leonard
James C. Lewis
John M. Lewis
Juan A. Liceaga
Sean P. Lonergan
Jason S. Lottier
Kelly N. Lyons
Melissa S. MacPherson
Philip J. Magee
John M. Mahoney
Angela M. Maiorana
Courtney A. Makowski-
Gray
Louis J. Mallace
Roman G. Manning
Domenico Marsico
Kelly Marie B. Martin
Phillip J. Martin
Jason E. Marzolf
April L. Massey
Brianna P. Matteis
Cynthia A. Mauger
William Robert May
Kathryn C. McCormick
Neikea J. McCrary
Janice M. McGinty
Brad P. McGovern
David M. McHugh
Kathryn M. McKinley
Ryan D. McKinney
Shawn P. McLinden
John McMullen
Ryan S. McNeill
Daniel B. Mee
Theresa M. Meister
Matthew D. Menkevich
Nadine R. Merkel
Christophers. Michalak
Joseph E. Michalski
Peter J. Michener
Joseph R. Milano
Christine P. Miller
Judith C.Miller
Taryn Mitchell
Eric T. Moore
Ryan G. Morris
James C. Morrow
Justin Morse
Adrienne L. Mosiondz
David R. Mullan
Thomas V. Mullen
Christina M. Murdock
Patrick D. Murray
Veasna Muy
Kevin E. Myles
Melissa L. Nassar
David A. Nazari
Christopher A. Nork
Christopher M. O'Brien
Michael J. O'Connell
John E. O'Donnell
Grace E. O'Driscoll
Michael H. O'Halloran
JoAnn Felder Oliver
Kristen M. O'Mara
Kevin J. O'Neill
Kimberly A. O'Neill
Robert Opferman
Joseph C. Orzechowski
Michael T. Oscar
Tara A. Paglieli
Kristen M. Palumbo
Laurie M. Parks
Michelle S. Pearson
James A. Pietrafitta
Joanna K. Pietrus
Kelly N.Price
Annamarie K. Prinzo
Oxana Radchencko
Andrew J. Raley
LuzAlenaRallon-
Afanador
Nelson P. Redante
Richard S. Rekos
John P. Reynolds
Daniel H. Rhoads
Richard A. Ricciardi
Heather M. Ridgway
Michael J. Robinson
Brett E. Robison
Michelle C. Rodia
Carlos A. Rodriguez
Stephanie L. Rogers
Edna L. Rojas
Ernestine R. Rooker
Victor L. Roth
Ronald W. Russell
Jennifer A. Ryder
Alicia Santelli
Robert F. Sautter
Charlotte H. Savage
Sandra M. Scartozzi
Sarah J. Schatzinger
Christopher J. Schimpf
Michelle A. Schuck
RochelleN. Screnci
Shirrell L. Seibert
William R. Seifert
Thomas A. Sheedy
Sherri N. Singer
Brett J. Small
Megan K. Smith
Tracey Smith
Kevin D. Spangler
Samuel J. Spoto
Rasheed D. Steele
Allison N. Steever
Ryan J. Stump
Tara L. Sullivan
Jeffrey M. Sweeney
John P. Swift
Frank A. Talarico
Gina M.Tasker
Stephanie M. Teleske
Gary N. Test
Kevin R. Toll
James A. Tornetta
Michael J. Toth
Janine Townsend
BacN.Truong
Dyan L. Tunstall
Heather L. Tyrrell
Aaron T. Voss
Myrina L. Vy
Zachary R. Waity
Rosemarie C. Watkins
JillE.Weakland
Joshua R. Weaver
Lauren R. Weaver
William Weber
Kathleen M. Welsh
Wendy C. Wen
Brian D. Wiggins
Kevin R. Wildes
Valerie M. Willis
MellisaA. Wills
Michael A. Wilson
Stephen M. Winning
John M. Wisniewski
Robert F. Wlotko
Michael Wotlinski
Thomas G. Yaegel
Thomas Zdanowski
YiyingZhu
Zachary J. Zondio
Joanne E.Zulewski
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The community of La Salle University
students is as diverse as it is large. Students
come to La Salle's campus for many reasons,
but all in the spirit of education: to experi-
ence new things. These things are what stu-
dent life is all about. Fraternities, sororities,
extracurricular organizations, academic clubs
and honor societies, service programs and
athletics give La Salle students the opportu-
nity to learn, teach, excel and work together.
It is the students that make up what La Salle
truly is all about— a place to learn and share
in a common experience that will shape the
lives of all of us.
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f ^ I he Organization of Latino American Students
(OLAS ) was created in the Spring of 1 992 . In
^-^ I the last eight years, the organization has had times of difficulty (for instance, its brief
I disappearance in the mid-1990s); however, it has survived to represent a Latino voice at
La Salle.
According to the constitution ofOLAS, the organization was founded "to promote understanding of the
Latino community. . . and to act as a medium between the Latino community and La Salle." By bringing
Latino artists, musicians and authors to La Salle's campus, OLAS works to make Latino culture and
history a vibrant and visible part of the University. However, bringing Latino culture to La Salle's campus
fulfills only one aspect of its mission. OLAS serves as a connection between the Latino community and
the University not only with the people and groups who visit the campus under OLAS sponsorship, but also
in the trips OLAS plans to places in Philadelphia. In the Fall Semester, for example, OLAS represented
La Salle in the Puerto Rican Day Parade and dined as a group afterwards at a Colombian/Cuban restau-
rant, Tierra Colombiana.
Some of the artists who have visited La Salle because of OLAS's efforts include silk-screen artist
Danny Polanco, poet-activist Mariposa, storyteller Magna Diaz and Chicana poet Pat Mora. Polanco
provided a workshop on silk-screening to a dozen students last year. His popularity demanded a repeat
visit this past semester. Mariposa also visited last year and thrilled a large audience with her poetry
depicting life growing up as a Puerto Rican woman in New York City. During her visit, Diaz captivated an
audience with her description of the history of storytelling and several anecdotes of her childhood. Col-
laborating with the Freshmen Year Experience and Honors Programs, OLAS brought Pat Mora, a nation-
ally celebrated poet, to La Salle last fall to discuss the effects of English authorship on bilingual children.
OLAS has also brought bands such as the Muchachitos del Merengue, Tres Mas Uno and the dance
company Salseros to La Salle. The Muchachitos opened the Fall '99 Latino Heritage Month at the Latino
Reception in Backstage. Tres Mas Uno celebrated traditional music of several Latin American countries
using and describing traditional instruments and lyrics. The dance company Salseros has made numerous
treks to La Salle including a visit during the Fall '99 Latino Heritage Month to teach eager dancers Salsa
and Merengue moves.
In addition to providing these cultural events, OLAS has also helped with La Salle's community service
activities. Members of the organization have frequently participated in Habitat for Humanity, the Susan
Kelly Benefit, SGA's Basketball Marathon and the Philadelphia AIDS Walk. The dedication of members
to these causes proves that OLAS is a Latino voice within La Salle's community as well as an active part
of the La Salle and Philadelphia communities.
The events of OLAS have been made possible by the diligent work of the executive board. For the
1999-2000 school year, the board consisted of President Maria Colon, Vice-President Bobby De Leon,
Treasurer Ryan Hines, Secretary Tamika Tubens, Historian Kerin Handal and Faculty Advisor Barbara
Trovato. Despite the organization's somewhat rocky history, OLAS continues to thrive as a source of
Latino culture on La Salle's campus. Hopefully, it will continue to do so for many years to come.
Steph Rozak '00
Representing a Latino voice on
La Sailers campus
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OLAS members (left) hold a bake sale to raise money for
the AIDS Walk in October of 1 999.
OLAS members (below) pose for a group photo in the main quad.
Executive board members Tamika Tubens and Ryan Hines (above)
take a break from dancing at the Muchachitos del Merengue.
Tamika Tubens (left) works with silk-screen artist Danny Polanco.
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D uring junior and senior year many La Salle students begin to wonderwhat they are going to do after graduation. At this point in their academiccareer, most students have a general background of the theories and con-
cepts within their majors. But for many students, an internship will provide them with an in-
depth opportunity to utilize and expand on what they have learned in the classroom. Intern-
ships are an excellent way for students to get experience in their field rather than an expe-
rience only available in the classroom.
For students interested in this type of learning, there are a few academic requirements
that they must fulfill. The student must be a junior or senior to receive course credit through
La Salle. They are also obligated to maintain a 2.75 grade point average.
Dr. Sharon Javie of the Marketing Department and Dr. Michael Smith of the Communi-
cation Department are a few of the professors at La Salle who coordinate the internship
programs for their respective departments. These professors assist students in finding in-
ternships, as well as tracking their progress throughout the semester.
Working at their internships is not the only job of the students. They must keep journals
and attend meetings with their advisor. Ultimately, they are evaluated twice a semester not
only through the meetings, but also by the supervisor that they work with. Internships are
not merely opportunities to work within chosen fields, but are valuable experiences in which
students are also able to reflect on those experiences.
Internships may sound like a lot of work, but they are very beneficial. They not only give
students opportunities to explore the real world, but they also provide experiences that
companies look for when hiring. Dr. Javie states that internships are a great opportunity to
"try out a career before you commit yourself" Students can discover what they like before
they find themselves in pennanent jobs. La Salle students have worked at a variety of
internships for different organizations, such as the Philadelphia Zoo, Children's Hospital,
Women's Law Project and Habitat for Humanity. They have also worked in different
fields: for example, writing, desktop publishing, public relations, advertising, research and
event plaiming.
An internship can involve many different parts of a student's major, allowing him or her to
explore the many opportunities a particular major may offer. Dr. Michael Smith feels that
an internship is beneficial because "it helps you make choices about what you want to do
and where you can do it." During the spring semester over forty students interned in the
Communication field. One senior Communication major with an internship working with
special-needs individuals said, "my internship taught me patience, dedication and the ben-
efits ofboth. My job opened up opportunities that I never knew existed, and I formed many
important professional as well as personal relationships."
Michelle Fitzpatrick '03
Internships provide valuable
opportunities outside the classroom
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Senior finance major Beth Singleton (left) interned
during the tall at Kistler-Tiffany in Wayne, Pa.
Senior communication major Christina Dorey (below) rushes
from the Communication Center to her internship at KY W.
Junior communication major Monica Fahey (above) spends a few
days each week working at the Please Touch Museum.
Working on the Continuing Studies website for his DArt internship,
junior Joe Bednarek (left) meets with Liz Heenan.
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Natalie Karelis and Kevin Ibach (right) serve
wine at the SPIN auction fundraiser in the fall.
Communication Professor Mike Smith, and senior Erin McDermott
(below) work at infomiation table at the SPIN fundraiser.
Students in Dr. Sabrina
DeTurk'sDArtlOl
course taught computer
skills to community
members (right).
Hilarie Hastings-Mahon and Regina Gauss (right) pose with shirts sold to raise
money for Chile Service Project. Participating students in the Chile Sei-vice Project
had the option of taking a connected course. Human Rights in Latin America.
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A ical day in the life of some La Salle students often includesilunteering with a community service activity. While La Salle's Centerfor Community Service and Learning runs many programs, some profes-
sors incorporate service activities into their course curriculum
providing students with real
world experience of many of the theories and concepts found in the academic
subject.
Including some aspect of community service within course requirements is
often ex-
tremely beneficial for achieving a course's objectives; consequently
Lousie Guigliano, Di-
rector of the Center for Community Service and Learning, meets with a group
of profes-
sors throughout the year regarding their service learning
courses or interest in community
service. Working with a volunteer or non-profit agency often provides
tangible experience
the student may not have otherwise received. Guigliano describes service learning
as ben-
eficial to the La Salle community in many different ways. "It is keeping with
La Salle's
mission around community service. Service learning provides good, sound
teaching provid-
ing active learning by engaging students to understand their course
content in a way they
can fully embrace," she said.
Dr. Michael Smith of the Communication Department includes
service learning in his
Public Relations Seminar for Communication majors. In this course,
students choose com-
munity partners and submit proposals to them. For example, during
the fall semester, senior
Natalie Karelis was paired with a group that worked with Special People
m the Northeast
(SPIN), an organization for developmentally disabled and their
advocates. This group put
their public relations classroom education to work helping promote a
fund-raiser and open
house.
Dr. Sabrina DeTurk of the Fine Arts Department also understands the
value of service
learning in higher education. Students enrolled in the DArt 101 Course,
Introduction to
Digital Arts and Multimedia, have worked with the community in a
variety of ways. Last
year, a group of students held a computer literacy course for
members ofthe community as
well as for the La Salle staff Students taught word processing, how to search
the internet
and how to set up an email account. Last fall, students in DeTurk's course
researched the
logistics of a Community Technology Center. To supplement the learning,
each student
wrote a paper reflecting on his or her experience. DeTurk commented
that it was "a
positive experience for everyone involved."
Tracy Mann '00
Students comhine course work with
service projects
SERVICE .
Learning
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ROTC Prepares Student
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Cadets for Military Service
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s we enter the new millennium. La Salle University remains a pioneer in
Continuing Studies. Recognized in 1950 as the first Pennsylvania institution of
higher education to offer degree programs for the evening and weekend student, La
Salle continues to accommodate the needs of its diversified student body.
Through the Office of Continuing Studies (OCS), La Salle currently offers Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Science degrees in fifteen majors and Associate of Arts degrees in four programs.
Digital Arts and Multimedia Design (DArt), a new major in the evening program, will begin in the Fall
2000 semester. During the past year, a Post-Baccalaureate Certificate Program in Digital Arts and
Multimedia Design has successfully grasped the attention ofthe student with the vision to appreciate
technological opportunities.
In response to an ever-increasing student enrollment, OCS has expanded its classroom facilities to
include Archbishop Ryan High School in Northeast Philadelphia and the recently completed Bucks
County campus in Newtown, Pennsylvania.
OCS students find Liz Heenan, the Director, and the entire staff to be energetic, personable, acces-
sible and accommodating. This vitality translates into a wealth of course offerings that are considered
to be both personally and professionally rewarding. Conversations at the monthly Adult Student Council
meetings suggest that this experience is the norm rather than the exception. Patricia Greenleaf, one
of the many more "seasoned" Continuing Studies students states that her most rewarding experi-
ences come from her interaction with the diverse student body. Her classroom experience has taught
her that La Salle students, regardless of age, cuUure or religion, have a lot to offer and are most
willing to share their talents.
Pat says, "the enthusiasm ofthe traditional student, so eager to learn from books, is contagious. The
motivation and life's experiences of the student from a previous generation adds a certain flavor to
classroom discussion. The two generations and diverse backgrounds complement each other in a
dynamic kind ofway. This interaction, facilitated by La Salle's Continuing Studies, adds a new mean-
ing to the word education."
It has been said that with each challenge comes opportunity. La Salle University's OCS has suc-
cessfully met the unique challenges of a working student body for 51 years. Countless graduates
have benefited from those opportunities. If the past is indicative of the future, the new millennium
holds a great deal of promise for the student. Continuing Studies and La Salle University.
Francine Lottier '02
La Salle offers opportunitiesfor
evening students
CONTINUING
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Snow stornis caused parking problems for Day and Evening students (left).
The Continuing Studies office prides itself on quality and personal attention to
students (below).
The Continuing Studies Office is located in Senile Hall (above).
Elaine Mattem (left) helps a Continuing Studies student to
register for classes.
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A Look at the Past: Student
A group of student nurses from Germantown Hospital (right) leave a
lecture room in Holyroyd Science Building in September 1969: one year
later. La Salle became completely coeducational.
Junior Walter Bough (below, left in photo) Collegian Editor in 1 948, boldy
predicts Harry Truman's upset victory over Thomas Dewey in the
memorable 1948 Presidential election.
Students (above) from the 1970s adjust to tight-fitting desks in a La
Salle campus classroom.
Students enjoy guitar playing in what appears to be the College
Union, now the Student Union.
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Life Through the Years
Early scene (left) from classroom in Olney Hall, which opened in 1 97 1
.
Freshman smdents (below) pushing what appears to be pretzel pieces in
what is most likely a fraternity intiation in 1 939. Two sophomore LSC
students and a woman visitor cheer them on.
5La Salic College, ^'^oab St, above (Slrarb Eve.
THE CATHOLIC COLLEGE FOR YOUNG MEN ANDBOYS IN PHILADELPHIA
College Recruiting is nothing new to La Salle! This advertisement (above) for prospective
La Salle College students dates to the period of 1 900- 1 903
.
A student (left) in the sixties or seventies finds a natural break in the curtain
on the main floor of the College Union (Student Union) for reading.
Special thanks goes to Brother Joseph L. Grabenstein, F.S.C. of the La Salle University
Archives for all of his help.
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i \ I he La Salle Gospel Choir epitomizes involvement in the La Salle and
I surrounding communities. Although often overlooked and
JiLundersupported, the Gospel Choir is alive and well on La Salle's cam-
pus and has been for five years. According to Gospel Choir President, Yeneeka
Long, "The choir is a unified group of Chrisdan voices blending together and
singing for the Lord." Its main mission is to minister the Word ofGod to others
through song and service.
La Salle's Gospel Choir rehearses each week in order to prepare a wide
variety of gospel and season-appropriate music to perform for various audi-
ences. Not only does the choir hold two of its own concerts on campus each
year, it also sponsors a Spring Jubilee drawing talent from high schools and
churches in the area. Aside from its on campus performances, the Gospel
Choir also performs off campus at many different high schools, colleges and
churches.
Besides their many performances, the members of the La Salle Gospel Choir
also participate in community life by actively supporting and co-sponsoring other
La Salle activities such as Branch Out Day, LOCK's Haunted House, Toys for
Tots and many more. Participating in such activities as SGA's Leaders' Din-
ner, Homecoming, Christmas Caroling, Sigma Phi Epsilon's Elegance Dinner
and Kwanzaa events, they show dedication and commitment to the entire La
Salle community.
Quite possibly the most important aspects the Gospel Choir adds to the La
Salle community and the surrounding area are culture, diversity and spirit. The
group of singers is light-hearted, caring, encouraging, and focused. It is also
diverse among itself. As one member said, "I think one of the best things
[about the choir] is the diversity. We are not all from one group but from many
different cultures, and we keep growing." Among the Gospel Choir's goals for
the future are growth, increased diversity and an effort to participate in more
cooperative programs within the La Salle and surrounding communities.
Jennifer DeBisschop '00
Community presense through
song and service
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The unique and diverse members (left) of the Gospel Choir all share a
passion for worshipping the Lord through music.
Cherlise Cole and Daena Ortiz-Torres (below) prepare for the many
on-campus and off-campus performances of the Gospel Choir.
Music Director Richard White (left) leads the Gospel Choir practices
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June Robinson and Doris Loretta Yarbarugh (right) administer
the GED test on Saturday mornings in Olney 100.
GED preparation classes are taught twice a week during the
school year by Margo Simmons (right).
EXPLORER
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a Salle University does more than educate college level students. The
Adult Learning Project, coordinated by Steven Kopec, prepares local
'residents for the high school General Equivalence Diploma (GED) exami-
nation. While Kopec helps prepare the students for their GED exam, June Robinson
coordinates La Salle's testing site where close to 3,000 students who have taken the GED
exam have graduated since 1993. La Salle's Center for Community Service and Learning
is where Robinson and Kopec's offices can be found on the La Salle campus; it is where
these nontraditional students come to improve their education.
Kopec has dedicated his time to working with adult learners for almost a decade. He
says, "The time has gone by quickly. I'm learning so much from the people I meet
through their life stories. To be able to provide them with this service is truly rewarding."
While an undergraduate student at La Salle, Kopec majored in Spanish. He received his
Masters degree from La Salle with a concentration in Bilingual and Bicultural Studies.
These degrees provided Kopec with a strong foundation for his work with adult learners
and students who are learning English as a second language.
Robinson has also seen the incredible value of the GED program. Many graduates have
had extreme hardships to overcome, and Robinson dedicates much of her time to working
with the students involved. Looking towards the sixth and final graduation ceremony of
GED students in May, Robinson reflects on the people she has met over the years: "There
are so many that have touched my heart in so many ways. When working with a student,
it is a great feeling seeing the graduation ceremony at the Dan Rodden Theater"
The La Salle Adult Learning Program is funded by the Pennsylvania Department of
Education, and La Salle provides space and classrooms for the program. Because of the
state funding and the University's classrooms, the tutoring program is cost-free to its
participants. La Salle is contracted to provide spots for 135 students each year How-
ever, usually more than 160 adult learners, who range in age from 18 to 35 years old, come
to La Salle for this program each year.
The classes in the GED program are taught by professional teachers who have worked
in the field of adult literacy. They teach two classes a week during the academic year.
Classes concentrate in adult basic education and English as a second language. One
recent graduate was a great-grandmother At the annual GED graduation, four genera-
tions of her family were in attendance. The graduate was accompanied by her children,
grandchildren and great-grand children. Kopec says, "1 am always amazed by the breadth
of experiences that adults who participate in our program bring to the classroom."
Christina Dorey '00
The GED program contributes to the
community
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Nurse Practitioner, Andrea Okagawa, (right)
checks the blood pressure of a student.
Brother Bangs (above) visits with a student in the Counseling Center.
Robert Chapman, Coordinator of the Alcohol and Other Dmg
Program, counsels a student (right).
CPLORER
An important part of a student's life iiere on campus cannot be found in the library, computer lab or even a class-room; rather, it can be found in the offices of Student Health Services and the Counseling Center. Maintaining theoptimum physical and emotional health of the La Salle student body is the main goal of both offices. During the
fall semester between 25 and 40 students visited Student Health Services in a given day, while the Counseling Center saw over
350 students in individual sessions and many more in group sessions or workshops.
Many La Salle students may be unaware of the many services that Student Health Services offer. That is, until they get sick.
Student Health Services, located adjacent North Donns, is open to all students during the week on a walk-in basis. There nurse
practitioners and two medical directors from Germantown Hospital are available to assist students with a variety of free services,
as well as provide free or low cost medication or laboratory tests as needed to treat an ailment.
A resource center for the La Salle community. Student Health Services also provides a variety of outreach programs on
campus. The Director of Student Health Services, Dina Olesiak, and Nurse Practitioner, Andrea Okagawa, this past year visited
over 39 Freshman Year Experience classes and spoke on a range of topics from the services they offer to issues pertaining to
drug and alcohol use. Student Health Services also provides many programs open to the entire campus on such topics as HIV/
.'\IDS, eating disorders and smoking. Also, a new program was created this year on issues relating to men's health.
Director for the past year and a half, Olesiak has enjoyed her experiences at La Salle so far. She says, "I feel as though we help
the students who come into our office make important decisions about their health. We have contributed something valuable to
their growth while at La Salle."
The Nurse Practitioners of Student Health Services refer students to the Counseling Center, and the two offices often work
closely together. The Counseling Center, now in its fiftieth year, has a wide variety of programs to meet the needs of La Salle
students. One-on-one counseling is available for students who are having difficulty in their personal lives or in their adjustment to
life at college. The Counseling Center staff are available to help any student who seeks their services. Anxiety, depression, and
interpersonal and family difficulties are among some of the reasons students seek counseling. Freshman students are introduced
to the services the Counseling Center has to offer in their Freshman Year Experience classes, and Outreach programs are
conducted throughout the year on campus, including programs for residents students, fraternities and sororities and athletic teams.
Besides utilizing psychological services, students with issues regarding academic and career decisions may benefit from the
Counseling Center. A new program, the Academic and Career Exploration (ACE) was created last year by the School of Arts
and Sciences, School of Business Administration, Freshman Year Experience Office, Career Planning and the Counseling Center.
It offers Interest Inventory, use of the Discover Career exploration software program, the World of Work alumni program,
workshops, as well as academic advisors to assist with registration and deciding on a major.
Dr. Peter Filicetti, Director of the Counseling Center, states that the most gratifying part of working at La Salle is "the one-on-
one relationships with students in the counseling relationship."
At the end of the 1999-2000 year, Student Health Services and the Counseling Center will be merging into a joint Wellness
Center. Although a combined site has not yet been established, the Wellness Center will continue to meet the needs of La Salle
students in maintaining their physical and emotional well-being.
Tracy Mann '00
Helping to maintain the well-being of the
La Salle student body
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A:
La Salle University, learning extends far beyond the classroom walls. Students are
involved in a number of different academic organizations, focusing on nearly every
subject that the University offers. These clubs and associations provide the opportunity for
students to discuss issues related to their majors in a less fonnalized setting. Many provide unique opportu-
nities for students to learn about the "real world" experiences of professionals in their area. Often the
activities of these organizations extend beyond the boundaries of campus, allowing students to share their
enthusiasm for their chosen fields with others outside of the University community.
One such organization at La Salle is the Pre-Law Society. This organization brings in speakers for
students who are interested in pursuing a career in the legal profession after graduation. Representatives
from some area law schools have given presentations regarding law school requirements. Some have
discussed the best way to prepare for the LSAT, and the most effective way to prepare an application.
Other speakers work in the legal profession. Those men and women discuss their own personal experi-
ences in different types of law. "Because there is no pre-law major at La Salle," comments senior Cathy
Payne, "I think it's helpful to have speakers tell us what law schools are looking for, and what professional
life is like."
Across campus, at the Communication Center, the Association for Women in Communications holds its
meetings. This group, which is a chapter of a national group of the same name, encourages women to
pursue careers in communications while providing them with opportunities to discuss issues in a proactive
environment. Each semester the AWC sponsors a "mentoring-day" for local high school girls. These girls
are paired with group members in their classes and attend activities throughout the day. The AWC hopes
that these activities will encourage high school girls to continue their education and to see first hand the
benefits college has to offer. The AWC invites speakers to campus as well. "I like the speakers," says
senior communication major Amy VanVessem, "because they let us know about different career options. It
helps to have contacts for after graduation." The Association for Women in Communications also holds an
end of the year picnic, providing a time for the group to relax in a social environment.
Besides the Pre-Law Society and the AWC, there are several other professionally-oriented organiza-
tions, some ofwhich are sponsored by the School of Business. The Accounting Association, for example, is
responsible for a number of the "networking nights" over the course of the year. As part of the events,
businessmen and women come to campus and discuss career options with students. Students are thus
given the chance to fonn relationships with people in the professional world. The Accounting Association
also sponsors "Executive on Campus" week. During the week, professionals are invited to speak in busi-
ness classes, giving students insight into their future careers. "The program gives you insight on how the
first couple of years after graduation are," says senior Accounting Association secretary Daena Ortiz-
Torrez, "It puts your mind at ease."
Academic groups on campus serve a number of different purposes. They provide students with a chance
to relate to professionals, and they increase students' awareness of issues related to their respective fields.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, they allow group members to get a glimpse of their futures.
Asha Engledow '00
Participation in academic organizations
supplements classroom learning
ADEMIC
rganizations
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The Student Activties Fair (left) held at the beginning of the
Fail semester, publicizes campus organizations.
Members of the La Salle Chapter of the Association for Women in
Communication (below) hold meetings t\\ ice a month.
Bulletin boards like this one in Olney (abo\'e) help
advertise for group meetings and on-campus events.
The Historical Society (left) meets to plan events
for the Spring semester.
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A t La Salle there are often students that devote an incredible amount of their lives to service to the LaSalle community and the surrounding Philadelphia neighborhood. But there are some students whocontinue their service by forfeiting part of their spring, winter or summer breaks in order to spend time
serving other communities. These alternative breaks allow students to expand their volunteering, while sharing their
talents and learning about a different culture.
Students who participated in the Chile Service Project have for the past few years spent two to three weeks of
Christmas break in La Pincoya, a shantytown outside of Santiago, the capital of Chile. There La Salle students helped
coordinate activities for a summer camp run by the community. However, because of concerns over the Y2K com-
puter bug, the trip for the 2000 year was postponed until after graduation ceremonies in May where, during the Chilean
winter months they will work with the children of the community again. Students involved in the Chile Service Project
prepare for the trip by reading books, discussing the culture and learning to speak Spanish. Senior Steph Rozak, who
participated in the Chile trip herjunior year, said ofthe trip, "I learned more in Chile in two and a halfweeks than I have
in a typical semester at La Salle. The actual experience is so powerful."
Other alternative break projects take place during Spring Break. Traditionally, Spring Break brings to mind beautiful
beaches, crazy parties and a tan. But not for those who were involved with Week of Hope or Project Appalachia.
Aimed with hair nets and hammers, these students participated in two alternative spring break programs and spent
their break a little differently.
Week of Hope, coordinated by Tracy Mann, traveled to Boston during spring break in 1 999 to work with Community
Servings, a nonprofit organization that cooks, assembles and delivers meals to AIDS patients and their families. The
ten students who participated raised their own money for the trip by holding fund-raisers throughout the year and by
receiving donations from their family and friends. After a week of working in the soup kitchen, exploring Boston and
living in a hostel, the students returned to Philadelphia with many interesting spring break memories. During the spring
of 2000, Week of Hope volunteers, coordinated by Brenna McLaughlin, returned to Boston to continue the service
began in 1999.
Project Appalachia, coordinated by Christine Gray, Albert Mori and Marianne Bellesorte for the Spring 1999 trip,
went to Harlan, Kentucky to work with COAP, an organization which works to rehabilitate houses in an area devas-
tated by coal mining. These forty students raised money through venues like a Swing-A-Thon, a thrift sale and the
"circus." In the "circus" students traveled around campus dressed in outlandish costumes and did crazy things in return
for donations. During the week in Kentucky, students worked with families and carpenters from the area, learned
about the circumstances of the region and returned with a deep respect for these people and their lives. Coordinators
for Project Appalachia for the Spring 2000 semester were Maribeth Bonner, Cathy Kozen and Kevin Badolato.
All alternative break programs at La Salle have provided valuable experiences that a student would not have had the
opportunity to receive had they not given their vacation time in exchange for service. Besides bruises and sore muscles,
they returned to La Salle with an invaluable experience and better understanding of another culture.
Monica Fahey '01
Service programs provide unique semester
hreak experiences
ALT
rea rograms
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Project Appalachia volunteers (left) spent a lot oftime on the
roof repairing shingles.
Junior Bob Scott (below, second from left in photo), senior
Sarah Wester (top left), and senior Jennifer DeBisschop
(second from top left) pose with children from the summer
camp.
Week of Hope volunteers (above) pose with the cook, in the
dming room ofCommunity Servings in Boston.
Chile Service Project volunteers (left) pose by the
beautiful
beaches ofChile in January 1999.
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Grimoire:
(Left to right) Kate Balloch.
Nick Scorza, Lauren Sasewich,
Carolyn Reinhardt, Jennie
Maslow
AASL:
(Back row left to right)
Yeneeka Long. Jabari O'Gam.
Larry Alston. Angela
Smothers. Sabrina Swain
(Front row) Rochell Parks.
Ineeta Brown, Cherylyn Rush
Jazz Band;
(Back row left to right) David
Tavani, Bucky Lang (Next row)
Joe Gardner, Joe D'Orazio, Matt
Canning, Christopher Rhoades
(Next row) Alex McKinney, Rob
Robesch, Ray Bonnette, Patrick
McAtlee. Beth Dierking, Rick
Hass (Front row) Michele
Lombardo. Terry Downing,
Stacy Harris, Maribeth
Hegadom
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Student
Government
Association:
(Left to right)
Paul Thompson, Victor Nieves,
Tamer Ahmed, Maureen Keyes,
Karen Heistand, Chris
O'Donnell, Ricky Palladino,
Pete Mosteller, Shawn
McGuigan, Megan Bamett, Kyle
Monis, Kelly Tiemey, January
Baker, Steph Rozak, Wes Miller
(Not pictured) Broderick Jones
Gospel
Choir:
Yenneeka Long, Joanna
Brown, Dena Washington,
Jabari O'Garri, Sabrina
Swain, Daena Ortiz-Torres,
Reth Phoeuk
International
Relations
Club:
(Left to right) Leah Clark,
Megan Bamett, Rodo Moallin
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L.O.C.K.:
Tammy Matthews, Chris
Gasperino, Patty Noe, Rita
Bonner, Pamela Markert
A M^l i A
Institute of
Management
Accountants:
( Back row left to right) Liz
Zodeko, Gladys Zhu, Matt
Justina, Austin Sternberg, Dr.
Borkowski, Kim Stankavich,
Liz Smith
Resident
Student
Association;
(Back row left to right) Tara
Shennan, Michele McVeigh,
Jessica Ligas, Karen Lash. Kait
Seifrage (Front row) Mike
Triplett, Mark Badstubner,
Carlos Costenada, Chad Garson,
Allan Medwick
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Chymian
Society:
(Back row left to right)
Andrew Kemytsky, Ania
Kemytsky, Carlos Costenada.
Terry Downing (Front row)
Catherine Guzzo,
Kristen Terranova
Public
Relations
Club:
(Left to right) Sofia Metaxas,
Amanda Konieczny, Alisha
Fallor, Erin McDermott,
RoseAnn Capaccio, Diana
Quattrone, Cheryl
Giannattasio, Diane Phillips,
Dr. Mike Smith
Psi Chi:
(Back row left to right)
Dr. Collins, Kelly Powlson,
Meghann Keppard, Mike
Gierrson, Colleen Smith,
Jessica Virus (Front row)
Vin Latella, Adrianna
Pescatore, Julia Costello,
Kristen Kahn
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La Salle
Singers:
(Left to right) Maureen
Dollinick, Stacey Harris,
Sandra Carney, Leah Clark,
Emily Eisenbarth, Eric
Augenstein, Ruth Thompson,
Patty Noe, Jen DeBisschop,
Erin McGuigan
Business
Honors
Society;
(Officers only) Christopher
Sebridge, Nick Zegatowsky,
Kelly Daniels, Kristin Russo,
Kate Doering
Health Care
Administration
Society:
(Left to right) Wheatly Spence.
Rochelle Parks, ShaShana Alford,
Anita Ortiz, Joli Lavarino,
Kimberley Sierra, Katie Woods,
Charbel Chalfoun. Dn Anne Walsh
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Rugby:
(Back row left to right) Dan
Fitzgerald, Viriny Vincienzo,
Daniel Pavlik, Nick Green,
Rich Godshall, Chris Lowen,
Pat Watkins, Frank Rio,
Chris Rendina (Middle row)
Dan Noeseges, Tamer
Ahmed. Brendan Dolan. Kyle
Morris, Peter Smith, John
O'Doimell (Front) Frank
Moffa
Masque:
(Back row left to right) Lawrence
Knapp, Jamie Long, Chris Steinitz,
Nick Scorza, Patrice Kruszewski,
Dan Goldsmith, Christina Sgroi,
Pat Doran, Justin Tormey, Terry.
Yowmans, Monica Fahey, Kevin
Brady, John Kozempel, Erin Kenny
(Middle row) Eric Weidner, Maria
Whitman, Melissa DeFeo, Jen
Maslow, Julie Pauzano, Rebecca
Chickadel, Kim Sierra, Bonnie
Clawson, Chris "Jumbo" Schimpf,
Bob Scott (Front row) Karen
Schuster, ShaShana Alford, Kristin
Cannon, Therese Zaccagnino,
Stacy Harris, Hilarie Hastings-
Mahon, Vicki Cinque, Chris
Casamiro
Technical
Theater
Association:
(Back row left to right) Dan
Goldsmith, Nick Scorza, Erin
Kenny, Chris Steinitz (Middle
row) Eric Weidner, Maria
Whitman, Stacy Harris, Bob
Scott, Justin Tormey, John
Kozempel, Pat Doran, Dave
Munchack (Front row) Hilarie
Hastings-Mahon, Bonnie
Clawson, Vicki Cinque,
Karen Schuster
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Society for the
Advancement
of Management:
(Left to right) Austin Sternberg,
Kelly Daniels, Nick lorio,
Lori Beth Ryan, Christina Fuller,
Dr. Halpin
Investment
Club:
(Back row left to right)
Mary Wolinsky, Carolyn
Gregory, Kate Doering,
Jennifer Cesaretti, Lisa
Knauer, Victoria Crenshaw,
Emily Miedel, Dr. Rhoda
(Front row) Pat Nolan, Paul
Bourke, Paul D'Antonio.
Michael Domanico, John
Boyle, Austin Sternberg
Ukrainian
Club:
(Back row left to right) Nick
Rudnytzky, Andrej Lushnycky,
Dr Rudnytzky (Middle row)
Terri Downing, Oxana
Radchenko, Ania Kemensky,
Andrew Kemesky, Carlos
Costenada (Front row) Larisa
Oblescuk, Magdalena Drazba
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WEXP:
(Back row left to right)
Kevin McKenzie, Todd
DiFeo, Chns Rhoades,
Lauren Moss, Chris
Casimero, Sara Rudy, Matt
Stone, Ed Lang, Dr Texter,
John Kozempel. Dave Dowdy
(Front row) Chris Fieri, Erin
McGuigan, Kristen
Terranova, Pam Markert
Cross
Cultural
Association:
(Left to right) Monica Huff,
Al Alven, Angela Mancuso,
Luz Gamavfrallon, Kemal
Gencal, Gladys Zhu, Emre
Erkul, Sally Leung,
Dr. Mshomba
Coll(legian:
(Back row left to right)
Jimmy Nagelberg, Chris
Steinitz, Chris Gray, Anne
Marie Gregory, Nick
Storch, Dave Tavani (Front
row) Jessica Riccio, Liz
Moors, Andrew Costello,
Laurie Stewart,
Donna Mscisz
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Karate:
( Back left to right) Geiry
Ballough, Ryan Hoffmaster,
David E. Ryan, Mike
Mocarski, John Rife, Lynne
Andreotta, Jason Kubert
(Front row) Ryan Barney,
Steve Tremblay, Meg Kane,
Liz Sterpka, Meredith Muilitt,
Mia Farhot,
Sensei John Daniel
Association for
Women in
Communications:
(Back row left to right) Tricia Bell,
Jenna Dykie, Mary Logue,
Amanda Burge, Dr. Kim Dalianis
(Middle row) Callie Williams,
Natalie Brooks, Michelle Maher,
Alexine Judge (Front row) Marcia
Churgai, Jessica Thomas, Christina
Dorey, Jenna Long, Jessica House,
Amanda Ward (Not pictured) Joy
Morris, Jessica Riccio, Tracy Mann
A/AS IA:
(Back row left to right) Melissa
Tupas, May Lazaro, Maggie
Lee, Shireen Bethala, Usha
Matthew, Nikki Santos, Silvia
Ramos, Joli Lavarino, Buntha
Chan, Cindy Aves, Adele Santa
Teresa, Cam Le, Li Taing,
Gladys Zhu, Sadia Runn,
Melissa Maldonado, Reth
Phoeuk (Front row) Karl Diaz,
Chris Collins, Eric Leong, Mike
Giersson, Carmelo Jalosjos,
Bobby De Leon, Ken Diaz
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Alpha Chi Rho
Alpha Chi Rho:
(Back row from left to
right) Ian Homeyard, Eric
Stonesifer, Bill Mullen,
Bob Lonergan, Pat Powell,
Jason Leahy (Middle row)
Christian Belko, Justin
Morse, Nick Voight, Brian
Wiggins, Eric Weidner
(Front row) Lawrence
Knapp, Chuck Fransisco,
Chris Isabella
Alpha Sigma Tau
Alpha Sigma Tau:
(Back row left to right)
Nicole Scannelli, Annette
Sciamanna, Tara Shephard,
Curleena Smith. Jill Terch,
Danielle Thurber, Nicole
Travaglini (Next row)
Kathy McAloon, Katie
Mclntyre, Jane Miller, Lisa
Mimmo, Julie Nell, Jessie
O'Niell, Amanda
Osfrander, Megan Paul,
Colleen Prendergast,
Desiree Raffio, Mary
Ralston, Sue Rossomando,
Sara Rudy (Next row) Keri
Dempsey, Jen Fanner,
Jessica Fauser, Shannon
Fulforth, Christina Fuller,
Jen Giorgio, Kelly Gregg,
Nicole Importico, Krista
Kraus, Emily Lapps, Gina
Marandola (Front row)
Sally Atzrott, Megan
Bamett, Maureen Berran,
Diedre Brett, Jen Bryan,
Diane Cassidy, Julie
Creedon, Kim Dale, Anna
D'Ambrosi, Sam DeCaro
EXPLORER
Alpha Theta Alpha
Alpha Theta Alpha:
(Back row left to right)
Kathy Swank, Laura
Esposito, Jill Anick,
Meghan Cniz. Leslie
Newcomb. Katie
O'Keefe, Beth
McCafferty, Kathy
Diamond, Lauren
Richmond, Carla Watts,
Alyssa Ivans (Middle)
Helena Holmes, Fiona
Bums, Christie Dwyer,
Colleen Krug,
Leighanne Murphy,
Natalie Brooks, Liz
Moors (Front row)
Jenna Long, Vanessa
Nguyen, Terri
Hargadon, Alexis
Karras (Not pictured)
Christina Dorey, Claire
McGinley, Erin Quinn,
Rosanne Rochezza,
Erin Goodwin
Delta Phi Epsilon
Delta Phi Epsilon;
(Back row left to right)
Kristin Bream, Cristina
Andrade, Melissa
Bonkoski, Amy
VanVessem, Kelly
Murphy, Michelle
Wittle, Gina Agostini,
Gina Leoni, Daena
Ortiz-Torres, Janet
Chudzik, Liz Krizman,
Jessica Ligas (Front
row) Jen Kopecki, Jill
DiSanto, Itona Onoue,
Tania Sesto, Asha
Engledow
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Delta Sigma Phi
Delta Sigma Phi:
(Back row from left to
right) Joe DeFelice, Tom
Ryan, Justin Ferman,
Kevin Kots, Kevin
Overdorf, Pat Watkins, Eric
CuiTan, Kevin Whitney,
Jim Kirshner, Josh
Brinkley, Tom Cole, Dave
Donnapel (Front row) Matt'
Peloso, Mike Moffa, Bill
Stewart, Nick Croce,
Donnie Guglielmucci, John
Sullivan, Ed Dixon
Gamma Phi Beta
Gamma Phi Beta:
(Back row left to right)
Theresa Russell, Jen
Cohen, Meredith
Mendoza, Kelly
Dimnorling, MaryBeth
Davis, Laura Zitnik,
Meaghan Mullins, Kelly
Dalton, Liz Burke,
Caroline Lannen (Middle
row) Beth Mitchell, Jane
Huh, Lindsey Releftjrd,
Maryellen Lomumo, Vicki
West, Meghann Perry,
Tracy Reynolds, Liz
Callinan, Diana Ladd,
Cathleen Kennedy, Kate
McGlinchey (Front row)
Heidi Lawrence, Laura
Nigro, Kelly Dunn,
Stephanie DeRitis, Ginny
Paone, Kate Crocker,
Danielle Voight, Julie
Pauzano
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Gamma Sigma Sigma
Gamma Sigma Sigma:
(Back row left to right)
Nicole Store\', Courtnc\
Discher, Sarah Roscnbaiim.
Michelle Meyer, Kara
Tummereil. Dana Rush, .lodi
Heiss, Jennifer Etsell,
Courtney Pow ers, Arianna
Pescatore, Dannie Dotsey.
Carla Morello, Erin
McDermott, Elizabeth
Karalweski, Robin
Stranahan (Middle) Jennifer
TefFenheart, Molly Murphy,
Jo Anne Astrosky, Dana
Leone, Stephanie Oxenberg,
Danica Andrews, Bonnie
O'Reilly, Kristen Tavella,
Jackie Noga, Cheryl Haig
(Front row) Kerri Connely,
Erin Kerwin, Megan
Garrihy, Jennifer Carton, Ali
Larsson, Talia Billela, Kate
Duffy, Jenny Chantokoone,
Heather DiBianco,
Jennifer Ross
r
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Gamma Delta:
(Back row left to right)
Tim Maloney, Jason
Hill, P.J. PecoraiD, Greg
Lacivita, Corey
Oellete, Dave Redling,
Jimmy Bigg, Dave
Edwards, Dave
McClafferty, Brett
Robison, Greg Foster,
Dan Pavlik, Pat Garrity,
Andy Cushman (Front
row) Rich Godshall,
Tamer Amhed, Brendan
Dolan, Paul Ruiz, Doug
Robison, Pat Murphy,
Chris Santucci
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Phi Kappa Theta
Phi Kappa Theta:
(Back row from left to
right)Tim Murphy, Mike
Kotcawaslcy, Josh Zuvick,
Shawn McLocklaw, Zach
Nicola, Charbel Chalfoun,
Jim Esposito, Joe DiLauro
(Next row) Brad Cresina,
Scott Good, Jim
Fitzgerald, John Perth,
Simean Wilbanks, Mike
Parkin, Marty Muller,
Steve Madonna (Next
row) Bill McCaulli, Dave
Stanoch, Mike Flores,
Anthony Zapille, Matt
McCohran, Mark Maggi,
Neil Fitzsimmons (Front
row) Joe Torrallo, Scott
Gorrell, Darren Atlee,
Mark Zarro, Vic Fumey
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon:
(Back row left to right)
Scott Fleming. Mike
Sheelan. Broderiek
Jones. Brian McCla\ e,
John Hennessey. Shawn
Cumiskey. Chris
Legros, Matt Chiappa.
Mike Ryan (Middle)
Rob Barone. Arjiin
Moody. John Sitko. Joe
Orgowciski. Rich
Bilancia (Front row)
BojanBaros. EdHill,
K.e\ in Maguire. Victor
Nieves. Jamie Long,
Danny Rodriguez
Sigma Phi Lambda
Sigma Phi Lamda:
(Back row left to right)
Rich Heller, Bill Conway,
Paul Thompson, Eric
Bryce, Dave McHugh,
Keith Bristol, Rob
Johnson. Steve Kuklinski,
Mike McDonald, Sam
Spoto, Kevin O'Brien,
Tim Brown, Gadiel
Gonzalez (Front row)
Chris McBryan. Kevin
Gavin, Ed Persetti, Rob
Esposito
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At hi tics
Oection llditor: Jessica Kiccio, Class oi 2000
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r, t 't v;
AthleticsVnoun: exercises and games requir-
ing physical skill, strength, and endurance.
AthleteVnoun: a person who is trained in
athletics.
The definition of athletics or any sport makes
it sound so basic, so simple; however the ath-
lete knows different. The athlete knows that
one must understand the sport, his or her team-
mates and coaches and, finally, himselfor her-
self to meet the true definition of an athlete.
Excellence in athlefics requires the proper
balance between training and performance.
An athlete must display a degree of courage,
modesty and, finally, love for the sport.
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The La Salle women's soccer team finished with a disappointing 7-12 record in 1 999 (3-8, Atlantic 1 0),
but there is optimism that better days are ahead for the program, both for next season and for long-term
growth.
If one word could be used to describe the 1999 season, it would be "disappointment." The women lost
five games in overtime, including three in a row in one stretch of the season. There were also a number
of injuries, a few of them serious, that cost the team some key players for long stretches of the season.
The final word on 1999 was that the team's record was not indicative of the talent that's present on the
team.
One of the players who holds that opinion is Jackie Daino, the team's lone graduating senior. Daino,
who was a four-year starter, sees bright days ahead under the program's first full-time head coach
Jeannine Calhoun.
j
OCU5 on Improvement
Calhoun has brought immediate respectability to a program that has struggled since its 1987 inception.
Calhoun was hopeful that 1999 would bring La Salle's first finish over .500, but it wasn't to be.
The main reason was injuries, which included a devastating ankle injury to talented forward Tracey
Spinelli. It came in the fifth game of the season, against Fordham; and Spinelli consequently missed the
rest of the season. The team also lost freshman Liz Schmidt to a knee injury in the preseason, an injury
that kept her offthe field for the entire season. Both will be back in 2000, which is part ofthe reason that
there is optimism that the squad will finally reach the elusive .500 mark.
Another reason for optimism is the emergence of freshmen Lara Wean and Amy Schneider. Wean
was named A- 10 rookie of the week in the first week of the season, and Schneider earned the honor
three times. Schneider and Missy Gregg of Dayton, the conference rookie of the year, were the only
three-time recipients of the honor
Juniors Dana Gavaghan and Blair Hontz also received post-season honors. Gavaghan, the team's
leading scorer with 27 points (nine goals and nine assists), was named to the all-conference first team.
Hontz, the team's captain, was named to the second team.
Despite the setbacks, the team also had some memorable games. Back-to-back home wins over St.
Joseph's and Temple rank at the top of them, along with a heartbreaking loss on the road to A- 10
champion Dayton in overtime. Many players took that performance as evidence of the team's potential,
which they hope will manifest itself in a winning season in 2000.
Eric Hoev '01
Blair Hontz and Dana
Gavghan celebrate after a
goal is scored.
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Freshman Amy Schneider (left) had a spectacular
rookie season.
Jackie Daino (below right) was the lone senior on
the team this year.
Goalie Kaitlin Glass (lower left) takes a break.
Alicia Santelli (lower right) maneuvers the ball
down the field.
5occer\noun: a game piatjed on a field with two teams
w \t\^ a round inflated ball advanced by kicking
ATHLETICS 177
Jason Karasow (right) moves the
ball down the field.
Don Tuohey (upper left) protects
his goal at all costs.
Jason Corcoran(upper right)
handles the ball well.
5 •laued field with two teams withoccer\noun: a game piau on a
a round inflated ball advanced bu kicking
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The men's soccer team faced some tough competition at the end of the 1999 season. Atlantic 10
powerhouses UMass and Rhode Island proved to be too daunting for the Explorers. Consequently, they
failed to make the A- 10 tournament, although next season promises to be more successful.
The men's soccer did put together an impressive roster, however. Senior goalie Don Tuohey was back in
ihc goal once again. At season's end he was the A- 10 leader in saves with 139. a save percentage of 74.
Tuohey served as an excellent leader on the tleld for La Salle, and his talents and support will certainly be
missed on the field next year.
Bill Blesi also finished his soccer career at La Salle with his most impressive season at La Salle. With a
total of 10 goals and nine assists. Blesi had eij^ht goals and five assists in this season alone.
jjoning
j
alents and (_jaining j xperience
Actually, the beginning of the season was very promising. It seemed evident that the team's goals of
winning the A- 10 tournament and winning the Soccer 7 were well within their grasp. In fact, 14 goals
came to the Explorers during the first six games of the season. The team combined the talents and
experiences of the upperclassmen with a large core of younger players for a strong Explorer team that was
not going to take "No" for an answer. This was obvious in a game against Duquense as the Explorers
scored five goals. Unfortunately, afterwords their luck turned sour, and the Explorers just couldn't find the
back of the net very often for the rest of the season.
.Although Blesi and Tuohey will not be walking on to the field next year, all is not lost. This season
saw many talented underclassmen grace the field. Junior David Rajakovich, Sophomores Lou Daniele
and Jason Corcoran and freshmen Stephen Kohut and David Lynch have bright careers ahead of them at
La Salle. They were a strong presence on the field this past season and should continue to be next season.
Jessica Riccio '00
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David Rajakovich keeps
the ball from an opponent.
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While the success of a team is frequently measured by its record, the women's field hockey team has
managed to evaluate this season's success using other factors.
Doubling their number of wins from last fall's three to six, the team's loss column contained some difficult yet|
close matches decided by a one-goal difference, which caused the Explorers to finish the season at 6-12.
The highlight of the season came from a 2-1 loss to UMass. While it might seem paradoxical for a loss to be
a highlight, holding perennial powerhouse UMass scoreless in the first half was no small accomplishment for
the Explorers.
Despite the Explorers' inability to find the back of the net in tight games, coach Jen Harpel cited increased
focus on stick skills, as well as the team's participation in spring and summer tournaments both stateside and in
Europe as reasons for the team's improved season.
The hAeasure of5uccess
Out-of-season play found the Explorers demolishing most of its competitors, which resulted in scouts from in
season competition checking out the team's play. For the first time in many years, the Explorers were viewed
as a potential threat to opposing teams.
Additionally, the stellar play of All-Conference midfielder Jami Wilus, defender Lauren Feracco, goalie Lind
say Block and midfielder Kelly Saxman added to the more competitive season.
Saxman said that another spring season together will help the team become more coherent and will help.the
one-goal losses tum into wins for the Explorers.
Haipel lauded assistant coach Natalie Gozzard as being a source of the team's improved record.
Expect the field hockey team's record to further improve next season as Harpel predicted them to be strong
competitors in the A- 10.
Laurie Stewart '00^
Coach Harpel and her team watch
the action from the sidelines.
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Annette Sciamanna (upper
left) tries to wrestle the ball
away from an opponent.
Jami Wilus (upper right)
was a strong force on the
field this year.
Amanda Conway (left)
drives down the field.
f^ield Moc:!<ey\f^oun: a fieid game played between two
teams of 1 1 players each whose object is to knock a ball
into the opponent's goal with a curved stick
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Autumn Krauss and Kristen Russo
(left) cover the floor.
Kristen Russo (below) has been an
asset to the Explorers.
Molly Thatcher (below left) did well
at the position of setter this season.
The team gathers to discuss strategy
(below right).
Voileubali\noun: a game played by volieying an inflated
Dai! over a net
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There was a lot of optimism going into this season tor the volleyball team after an impressive season in
whieh they finished a game above .500 with a 17-16 record. Fortunately for the Explorers, Melissa Hodge
stepped up to lead this year's team with her consistent play at the net, and setter Molly Thatcher entered the
lineup as a freshman and in the most important position on the floor. In her rookie season she was 8"' in the
conference in assists.
The Explorers started out the season just as they did the year before with a string of non-conference victo-
ries. In the 12 games before their conference schedule begun, the team went 9-3. Seven of those victories
came in straight sets, against such competitors as Drexel, Albany, Sienna and Colgate and a victory at the
Howard Tournament where they toppled Hampton and the host Howard.
f^ignting through /\o\/crs\tij
It seemed as though the Explorers were ready to continue their streak as they traveled to Blacksburg to face
a \'irginia Tech team that was considered one of the elites in the Atlantic- 10. As the team entered their locker
room at the break between the second and third sets, they found themselves up 2-0. They were close to
finishing off the Hokies for the sweep, but then fell in the third set 15-11 and were then defeated handily in the
last two sets as the upset slipped through their fingers. This would be the start of five straight losses, which
was finally snapped with a hard fought 3-2 win at Loyola.
Afterwards, the Explorers avenged a loss to Penn earlier in the season by defeating the Quakers at the
Palestra. This victory marked the first time in ten years that La Salle had beaten Penn.
Unfortunately, the team then dropped its next seven games, three of those games being against the top
three teams in the conference: Temple, Rhode Island and Dayton.
This year Melissa Hodge became the Explorer's all time leader in kills and blocks, recording 532 kills, 122
blocks, and 51 service aces for her career. She was also fourth in the conference in hitting percentage.
Graduating along with Hodge are Autumn Krauss and Kelly Tiemey. Krauss tallied 1 1 5 kills and 1 5 blocks.
Leaders of the team next year will be current juniors Trina Allen, Lori Beth Ryan and Kelly Daniel. Allen
was mainly a defensive specialist who has recorded 3 1 1 kills and 1 23 digs in three years. Daniel has pounded
311 kills in 127 games and Ryan has recorded 21 kills and 7 aces in 42 games.
Next year, the Explorers are expecting a talented recruiting class, and they are looking to be extremely
competitive with the elite of the Atlantic 10.
Andrew Greth '02
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Melissa Hodge. Kelly
Daniel and Autumn Krauss
are ready for action.
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When Bill Manlove arrived at 20* and Olney in 1997 to become the architect of a rebirth of La Salle football,
he encountered a few bumps in the road. In his first season, he was not allowed to recruit players so the
Explorers went 1-9, taking the field with only walk-ons in a valiant effort. In 1998, along with their first
recruiting class came a notable improvement in wins to 3-6. This past season, the Explorers became a member
of the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC), a conference that competes at the Division I-AA level.
Thus the Explorers faced teams with similar abilities and resources.
There were two main subplots intertwined into the 1999 season. The first was the reachable milestone of
head coach Bill Manlove, who needed just four victories to become a member of the 200 win club. This club
consists of only 32 coaches and includes Joe Patemo, Paul "Bear" Bryant, Lou Holtz, and Eddie Robinson.
The second subplot of the season was a quarterback controversy as Mike Bromowski and John Travers split
time at the helm throughout the season.
The season started with a non-conference contest at McCarthy Stadium against St. Francis. The Explorers
dominated in all phases of the game en route to a 44-7 rout of the Red Flash. The offensive barrage was lead
by 5 '8" freshman running back Mike McKeown, who scored two touchdowns, one of 48 yards. The La Salle
defense held the Red Flash to just 256 yards of total offense.
rootbal! (garners Ma^'ove's ZOOth
The Explorers, then defeated Canisius 19-6 in front of a homecoming crowd of alumni, students, friends, and
family that estimated at almost 4,000. Travers shined, throwing for 181 yards and two touchdowns.
After two straight losses to Marist and St. John's, the Explorers emerged victorious at McCarthy Stadium 35-
13 against St. Peter's to earn Manlove his 200"' victory. Manlove, the consumate professional, played down
this achievement, but he was obviously happy as he was surrounded and congratulated by friends, family, and
players.
In the final weeks of the season, the Explorers were defeated by two upper echelon teams in the MAAC on
the road. They lost to last year's champion Fairfield and this year's runner up Georgetown to give them a 4-6
record overall for the season.
As the final seconds ticked down from our nation's capital at the Georgetown game, some Explorers were
counting down the final seconds of their collegiate football careers, most notably, starting linebacker Doran
Coley, who transfeiTed from Clarion in 1997 and wide receiver Vinnie Rosseli. Also departing this year as
graduating seniors are center Ed Klusman and reserve wide receiver Trevor Wenberg.
Fortunately, a majority of the nucleus will return next year. Junior running back Tim Connelly, who was a
medical redshirt this year, will return to the Explorers backfield. Bramowski and Travers will battle in pre-
season workouts to determine who will be the starting quarterback. Coming back also are kicker Pete Turchi,
wide receiver Mike Wolski, linebacker Phil Martin, and defensive backs Erik Martinson and Rocky DuVuono.
With junior linebacker Kevin Campbell earning a spot on the first team defensive team, kicker Pete Turchi
being voted onto the All MAAC second team offense, and coach Manlove earning a record of 200-102-1, the
optimism for next season is high and well deserved.
Andrew Greth ''02
The Explorers take the field.
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Brian Small (left) takes offdown the field.
Explorers and Griffins (below right) fall
into a pile.
QB Mike McKeown ( lower left) gets
around downed players.
Coach Manlove (lower right) talks to
Raymond Santiago.
rootbaii\noun: any of several games played on a rectangu--
lar field witfi goalposts at each end in wJiich tiie object is to
get tlie ball ov&r the goal line or between goalposts by
running, passing, or kicking
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The Novice eight (top)
walks the boat down the
dock.
The Varsity four (middle)
looks strong going toward
the finish.
The Novice (bottom) row up
Boathouse Row toward the
starting line.
j\ow\verb: to propel a boat with oars
EXPLORER
After a highly successful fall racing season, the women's crew was primed for an even more successful
spring. With both the No\ice and Varsity teams turning out impressive finishes at local races, such as the
Philadelphia Frostbite Regatta, the team developed into a cohesive unit.
Under the watchful eye of head coach Linda Heffeman, and assistant coaches Michelle Busza and Michelle
Ciarlo, the women's team has a talented coaching staff Heffeman, a 1996 graduate of La Salle and co-captain
of the crew while she was at La Salle, is in her second year as head coach. Busza, a graduate of Temple and
a heavyweight rower for the Owls, has an impressive collection of medals. Finally, rounding out the coaching
staff is newcomer to the Schuylkill, Ciarlo. Ciarlo is a former member of the Mary Washington lightweight
crew who as a graduate student at Oxford rowed as a lightweight.
J
earn (Jnitu greeds Success
This fall the team traveled to the Head of the Ohio Regatta in Pittsburgh; and despite windy racing conditions,
the Varsity four pulled out an impressive finish. The crew came in 12th out of more than 25 other crews. The
Varsity eight was not quite as lucky. The conditions for the eight's race were very bad, and another crew
nearly forced the eight's boat off the course.
The Head of the Schuylkill Regatta was quite successful; both the Varsity eight and the Varsity four did quite
well, shutting out Atlantic 10 competitors. Also the women's Novice team had a very impressive debut this fall.
The team displayed a great deal of confidence on the water and picked up the sport with relative ease.
The winter training regimen allowed the team to build on the achievements of the past fall. The intensity of
winter workouts made the crew a force to be reckoned with during the spring sprint season, where they faced
local and national competition. The crew has looked for top finishes in all their races, but specifically the A- 1
Championship, the George Washington Invitational and finally, the Dad Vail Nadonal Championship. The
competition has been difficult, but the crew certainly has had the potential to do great things now and will
continue to do them in the future.
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The Varsity four walks
through another crew.
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Former La Salle rower, Gerry Paterson (1996), returned to the Schuylkill this year to take over as head
coach of the men's Varsity crew. With the help of former Temple rower Phil Carrie who finished rowing last
spring, the outcome of the men's fall racing season was excellent.
The lightweight men's Varsity four, comprised of Dave Trotta, Ryan Humes, Sean Murphy and Bob Buber,
with coxswain Bojan Baras; did very well. Although they had top finishes at all races, perhaps the sweetest of
all was the first place finish at the Occoquan Chase. The men came in first, 14 seconds ahead of the next
finisher.
ntensitu and jj)nve
The Novice crew was also very strong this fall. Paterson 's coaching coupled with some experienced rowers,
made for a cohesive Novice crew. The Novice eight finished fifth out of 12 at Occoquan, while the Novice
four finished third out of 1 5.
The Schuylkill was kind to the men also, handing them an eleventh place finish at the Head of the Schuylkill
Regatta. The Varsity eight came in ahead of all the Philadelphia universities except for the University of l
Pennsylvania. Additionally, with four boats entered at the Philadelphia Frostbite Regatta, the men's crew
picked up four first place finishes.
Paterson 's rigorous winter workouts were sure to bring success to the men's crew for the spring. He
harnessed the talent and potential of the men and knew how to get the men to where they wanted to go. The
men have looked for top finishes in all spring races, at the Dad Vail Regatta. The intense drive possessed by the
rowers, along with Paterson and Carrie coaching, will have made this goal a reality.
Jessica Riccio '00
The Varsity four is making its
move during the final meters
of the race.
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The Varsity four (top) tries
its best to hold off other
crews.
Tlie middle thousand
meters are crucial to all
crews (middle).
The Varsity four looks
strong among the sea of
competition (bottom).
f^ow\verb: to propel a boat with oars
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This breastroker looks strong during his race.
Quick breaths are essential to a fast time
(lower left).
A tight tuck is sure to bring high
scores (lower right).
5wimming\verb: 1 . to propel oneself along the water by
natural means (as bu nands and legs, by tail, or du fins)
Z, to glide smootnltj along
L)iving\verb: to plunge into water headfirst
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The men and women's swim teams produced some very strong individual per-
formances during the 1999-2000 season that made the teams a strong force in the
Atlantic 10.
One highlight of the season was a hard fought contest against Fordham at home.
The men's team performed very well throughout the meet, easily dominating
Fordham. The women however, had to work harder for their slice of the win. The
meet came down to the very last relay, and fortunately, the women triumphed.
j
alentand [ ersistance
Throughout the entire season UMass, often on top of the Atlantic 10 in all sports,
offered strong competition. La Salle, however, topped other A- 1 competition like
Rhode Island and, of course, Fordham.
The teams were able to dominate these teams as a result of strong individual
performances. Sophomore Mariana Root turned in impressive races all season
long, often coming out as a double or triple-winner. At the Fordham meet Root
was a triple winner, bringing home first places in 400 IM, the 200 Fly and 500 Free.
Another sophomore, Melanie Coots, pulled in firsts in both the 1 -meter and 3-
meter diving competitions in most meets.
Senior Chris Hefty often turned in first place finishes, usually in the 200 and 400
IM. while Tom Yaegel also performed well all season, capturing first place in the
200 Fly at the Fordham meet.
Next season is sure to be quite successful because of the strong underclassmen;
however, the depth the seniors added to the team will surely be missed.
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This swimmer seems to have
mastered what is often consid-
ered the most difficult stroke, the
butterfly.
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Strong starts are key to winning races (top). |
It looks like a close race (middle).
Many points are earned in freestyle
events (bottom).
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I ft The twist (left) and the inward (above) are difficult dives to learn.
^wimming\verb: 1 . to propel oneself along the water bu
natural means (as du nands and legs^ du tall, or bu fins)
2. to glide smootnlu along
Lyiving\verb: to plunge into water headfirst
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Players scramble after a loose ball.
This player looks for someone to pass to
(below left).
Heather Wilson gets caught in a couple of
defenders (lower left)
Jen Hiegl looks for the shot (lower right
Lacro55e\noun: a goal game In which piauers use a long-
hanalea triangular headed stick having mesh pouch for
catching^ carryings and throwing the Dal!
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After a successful inaugural campaign in 1998. the P.xplorer lacrosse team upped the ante last season.
Proving competitive in their initial season in the newly created Atlantic 10 Lacrosse division, the Explorers
demonstrated that the team will be a force to reckon with for years to come.
Now, as the team prepares to enter its third season of operation, an aura of confidence accompanies the
squad, and with good reason.
Last season's squad finished the season with a 5-10 mark while playing in a major conference. The numbers
do not say it. but this record effectively eclipsed the team's record in 1998. The team competed as an indepen-
dent in its inaugural season, facing much weaker opposition.
Although the Explorers fell short of their team goal of reaching the past seasons' winning percentage, the
team continued to bolster the depth of its roster for years to come.
/-\n /-\ura of (_^onfic!cncc
Unquestionably, the biggest addition was that of Jami Wilus. last season's Collegian Athlete of the Year.
Wilus set new team highs in all scoring categories, while maintaining a defensive presence as well. The ultra-
competitive center will be relied upon heavily as the backbone of the team for the 2000 season.
Talented freshmen Erica Struck, Kristen Weaver and Rebecca Light rounded out last season's outstanding
recruits. All three will be counted upon next season to inch the Explorers toward the A- 10 playoffs.
The stars of the team's inaugural season, namely Jen Hiegel, Christine McDonald and Julie Leusner, contin-
ued to shine through as well. In addition, sophomores Mary Quinlan and Colleen Keenan experienced break-
through seasons, both setting highs in overall goals and overall points.
Nicole Travaglini and Lindsay Block, the team's goaltending tandem, also turned in solid performances. The
duo will solidify the team as its last line of defense for the 2000 season.
Perhaps the key event of last season, however, occurred before the season ever began. The hiring of a new
head coach Jen Harpel, a member of national-championship winning teams in her playing days at Ursinis,
proved to be a success.
Harpel has provided stability and an infusion ofknowledge pertaining to all elements of the game that should
catapult the team to victory for years and seasons to come.
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Julie Leusner tries to get a
hold of the ball.
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La Salle's women's basketball team began and ended their 1999-2000 with high expectations. Their
dedication to improving over the last season was evident in goals set by the team captains, and present in
their overwhelming talented roster of players.
At the helm of the women's basketball team were two enthusiastic, talented and capable leaders, co-
captains Laura Newhard and Jen Zenszer. All four starters, Jen Zenszer, Suzanne Keilty, Marjorie Rhodes,
Shannon McDade and Melissa Hindenlang, returned (from the previous season) to play for this year.
Enjoying his fourteenth season as women's head basketball coach, John Miller is revered and respected by i
his players. With an impressive 254-123 record going into this season. Miller continued to strive for excel-
lence from his players—expecting even the newest recruits to perform—and they did.
\/\lor\c]n^ ~]~ogether
Three freshman recruits contributed to the team's successes. Beth Mays, Chrissie Walker and Bonnie
Randa worked harder than anyone had expected when, early in the season, star point guard and co-captain
Zenszer broke her hand and was out for over a month. The three rookies took the challenge in stride and
they performed well under the Division 1 pressure. Shannon McDade, Marjorie Rhoads and Suzanne Keilty
all had tremendous seasons, working the boards in all games.
An A- 10 Conference win over St. Bonaventure was one of the season's highlights, and pulled the team
out a mid-season slump. However, the team ran into some trouble against Atlantic 10 powerhouses UMass
and Dayton. The Big Five Tournament was a difficult one this year and sights are set high for next year.
The starters should all return to the floor next year, and the Explorers will be ready to win.
Tracv Mann '00
Jen Zenszer's injury was a
blow to the team.
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The team (left) gathers for a
pre-game huddle.
Majoric Rhoads (lower left)
perfoiTned very well this
season.
Beth Mays (lower right)
stepped into Jen Zenszer's
place when Zenszer broke
her hand.
£)a5i<:etbail\noun: a game played on a court by two teams
who try to throw an inflated bail tbrougb a raised goal
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GaiTett Bragg and Rasual
Butler were menacing forces
on the floor (above).
Julian Blanks played well
during his second-year
campaign (upper right).
Donnie Carr finished his career
at La Salle (right).
iJ)35i<:etba!l\noun: a game pjauecl on a court bu
two teams wno tm to tnrow an infiatea bal!
tnrouen a raisec! eoa
! 98 EXPLORER
The La Salle men's basketball team came into the 1 999-2000 season with very high expectations, and seemed
to meet them in the early part of the season, starting 6-1. Things didn't continue to go well, though, as senior
guard Donnie Carr came down with pneumonia. Consequently, the Explorers struggled for the rest of the
season, never fully regaining the form that got them off to their great start.
The team featured two graduating seniors; Carr and Guard Mike Sidebotham. For Carr, it was a strange
four-year run, that unfortunately never saw the team reach the levels that many had hoped for.
Sidebotham's two-year stint on the team was an interesting one: he joined the team as a walk-on midway
through the 1998-99 season after a stint as the team's manager. He played sparingly during his days on the
team, but his presence was still felt throughout the season.
The future is very bright for the Explorers next year. The team will return four starters—Victor Thomas,
Rasual Butler, Julian Blanks and James Jordan. Jordan made tremendous progress this past season, improving
his game while remaining rock-solid on defense.
LOSI"S Legac3
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The past season also saw the emergence of Anwar Wilson as a consistent member of the rotation. Wilson
was used primarily in a defensive role, and as a complimentary player on offense to the scoring of Carr,
Thomas and Butler. He brought energy to the team, and was among the Atlantic 10 Conference leaders in
blocked shots.
Indeed there will be life after Donnie Carr. Freshman Aleksander Pavlovic showed that he can be a legiti-
mate scoring threat, and Dwayne Jones should see more playing time next season.
All eyes will be on the NBA Draft in late June, when Donnie Carr is expected to be selected. Head Coach
Speedy Morris has said that the NBA is in Carr's future, and Carr himself expects to be drafted. There have
been pro scouts present at all of Carr's games this season, and the team's struggles during his absence is proof
of his value as a player.
Donnie Carr's four years on the team may not have ended in the team success that he and others had hoped
for. but Carr has made his mark as the top player among this class of La Salle University athletes.
Eric Hoev '01
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The team gathers to
discuss pre-game strategy.
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On Halloween day 1998, the Explorers traveled to Belmont Plateau as clear
favorites to win the Atlantic 10 Championship. Unfortunately, as the men's team
stood in their huddle, cooling down after the race, they realized that this fateful day
was all trick and no treat. The end result was just a third place finish. The men
immediately began thinking ofthe 1 999 A- 1 Championship.
At the beginning of this season the men became one of the favorites to win the
title.
The women, though, were a different story. They were projected to be in the
middle of the pack. However, they were out to surprise people and put aside the
preseason predictions.
At the La Salle/Philadephia Invitational at Belmont Plateau the Explorers put
together a good showing. The meet was well attended as local schools Penn and
Villanova joined La Salle at the Invitational along with other nationally ranked com-
petitors.
The men finished 3"^ behind the Wildcats and Quakers. La Salle, Penn and
Villanova runners captured 1 7 out of the 20 top spots. Kevin Myles once again
lead the Explorers crossing the line in 3"^ overall with a time of 24:57.95. Scott
Levell ran a great race finishing 8"'- and Tim McAteer, Colin Dooley and Kyle
Norris finished in places II through 13,respecdvely.
I
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The women took 2"'' place behind Villanova, which was nationally ranked through-
out the fall season. Maura Calahan and Kathy Heabel placed 5"" and 6*- respec-
tively, and Toniann Razzi and Lenya Williams took 1 1"" and 12*.
On Saturday, October 30* the men achieved their goal and won the Atlanfic 10
Championship for the first time. Four of the top ten runners were Explorers.
McAteer ran a terrific race, finishing third overall and capturing the Atlantic 10
Rookie of the Year Award after having been redshirted the previous season. Scott
Levell, eight seconds behind McAteer, finished in fourth place. Dooley and Myles
placed 8* and 9*, respectively. The women finished in 2"^ surprising the entire
Atlantic 10 with their tenacity and determination. Calahan, who had finished 13*
the year before, jumped seven spots to capture 6* place. Razzi continued her
consistent season by placing 10*. Both the men and women's teams qualified for
districts held at Lehigh University.
Only the top three out of the invited 27 teams were to move on to NCAA com-
petition. Approximately 4,000 to 5,000 people lined the course and watched Levell,
the first La Salle runner, cross the finish line. However, an injured Myles, as the
consummate team leader, gutted out the race and finished 2 P' and the men's team
fell just short of qualifying for NCAA, placing 5*.
The women finished 6* overall. Heabel was the first female Explorer finisher in
16* place and Calahan was close behind in 22"''. Solamiya Login and Razzi took
49* and 50* places. Unfortunately, no men or women qualified individually for
nationals.
Overall, both teams had an extremely successful season. The men established
themselves, at least in head coach Charles Torpey's mind, as one of the top thirty
teams in the country, and the women proved they were among the elite in the
Atlantic 10. It all came through hard work and detennination of a talented and
spirited group of runners that would not bow to past disappointment, but rather
would use defeat as a motivation to grow as individuals and as a team.
Andrew Grelh '02
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La Salle runners line-up at
the start (left).
P.J. Gallagher looks
confident heading toward
the finish (lower left).
Kathy Heabcl has had a
successful career at La Salle
(lower right).
j^un\verb: to <zp faster than a walk
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Colin Dooley has been a solid ninner every
season (left).
This runner stays ahead of the pack (below).
Kyle Trocolla looks strong (lower right).
Cross country requires a great deal of stamina,
which this ninner exhibits (lower left).
[^un\verb: to go faster than a walk
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Maura Calahan was a top runner this past
season (upper left).
Kevin Myles and Scott Levell could always be
counted on for top performances (bottom left).
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The frozen ground didn't stop La Salle's baseball team from starting to practice. The squad began practice
last fall in preparation for its 2000 season, which goes through the end of May. Last season the team finished
with 27-29-0 record and saw five seniors—Toby Fisher, Hal Mitchel, Ralph Sacca, Ted Grandstaff and Jordan
Nicgorski—finish their careers at La Salle.
After a tough run at the end of last season, this year's team knows what it needs to do for the Atlantic 10
Tournament. With much of the inexperience turned into newfound Division 1 college experience, preparation
was not the problem for the Explorers.
E-Xpcn^ncc and [ersistanee
Kevin Ibach and John Palumbo have been the men to look to for success. Ibach finished the '99 season hitting
a .294 and starting in 55 games. Palumbo. equally impressive, finished hitting .286, and started in all 56 games.Kevin
Wittmeyer is quite talented behind the plate and provides the team with great efforts.
Strong performances from Mike Cavallaro, Jim McGovem and Mike Fuchs are also accounted for the
fantastic effort of last season's team. The underclassmen proved their experience to be worthy, and under
coach Larry Conti this year they will only have improved.
The absence of Kevin Wittmeyer and Ibach next season will surely be felt, but their teammates will step in
and fill the voids. New recruits are sure to grace Hank De Vincent field, as the program continues to grow
under Conti.
Jessica Riccio '00
Kevin Ibach expertise was quite
valuable this season.
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£)a5ebail\noun: a game piayed with a bat and ball by two
teams on a fieid witb four bases arranged in a diamond
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Oo''tba!l\noun: a game similar to baseball piauecl with a ball
largerand sortertnan a baseball
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Concentration, dexterity, and fortitude united with dirt, sweat, and bad luck to cre-
ate an unfortunate equation that resulted in a poor outcome for last year's softbaii
team. Aspirations for a prosperous season began early with the amval of head coach
Caria Camino and assistant coach iCim Killo. New talent also offered hope for suc-
cess; however, a lengthy injury list prevented the team from reaching its full potential.
Beacuse of various injuries, the team was forced to sacrifice all starting players, and
as a result, the women ended their season with a final record of 14 wins and 31
losses.
i
}<^eeping (^joais |n v5'gnt
Of the 14 wins, 7 occurred on La Salle's playing field. Their spring break series in
Florida proved to be the highlight of their season as the women beat New York team
Wagner, four consecutive times.
The unfortunate turn of events in 1999 provided a strong motivafion to excel for the
2000 season. Missy Rorke, this year's co-captain, defined 1999 as a "re-building
year." However, while the team's goals were not met, it hadn't lost sight of how to
achieve a winning season in the future.
As the team left a disappointing season, it said good-bye to its senior captains Janice
McGinty and Kelly Lyons. Replacing McGinty and Lyons this year are Rorke and Jen
Homer. The new captains hope to advance the team's performance in Atlantic 10
competition. Rorke concludes, "we plan to take the hardships from last season and
use that experience to better ourselves in the future."
Jenna Dvkie '02
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Winter Eastmond was back
on the diamond this year.
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The La Salle University men's and women's tennis teams continued to struggle in the Fall '99 season, bui
with some young recmits contributing to the team, there's reason to believe that better days are ahead for
their underappreciated program.
Graduating senior Rehan Chaudry, who was the captain ofthe men's team, said before the season startec
that he saw a much more stable program than the one he experienced in his earlier days. This change can be
attributed to the recruiting ofhead coach Harold Conway, who splits time between the La Salle teams (men
and women) and a program that he mns at the Arthur Ashe tennis center.
Conway believes that a good attitude is a big part ofpersonal success. He tries to instill confidence in his
players so that they can play to the best oftheir abilities. Though the Explorers often found themselves
overmatched this year, theii- dedication to improvement was indicative ofConway's positive attitude.
(_^ontinuou5 Improvements
Conway believes that recruiting is the key to improving the program. He says that he'll continue to sell La
Salle to prospective students despite the financial restraints that are involved for would-be players. With just
one-half scholarship available for recmitment, Conway is at a disadvantage, but he feels that La Salle's'
Christian tradition is a selling point. He says that he tries to build relationships on the tennis teams, bothj^
among the players and in the community. Consequently, each season, the teams participate in several com-
munity service projects.
While the men's team will lose Chaudry this year, the women's team will lose two of its most talented
players seniors Stephanie Bono and Jill Evanko. Conway praised both players for their dedication to tennis
and to the role they both played about educating younger players to the ins and outs oftennis at the college
level.
Chaudry said that he enjoys a similar role with the men's team, and hopes that he can impact the program
in a positive way. By teaching younger players about the poise and discipline that it takes to succeed,
Chaudry felt that he was leaving a positive mark on the program as a whole.
It's diflFicult to say what the fiature holds for the tennis program, on the court. But offthe court, it's plain to
see that the squad features many talented and generous individuals and, consequently, the tennis teams will
continue to be an asset to La Salle University.
Eric Hoev '01
Coach Harold Conway
talks with the men's team.
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This player returns a volley with ease (left).
Waiting for the line call (lower left).
Tennis requires concentration and coordination
(lower right).
Debbie Blissick sets up her shot (below left).
This Explorer hits the sweet spot (below right).
"]"enni5\noun: a game played with a bali and racket on a
court diviaecl bu a net
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Toniann Razzi has been a fantastic
asset to the track and field team (left).
Kevin Myles turning in another stellar
performance (lower left).
Maura Calahan leading off the relay
(lower right).
Track and rield\adjective: of or relating to athletic con-
tests nelcl on a running track or on the adjacent field
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With experience and talent on their side, the men and women's tractc teams are
out to avenge the disappointment of last season.
Veteran runners like seniors Kevin Myles, Mike James, Kathy Heabe! and Toniann
Razzi lead the pack of talented underclassmen. Strong performances from junior
Maura Calahan and sophomore Colin Benner are also to be expected.
The results of last season's Penn Relays were mixed. There were many good
performances, but the Explorers also hit some rough spots.
/-\venging [yisappointment
The women's 4 X 800 relay team performed well taking 14 seconds off the
personal best time. Calahan was key, as the lead leg, giving the team a good start.
Along with Calahan was Razzi, junior Katie McCormick and sophomore Kelly
Cassidy. Throughout the spring, these women should be looked to for strong per-
formances.
The men's 4 X 800 at the Penn Relays last season was not quite so lucky as the
women's. The field was a difficult one to run in, most of the runners were very
rough, pushing and throwing elbows.
The Atlantic 1 Tournament was a disappointment for both the men 's and women 's
teams last year. The meet just did not go as planned. The men's 4 X 100 relay
ended up disqualified, an event in which they needed the points. Many ofthe women
stepped up and performed well, but the women from the other A- 1 schools some-
how managed to surpass them.
Coach Charles Torpey expects great things from his teams this year. Success
will have to come from the pure talent of the track athletes along with the excellent
coaching of Torpey.
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Mike James carries the
baton for La Salle.
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]J)ance\verb: to glide^ step^ or move through a set series of
movements usuallu to music
C_heerleader\noun: a person who directs organized
cheering especiallu at a sports event
212 EXPLORER
Behind the scenes the cheerleading and dance teams work hard to prepare the
cheers, stunts, and dances that add school spirit to games and events around cam-
pus. Long practices and weightlifting regimens allow these students to showcase
strength and style in front of thousands of spectators each year. Along with their
coaches, Jace and Laura Siciliano and Mike Mason, the cheerleading and dance
teams put together performances that pump up the crowds and get everyone cheer-
ing, clapping and supporting La Salle's basketball and football teams.
Aside from being "real" students involved in resident life, the Honors Program,
fraternities or sororities and service on campus, the members of La Salle's
cheerleading team, led by captains Donna Mscisz and Chris Cabot, manage to fit in
nine hours of practice and added weightlifting programs to their already busy sched-
ules each week.
j
he spirit of La ^alle
Their season starts in May and ends in March with extensive practices over the
summer and during breaks. Training also includes a summer camp in order to
brush up on old skills and learn new stunts and cheers to incorporate into their
routines. The members of the cheerleading team also work hard off-campus pro-
viding clinics for grade school and high school cheerleaders, in order to fundraise
for uniforms and other supplies. According to senior co-captain Donna Mscisz,
the purpose of the team is to "help with a sense of school spirit, getting students
involved and excited about La Salle sports."
The dance team, led by co-captains Jessica Virus and Heather DiBianco, also
aid in the promotion of La Salle spirit at basketball and football games, as well as at
off-campus events for the A- 1 Conference. Although the majority of the women
on the dance team have prior experience, they look to the leadership of the cap-
tains and the members who train during the summer at dance camps to bring
routines and performances together. Working without the supervision of a coach
until this season, the members of the dance team are used to making decisions,
training long hours, and choreographing dances themselves, though these are pri-
marily done by junior co-captain Heather DiBianco. Senior co-captain Jess Virus
stated that "the members of the dance team see dancing as a passion. [The dance
team] loves to dance and perform."
The cheerleading and dance teams work very hard each year to give peak per-
formances, to get the crowd involved and to add spirit and energy to La Salle's
campus.
Jennifer DeBisschop '00
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The dance team performs at
halftime and keeps the
crowd entertained.
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Congratulations!
To all of ourgraduates
in the School ofCursing
Best Wishesfor Your
Future Success
The Faculty and Staff of
the School ofNursing
And
The Neighborhood
Nursing Center
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Congratulations
to our
graduating seniors
What we call the beginning is often the end
And to make an end is to make a beginning.
The end is where we start fi'om.
T. S. EUot
Four Quartets
fy» Best wishes fi'om the faculty of the Department ofEnglish^
Qexid JHuck Qia^6 of 2CCC! §
For all your hard work,
dedication, and love.
The Masque of La Salle
University wishes to thank the
Class of 2000. In this your final
season with the Masque,
remember all the good,
and not-so-good, times we have
spent together, and cherish every
moment.
You wiU be missed.
1996-1997
Lend Me a Tenor, Twelve Angry Men,
Guys & Dolls
1997-1998
Pippin, Lysistrata, Fantasticks
1998-1999
The Musical Comedy Murders of 1940,
Two Gendemen of Verona,
The Curious Savage
1999-2000
Bye Bye Birdie, Crimes of die Heart,
Rough Crossing
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In Memory of
Joseph G. Markmann
Lasallian Professor
1949-1999
From his colleagues in the
Accounting Department
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joy TO jMt ^/vokld
To Joy Marie Morris
Congratulations and God Bless you, Baby Girl. You
have always been a JOY to us. We are very proud of
you! You will always be our bundle of JOY.
With Love and Admiration, Dad and Mom xoxoxo
DEAR JERRY,
We thank God for you every day, and we're so proud that you are a part of us.
No matter where you go or what you do, you will always be in our hearts.
Now, find your dreams...make them yours...never let them go. And remember,
you are loved and treasured more than you'll ever know! Congratulations on your
graduation!
Love,
MOM, DAD, MANDY, and GREG
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9[a gaffe Qingcrs
congratulates the members of the Class of 2000 -
the voices of La Salle, the voices of the millennium
"La Salle, La Salle, thy glory,
thy triumphs we praise;
thy name in song forever
shall we proudly raise!"
- La Salle Alma Mater
CongratuCations Brendan O'fHanCon
^irst in the !FamUylI
We are sooooooooooo proud ofyou, you did it ^renl
Lorn,
Mum, rCerrence, Jen, Cfiucki Catfi, ^ecca, Mattftew,
ColUtn, ^a6y Matt, fAfix/t, (Diane, WaCter, Mikp, fK^CCy,
and tde 9\Mter ^reiving Company
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Jeffrey Michael Sperry
"Education is notpreparationfor life. It is life itself.
"
" I wish you lots ofgood luck, no matter what the day. I wish you lots ofsunshine,
and not a bit ofgray. I wish you laughter and not one wee s^h. I hope
no gift offortune may everpassyou by...
The world belongs to those y\ito care deeply.
Dream Boldly and Believe Steadfasdy.
"
I am veryproud ofyou, son on titisyour Graduation Day
!
Lots of Love Always,
Mom
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Bonnie Rose Clawson
Congratulations on a job well done
and a major goal achieved.
How quickly the years have passed. You have grown into
a lovely young woman, but you will always be our
"extra precious baby."
May love and success be with you as you pursue your
dreams.
We love you and miss you already.
Mom and Dad
Dear Bonnie,
With your hard work and enthusiasm you have
accomplished so much over the years. May your
future goals be just as rewarding.
Love,
Grandmom
La Salle ''2000"
Ray Di Lessio
Good Luck Ray.
What are you
gonna do now
that you can't
turn around and
tum your alarm
off? Have flin in
the real world.
Love, Michele
I wish you all the
best as you embark
on yourjourney
through life. Never settle for
something less because you are
worth so much more. All the best
ofluck in your hopes and dreams.
Love, Matt
We are very proud ofyou. We love
you very much and will always want
the best life has to offer to come
your way.
Love, Mom and Dad
Always remem-
ber to do what
makes you
happy, not what
makes other
people happy.
And remember
to never buy into
a title. A six-
figurejanitor is
more successfiil
than a five-figure
president ofopera-
tions. Never Usten to
MikeyB.
Love, Brian
Now that you're
gonna make tons of
cash, remember that
time I brought you to
that Flyers game.
Love, Bob
Congratulations to
graduating
members of both
the Explorer and
Collegian staffs.
Thanks for all
your hard work
and dedication
^ear Jlaurm,
Congratulations! '^care
so Tproid ojyour accom-
plishments and success at
J2a Salle, ^cach up, open
the door to your juture,
and share your unicjue gips
with the world.
'M^ith all our Im'e,
J\lom, Dad, J^larin,
& lirianne
Best of Luck to
the Class of 2000
from
The Staff of the Explorer
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JOSEPH TARALLO, III
FIRST GRADUATE OF YOUR GENERATION.
FIRST GRADUATE OF THE CENTURY...
THE BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA...
CONGRATULATIONS JOEY!!!!!!!!
FROM THE REST OF THE "K' TEAM...
LOVE,
MOMMY, DADDY, & MICHAEL
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Su/}fWnAr\^ KaterO MOnt^^
frcnwtHe^ vyvcnnerd:you/ were/
horn/yow hoA/e/ hrctught uy love/,
Joy, and/ pride/.
Con^cLtulattOfW on/your
(Mxxy-mpl/i/yh/m/e/nt'y. May love/,
happineifir', and/^MOce^he/youry
iyn/th£/neM) vviiXleyvniAAMv.
Love/ Ahvayy,
Mofwand/Vad/
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CONGRATULATIONS
PAUL
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!
LOVE,
DAD, MOM,AND DAN
Maria Laura Whitman,
With all our love and congratulations fl^^flS'^vi
as you commence your journey of excellence. D~ S'/^-il
"We are what we repeatedly do..." " ^ Iv .V
With great pride and greater love,
Mom and Laura
Congratufations on a jo6 wcff tfoncf ^Wc arc
very proucf of you and your accompfishmcnts. iA^y
offie 0oo(f '^orcf continue to bfcss you witR happi-
ness ancf success.
cWitfi aff our fove, now and ^ovcvcr.
^^m, ^acf, ancf ^cn
*%CONGRATULATIONS TO I
JENNIFER L. MALONEY
Who graduates with a Bachelor ofScience
degree in Business Administration. Wishingyou a
future filled with challenges, discoveries and
dreamscome true.
We're so proud ofyoul
Love, Mom, Dad,Joe, Christine,
Joey, Mark, family and fiiends
PAVIP
WE COULDN'T BE MORE PROUP AMP
HAPPY.
CONGRATULATIONS!
LOVE,
DAP, MOM, CHIP,
JENNIFER WM, AND BERNIE
"You are asyoung asjourfaith,
as old asjour doubt;
asjoung asjour self confidence,
as old asjourfear;
asjoung asjour hope, as old asjour despair.
In the centralplace of every heart,
there is a recording chamber;
so long as it receives messages of beauty, hope, cheer and courage,
so long asjou arejoung.
"
- Gereral Douglas MacArthur
Jen,
Remember - YOU ARE NE\TERTOO OLD TO HUG
A TEDDY BEAR or to get a great big hug from us
(after all we are your biggest fans!)
Congratulations on this latest accomplishment! You
should be proud of what you have achieved! We are so
ven' proud of you! Our best wishes that God continues
to bless you with an abundance of happiness, success and
most of all LOVE as you face more of life's exciting
challenges!!
Love,
Mom and Dad
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jjfyriali Audi Hilbert
Congratulations!!
All our love.
Your Family
. /^\]»^uiit]6n
^
xoxo Wade
AMAhJVA COhJWAY
We/'rey^^proud/ ofyaw and/ we/ "love/yaw
up to-Qod/."
Love/,
Monv, Vad/, Pcctrich, cuxd/QretcKerw
MARYEI^LEN I^OMURNO
"OUR BABY"
^Wfe are 30 very proud of
you as you take your place
in L,a 3alle University'js
Glass of 2,000,
"Daddy, Mommy,
Joel (Glass of *93),
MicKael,
sJoanne &. Rob
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To Our Son Michael,
Words cannot say how proud we
are ofyou. May you take the
knowledge, education and experi-
ences you have acquired and
apply them to the world ahead of
you. Be so proud ofyour
accomplishments. . .be so alert
from your experiences. . . be so
learned from your education. .
.
but mostly be yourself, a gift from
God. . . knowing there is no one
else like you.
And yo Mike,
a little something from your Dad.
You are the best thing that has
happened to me and watching your
accomplishments over the years
has been my source of pride. I
know you will always in some
manner strive for excellence. So
with lots of love...
on your mark. . .get set. .
.
Reach for the stars and prosper.
All our love,
Mom and Pop
To Winston,
Congratulations for your success
and we wish you all the best in
the future. Follow your own path;
at its end you will find peace and
happiness.
Love,
Mr, and Mrs. James
To Our Rikki
Go confidently in your dreams,
dreaming yoior own dreams.
You will never walk alone for
we're with you all the way.
We're your number one fans.
All our love,
Mr. George 8r Mrs. Theresa
To Michael,
You did it! Congratulations on
your graduation. May your
knowledge grow and your life be
even fuller with much happiness
and success.
with pride and love,
Mom-Mom, Ed,
Louise and her four sons
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COJ^gKAJULJAJlOJ^S!
m
We^ are^ very prcmd/ ofyaw cuxd^your many cu::h£evementy, both' here^ cmd'
airrotxd: May aH ofyour dreams come^ true^ Cru thi^- new mCU&nUun; mxxy
your fcCure' be^ fiUed' wCthjoy and' happOne^; and^ may HU>ce4^ be^youry
wCth/ every new chaUe^^ge'.
(^od eleiy You/!
Love',
Mom/ and' Vad/
'^^f
Domenick
TKrougK all that life Kas
tKro^w^n your ^^^ay, you Kave
jstuck by your dream^s and
goaliS.
Congratulations little brotKer,
you Kave made it. dood luck at
^WIP. ^^ know tKat you will
Kave ^^^Kat it takes to succeed
in life. 'Wfe are so proud of you,
and
remember if you ever need us,
^w^e ^w^ill be rigKt Kere.
Inove,
sJoKn and Rita
BRIAN PETER PUGLIESE
"... Let us run with determination the race that lies
before us. Let us keep our eyes fixed on Jesus, on
whom our faith depends from beginning to end."
Hebrews 12:lc-2a
You have always been a blessing. Now go, and
bless the world. We love you.
Mom, Dad, and Sandy
Nickie,
It*s been a long hard road and
you've withstood all the bumps
and turns. Congratulations!
Today you are THE MAN.
Your proud Mom and Dad
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Congratuhtions
^aUy DSloc
"12iaMujah!
praisegod in Diis holy sanctmry; give praise in ihe mighty dome ojhawen.
Cjive praise jor^is mighty deeds, praise ^im jor 2iis great majesty.
Cjive praise with bhsts upon ihe horn, praise lHim with the harp and lyre.
give praise with the tambourines and dance, praise Hiim with jutes and strings.
give praise with crashing cymbals, praise 2iim with sounding cymbals.
£et everything that has breadt give praise to die Jlordl
malldujahi"
Old Testament, Uie ^Wisdom "Books, The 'BookTsalms, Isalm 150
god l^less y^ou
O^Aom, 'Dad, Jeanne, and D>lana
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A Special Thanks to
Emmy Kachel
From the 2000 Explorer Staff
and Thanks to the Entire
Staff at
Taylor Publishing Company
For All of Their Assistance in
Producing This Yearbook.
Emmy,
Thanks for the years of
dedication and hard worl<.
We really appreciate your
support!!
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The staff of the 2000 Explorer would Hke to
thank
Mike Durinzi
and the staff of
Carl Wolf Studio,
The Official Photographers for the 2000
yearbook.
For portrait package information,
contact Carl Wolf Studio at
401 Elmwood Avenue
P.O. Box 1037
Sharon Hill, PA 19079-0737
610-522-1338
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Dear Jess,
As you prepare to enter the "real" world we look back on the many mile-
stones of your life. We have watched you grow from an adorable toddler
to a remarkable young woman. We are so proud of you! As you make that
step out into the world remember be true to yourself (as you always are)
and you will make a difference.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Dani,and Grandma
On Behalf of
The Center For Community Service and Learning
We would like to extend a thank you to all who participated and supported our numerous community service
programs throughout the past school year. Best of Luck to all our seniors who dedicated long hours to
important service programs. May their futures be full of health and happiness.
'Always hold firmly to the thought that each one of us can do something to bring
some -portion of misery to an end.
"
EXPLORER
TO OUR SENIOR SISTERS OFALPHA SIGMA
TAU,
CONGRATULATIONS, GOOD LUCK, AND
FAREWELL TO YOU ALL!!
WELL MISS YOU!! LOVE,
YOUR SISTERS OFAST
Karen Ahem
Jackie Barrett
Kim Dale
Keri Dempsey
Cathy D'Intino
Laura Fenton
Kelly Gregg
Nicole Importico
Melissa Kenny
Leen Khalifa
Adriane Lohr
Julia Mazzei
Lisa McGrenehan
Erin McVan
Jane Miller
Lisa Mimo
Kristi Morrisroe
Lindsay Murren
Melissa Palaganas
Desiree Raffio
Sue Rossomando
Sara Rudy
Jill Terch
Danielle Tidmarsh
Jessica Weingarten
1 he 2000 iLxplorer Otalf would like to take a
moment to express our gratitude to those
laculty, stall and administrators who have not
only been teachers, but mentors, iriends and
inspirations, i heir support and guidance have
enriched our lives and made us stronger, better
individuals. As we enter into yet another part
01 our journey, we will take with us the
valuable lessons we have learned.
1 hank you all.
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As the Class of 2000 departs LaSalle,
the Division of Student Affairs wishes
you all well...
Provost
Dean of Students
Campus Ministry
Career Planning Office
Congratulations to
the Class of 2000!
"Live a balanced life—learn some and think some and
draw and paint and sing and dance and play and work
everyday some.
"
Robert Fulghum
Community Development
Center for Community
Service and Learning
Counseling Center
International Education
Multicultural Affairs
Resident Life Office
Student Health Services
Student Life Office
Congratulations Roy
on being our first college graduate! may success be
YOURS always!
Love,
Mom & Dad, Michael and Rita
Grandpop Tonyand Grandmom Dolly
Grandpop Frank and Grandmom Phill
Uncle Anthony & Aunt Anna, Christine,
Andrea and Briana
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Congratulations,
Class of2000
Best Wishes
from the
FINANCE
<&
RISK AAANAGEAAENT
DEPARTMENTS
of
La Salle University
You're on your way!
o
#' PAULo
Good Luck and all our love
The D'Antonio Family
Eric Augenstein, Class of 2000
Saint Paul writes to the Ephesians in
chapter 4, verses 1-3:
"/ urgeyou, then—I who am a prisoner
because I serve the Lord: live a life that
measures up to the standard God set when
he calledyou. Be always humble, gentle,
andpatient Showyour love by being
tolerant with one another. Do your best
to preserve the unity which the Spirit gives
by means ofthepeace that bindsyou
together.
"
Eric, we love you and we are very proud
of you. As you travel through life,
may God be always at your side.
Mom & Dad
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The La Salle University
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Offers Sincere
Best Wishes and
Congratulations
to the
Class of 2000
And Welcomes You to the
Alumni Association
The 1999-2000 Alumni Board of Directors
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT - Charles J. Quattrone, 72
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT - James J. McDonald, '58
VICE PRESIDENT - Gerard J. Binder, 73
SECRETARY - Teresa Hooten Kozempel, CD., 74
TREASURER - William W. Matthews III, Esq., '90
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Gerard V. Burke, M.D., '75
John F. Carabello, D.M.D., '62
Linda A. Carlin, '95
Joseph H. Cloran, '61*
Maria Tucker Cusick, '83*
past Alumni Association Presidents
Marianne Salmon Gauss, '75*
Nicholas J. Lisi, Esq., '62*
Elizabeth R. Lochner, '87
Thomas E. McLaughlin III, '95
Stephen L. McGonigle, '72*
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The La Salle University
Alumni Office Staff
Congratulate the Class of 2000
On Your Graduation,
And Welcome You
to YOUR
Alumni Association
FOR MORE INFROMATION ABOUT THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION CALL
(215) 951-1535 OR 1-888 4 ALUM LU OR EMAIL ALUMNI@LASALLE.EDU
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To The Cl&ss Of 2000
Unions are working people working together to solve problems
Unions give workers a voice on the job about safety, security, pay,
benefits—and about the best ways to get the work done.
Unions stand for fair treatment of all working people—on the job, in
our communities and in the economy.
We stand up for working people—Just Like You!
Teamsters
Local Union 463
Robert Ryder, Principal Officer
A nurse
IS a rare
combination
...a scientist,
in command ofa
complex body ofknowledge,
and an artist,
whose work touches
the human soul.
On behalf of the
Nursing Service
Organization,
we wish the
Class of 2000
good luck as they
enter a new world
of opportunities.
e Albert EinsteinHealthcare Network
Jefferson Health System
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ENTRY-LEVEL MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
WHAT MEANS MORE TO US THAN MAKING THE LIST?
THE FACT THAT OUR EMPLOYEES PUT US THERE.
There are millions of companies that strive to give their employees
the very best. And according to FORTUNE Magazine, only 100 who
actually do. We're proud to say that Enterprise Rent-A-Car is one of
them. And even prouder that our employees are the reason why.
You could say that Fortune discovered what we've known all along.
When you create a work environment that encourages employees to
share in the decision-making process, take on all the responsibility
they can handle, and enjoy promotion by merit rather than seniority,
you give them every opportunity to be their best.
So use your head. Put Enterprise Rent-A-Car at the top of your list,
and realize your most ambitious goals just as we've realized our own.
are an equal
opportunity employer
Use Your Head. Join Enterprise.
For consideration, please contact:
Lisa Page
78 E. Cabot Blvd.
Langhome, PA 19047
Fax: (215) 949-3072
Email: lpage@erac.com
Apply on-line at: www.erac.com
I
Enterprise
f"t..»-c«r
3^02 Old York Road
Philadelphia, PA 19141
21^ 4^6-711^
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FREE Admission & Parking Daily
Live Racing Year Round Every Saturday thru TuesdayFirst Race 12:35 PM
SiRansome
2975 Galloway Road
Bensalem, PA 19020
215-245-2724
OVER 74 YEARS OF SERVICE
FOUNDED IN 1926
THOMAS G. MOORE, JR.
PRESIDENT
3548 "K" STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19134
215-743-1376
Linda Pastor
Manager, Employment Services For your next affair...
THE
Woods Services
Langhorne, Pennsylvania 19047
215/750-4247 FAX 215/750-4286
FRANKLIN ROOM
AT FINNIGAN'S WAKE
(215) 245-2724
CAPITOL 4-5770
CAPITOL 4-5771
•A GREAT NAME IN REAL ESTATT
STAN GINSBERG 5608-10 NORTH BROAD ST.
PAULGINSBURG PHILADELPHIA, PA 19141
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E-mail: jburke®
mid-atlanticpkg.com
Mobile #215-527-4802
John Burke
CFO/SEC
ey^en TecHwlbgies, Inc,
Dedicated to Quality Solutions
for all yourG)mpaq Intel and
Alpha Technology Needs.
COMPAa
Si Bnreip'itf
3 /Upha:64BitTedin°'°95'
Tel: (215) 657-4300 607 N. Easton Rd
Fax: (215) 657-6405 Willow Grove. PA 19090
email: info@nexgentech.com
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CHARLEY'S OPEN PIT
Barbecue & Sea Food Restaurant
Home-cooked Foods To Order
• Breakfast •Lunch •Dinner
Fresh Fish Daily • Short Ribs
Southern Fried Chicken • N.Y. Strip Steak • ChitterUngs
Beef & Pork Barbecue Ribs • Dine In or Carry Out
Friendly, Pleasant Family Atmosphere
(215) 549-7550
cQ-,7 Nj R,^,jct • Air-Conditioned
Pm 7 s ^u . c. , 'Off Street Parking
SLf? fK SF fai it' 0P«"^ Mon.- Thur. 8 am-10 pmPhiladelphia, PA 19141 ^ p^. and Sat. 8 am-11 pm
Charles Pollock, Prop. Sun. 12 Noon-8 pm
as your
neighbor
we will continue
supporting
our
community
There's more to being
a bank than loans,
,mutualfunds and
interest rates. There's
a responsibility to the
community. Because
what really counts
is helping to build
a brighterfuture
for everyone.
PNCBANK
Where Performance Counts''
Member FDIC
Giving of
Self Partnership
1301 W. Ruscomb Street
Philadelphia, PA 19141
215-324-8990 ^^^^^^^^^^H
Compliments
from
your friends
at
FRITO-LAY
Churoh: (215) 548-601 1 Home: (610) 222-0202
Fax: (215) 548-4877
Saints Tabernacle
Eternal Life International Ministries
5800-12 North Marvine St. • Philadelphia, PA 19141
Bishop Larry Dobson, Senior Pastor
TtiState RegionalBishop
C 3^ (215) 728-0847
M »71 FAX (215) 725-3076
Golden & Cowden
Plumbing & Heating, Inc.
1037 Stanwood Street
Philadelphia, PA 19111
FRANCIS X. GOLDEN, JR. •<^^ "•
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I
Louis
lENRY
1021 Windrim Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa. 19141
(215) 329-0387
Wfioh$tl» DUIrlbuior:
• CHAIN LINK FENCE
• STEEL SUPPUES
S. SOSKI PIROEFF INC.
Dhtribmtorj
l-=-|acoTaMH»«|
J35 LANCASTER AVENUE
FRAZER. PA 19355
WATEB TREATMEHI STSTEHS
In PA Toll Fra 1-800-3«2-7968
NJ 609-541-1335
COMMERCIAL ICE'sYSTEMS
Ogontz Avenue
Revitalization
7178 Ogontz Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19138
927-5404
J CcnlScd PubUc
Hurry W. Kramer
Muvagins Director
Nor* Point Office Center
200 Clbraliat Roid. Solte 1 29
Hcvnhnra. PA 19O44-2J80
Phone (2IS)672-«404
Fax (215) 6726773
E-Mail h]ttluoei«hkcm«.cum
HORIZON HOUSE, INC.
120 South 30th Street • Philadelphia. PA 19104-3403
215 386 3838 • FAX: 215 386 51SO
Honzon HOU8C
Gregory O. Bruce Wayne R. Chlodo
Board Chairman President
Parisi Incorporated
3031 Red Lion Road
Philadelphia, PA 19114
632-4495
Remy's Paradise Floral Boutique
S807 Germantown Ave.
PhiUdelt>hia, PA 19144
713-0099
I)
1/
RAMOS & ASSOCIATES. INC.
Phone
2I5-S37-9S00
aoO.822-3984
215-535-53 I I (610)586-6700
Far (610)586-1035
JOSE L. RAMOS
PRESIDENT
Qu>y_iTY Since 1854
Jim OTerrell
ExEcijTtve Vice President Sales
2835 Bridge Sttjeet, Philadelphia, PA 19137
ROYAL
CORPORATION
Maifing Address: P.O. Box 16846, Philadelphia, PA 19142
Sircct Address: 1810 Columbia Avenue, BIdg. 19. Folcroft, PA 19032
PCCA
Community
RevltalizaUon
Coiuultantt
LaVene M. Joaes
Executive Dirtctor
PhiladetphU Council For
Community Advanccmenl
100 North I7lh Street
Suite 70O
Philadelphia, PA 19103
TEL (215) 567-7803
FAX(2I5)9«3-994I
FLUIDICS
4141 \A/hltaker Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19124
425-4800
Best Transmission Service
427 W. Queen Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19144
843-5000
ESH HOME INSPECTION
SERVICES
476 W. Manheim St.
Philadelphia, PA 19144
844-2885
W.P.CXXDKEINC. MICHAEL GABOn
-mUCKAND PASSENGER VRE SPECiUJSTS
• Wheol Balancing
• Truck TTra Servica
RoadServloe
4731 N. BROAD ST. PHILA.. PA 19141
•MldMln
• Kelly Spdnglleld
• Gootfyaar
BARBARA WALLACE & ASSOCIATES
CORPORATE ART CONSULTANTS
544 WEST QUEEN LANE • PHILADELPHIA PA 19144
(215)848-5791
MJLBRUDER I IONS. IWDIIPOIUTED
MICHAEL TUONI
Sstss ReprzsentatJva
600 REED ROAD
BflOOMALL. PA 19008
(610)353-5100
(215) 930-9266 pajw Fax (610) 259-6475
moluoni^ol.com
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
Weddings
Birthdays
Graduations
Parlies
QUALITY RENTALS
««-1fiJ!S3iK
"^ 7^f3i-» OFFICE HOUFIS:
BY APPOINTMENT
5230 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19141
6139 Germanlown Ave.
Phila, PA 19144
215-849-6066
lax 215-849-0870
Tables
Chairs
Chafers
Fountains
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Tel (610) 623-7772
Fax (610) 623-4015
ACCURATE RECYCLING CORP.
PROCESSORS - BROKERS - WHOLESALERS
OF WASTEPAPER, GLASS, METAL & PLASTIC
JENNY LAUT
508 E. Baltimore Ave.
Landsowne, PA 19050-2508
PHNOM-PHNH
RESTAURANT
4907-09 OLDYORK ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19141
324-3520
Accounting and Tax Services
DEBORAH J. MACK
Certified Public Accountant
(215) 848-2869
(215) 848-9357 Fax
10 E. School House Lane
Suite 204
Philadelphia, PA 19144
H.C. HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
1018 E.Chelten Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 191447
849-2880
(215) 643.2ea3-aia OSKAR POHt.
GERMANTOWN WELDING CO.
23 EAST PRICE ST. PHILADELPHIA. PA. 1914^1
Bryant's Playcorner
4801 N. Hutchinson St
Philaaelphia, PA 19141
324-5228
TREATMENTS INC.
Window Shades • Venetian Blinds • Mini Blinds • Vertical Blinds
Pleated Shades • Draperies • Radiator Enclosures Wallpeper
7236 Rising Sun Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19111
745-6100
United States
Filter Corporation
215-638-7700
A Taste 01- j^itaiv
1100 S. FRONT ST.
PUILA., PA 19147
215-336-1100
P.C. MORTGAGE
3408-50 B Street, Suite 103
Philadelphia, PA 19134
457-9809
Thomas Schubeht Coffev
VnUei Floral Service, Inc. 800.888-1212
4700 WIsstUtickon Avenue 2I5S42-17M
PbUadelpUa, PA 19144 rax: 215-S42-1702
www.lf/^wers.com
DbtfHctttr fttMfers DWirwrrf . . .Jbr BustHKaH^, amjSpidal Ocauions
Marino Building Contractors
96 E. Bringhurst St.
Philadelphia, PA 19144
849-9773
CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 2000
(215)457-0150
G^G Decorating
1637 Widener Place
PhUadelphia, PA 19141
224-5436
6410 N. Broad StrMt, Piiiiadelptiia, PA 19126
310 Second Street Pike, Soulhampton. PA 1 8966
215/927-S800* 1-800/622-6410
Massangro Hair Braiding
5715 Germantown, Ave., 2nd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19144
849-2484
I ri—rn The Largest Source for
SINGEIR Foodservice
(J ^"-L_M Equipment & Supplies
50.000 sq. 11
Superstore...
Open to the Public
China, Glassware & Ratware
Paper, Disposables & Janitorials
Kitchen Supplies & Cookware
Equipment & Furniture, New & Used
SINGER EQUIPMENT CO.
7300 Llndbsroh Blvd., Ptaladslphla. 215/365-0200
3030 Kulzlown ltd,. Readlna. l JinnjotJiio/.
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THE CAR ALARM SHOP
"AUTO SECURITY SPECIALISTS"
iii;fiii'y«.ijnii;nriiiii4.i(iih't.f»finw
NO APPl NECBSARY HOURS J0AM-8PM MSKeep
your car
where
you left
it
•VVH£R£ THE SPiRlT Of THE LORD R THERE 15 UfiERJY • (CORJ.1 7)
THE CAR ALARM SHOP
5525 CHESTNUT ST
PHILA., PA
(215) 476-2486
THE CAR ALARM SHOP
1545BELFIELDAVE.
PHILA, PA
(215)455-6778
SEIGLERS TAX SERVICE
5125 North 15th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19141
457-9216
Dollar Crazy
6000 North Broaa Street
Philadelphia, PA 19141
927-6033
National Transmission
Ecchange Inc.
1609 Champlost Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19141
424-8855
Jickickson's Auto Repair
Time up - Fuel Injecdoa - Becaical
Transmissioa - Engine Woik - BraVcr.
15 E. Atiboasloid Ave.
(At 4eoo Bkx* OnrnvMim Ave).
Plitodelphta. PA 191«
LA GRAPHICS
5225 Germantown Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 191444
843-5552
victor
(215)848-4445
6UPED SHUTTLE
3233 JenkinLown Commons
JenkJntDwn, PA 19046
88&O430
JOHNSON ASSOCIATES
6300 Ogontz Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19141
424-3044
• WEDDINGS • CORPORATE EVENTS
• aOXED LUNCHES • PR IVATE PARTIES
- HOAQIE FUND RAISERS
Shields^Dina Corp.
Laboratory & Medical Supplies d Equipment
Ptiiad«lFMa.PA1S135
ISISl 33S-aXI1
Fn « (215) a32-743E
Q-'east O^our T,yes, Inc.
gourment CMering
914-20 2rufStreet
tPfiitade^fna, <PA 19123
215-923-9449
215-923-9852
Charlie B's Place
4853 Wayne Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19144
848-4855
Grace P. Knight
Certified Public Accountant
3246 Conrad Street
Philadelphia PA 19126
215-849-9006 phone
215-849-9005 fax
Park Heights Partnership
5555 Wissahlckon Ave., Suite L-11
Philadelphia, PA 19144
849-0445
Kuriiliu* Dirtacr __
rSKN BOCK /OCOmZ > BELFIEU>
COMRJUNITY DEVELOrMENT CORP.
1201 W. OIney Ave.
Phtladelphis. Peiuiijlvania 19141
Phone: (215) S49.r7S3 F« (JIS) 349-4373
UNIVERSAL HAIR SALON
901 Dunacannon Ave.
Appt. & Walk-Ins Welcome
329-7115
LOGAN HEALTH FOOD STORE
5009 N. Broad St
Philadelphia, PA 19141
324-2662
CHOE INS. AGENCY
4719 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, PA 19141
324-2857
Nick's Roast Beef
-
Old City
16 S. 2nd St.
Philadelphia, PA 19106
928-9411
FISHER ACCOUNTING
P.O. Box 48016
Philadelphia, PA 19144
844-8780
RDX Banks Pharmacy
1335 W. Tabor Road
Philadelphia, PA 19141
927-6796
CANE & RUSH
5224 Germantown Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19144
438-2799
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PATRONS
Chuck, Congratulations and good luck. Love, Mom
&Dad
Bonnie, All the world's a stage, you've got the lead-
ing roll. - A. Carole & U.Joe
Congratulations Jason Hill. Love, Mom & Dad
Uncle Matt Conville We love you, Nick, Jon &
Gabriella
Matt Conville—Congrats from Beck, Chris, Barb,
Dave & Brian
Matthew Conville—So happy for you-so proud of
you! Love Mom
Jen We love you and are very proud of you
Mom, Dad, Jay, Boo, Blade
Congrats Kate. We're so very proud of you.
Love, Mom & Dad
Congratulations Jess. You have accomplished much.
Love, The Virus Family
We love you Carla. Congratulations & Best Wishes,
Mom & Dad Morello
To Jeffrey Renye, Congratulations & Best Wishes,
Love, Mom & Dad
Congratulations Sean Ennis. Love, Mom & Dad
Congrats Michael Sheelan. We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom & Dad
Deborah Ann, "Pittle" has reached another plateau.
It's not over yet! God Bless. Love, Dad & Mom
Congratulations & Thanks to Graduating Members
of La Salle's Chapter of the AWC
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Jaime Bendig, B.S.N., I love you and I am so proud
of you! Continue to do your very best and life will
reward you. All my love. Mom
Erin McG-thanx 4 all your hard work—You're the
best. Mom, Dad, Pat, Nanny
Maria, Congrats & best of luck in your future en-i
deavors! Love, Mom, Dad & Willy
Congratulations Nick Madden with so much love &
pride. Dad, Mom, Melissa & Amy
Christina Sgroi— May all your dreams become beau-i
tiful memories. Love Mummy
Jacqueline, May all your hopes & dreams come true,
only you can make them happen. Love, Mom
Congrats to Anthony DiMeo Love, Dad, Mom,
Maria, Grandpop, Grandmom & Nonna
Thanks and Congratulations Class of 2000
—
Public Relations Club
Best Wishes to Former Students and
Graduates on the Yearbook Staff—Dr. Lehr
To All the Ladies Formerly of 3rd George: We madCj
it!—Joy, Tracy & Jessica
Jonny & Erin: Good luck next year. We'll miss you!
—
All the other editors
LSU Women Rowers: Thanks for showing me what,
a team can be. I'll miss you all—Jess R.
I
COLOPHON
Volume 56 of the Explorer was printed by Taylor Pub-
lishing Company. Initial preparation and cover design were
done at Taylor's main plant in Dallas, Texas, and final as-
sembly was completed at Taylor's Chester County, Penn-
sylvania plant. A total of 800 copies of this book were
printed and available for distribution in May of 2000. The
2000 Explorer consists of 248 pages of 100# enamel pa-
per, including 32 pages printed in four color and several
screens of process colors. The book is smyth-sewn with
head and foot bands.
The cover is Lexitone in Blue 491 and the photograph of
the statue of St. John Baptist de La Salle and a student
was taken by Erin Higby '02. The photograph was done as
a black and white tip-on with a three-point rule bead blind
embossed. Endsheets are Smoke with an embossed die
stamp of the La Salle University shield. The fonts for the
cover and spine are Georgian and Paramount and was blind
embossed. The spine copy was done in Silver 9 1 5 silkscreen.
The headlines on all divider pages were set in Georgian,
while the text was set in Times New Roman. All body
copy was set in 11 -point Times New Roman and all cap-
tions were set in 10-point Times New Roman. Bylines were
set in 10-point italic Times New Roman.
The headlines in the Opening were set in Footlight MT
Light. Headlines, subheads and faculty boxes in the Aca-
demics Section were set in Chaucer. The names and activ-
ity information of graduating seniors were set in Arial.
Headline font for Student Life was High Tower Text,
Gallia and Copperplate Gothic. Headlines for Athletics were
in Papyrus and Felix Titling. Fonts for the Patrons/Ads
Section included Footlight MT Light, Book Antiqua, Times
New Roman, Lucida Handwriting, Heather, Jester,
Garamond, Black Chancery, Rogers, Modeme, Lucida
Console, Garamond, Subway, Garrett, Boulder, Copperplate
Gothic, French Script MT, Harlow Solid Italic, Papyrus and
Poor Richard.
All senior portraits in this book were taken by Carl Wolf
Studio, Sharon Hill, Pennsylvania. Other color and black-
and-white photographs were taken by Carl Wolf Studio
photographers and members of the yearbook staff.
All layouts for the 2000 Explorer were designed in Adobe
PageMaker 6.0. Wherever possible, a version of the As-
sociated Press Stylebook was consulted to maintain uni-
formity in the presentation of the printed word.
The 2000 Explorer is an official publication of La Salle
University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and reproduction of
any portion of this book, either whole or in part, is prohib-
ited without the written consent of the staff or the
organization's faculty advisor.
Inquiries about this edition of the Explorer should be
directed to the staff at La Salle University, Box 685, 1900
West Olney Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19 Hi-
ll 99.
2 -E Xp I r e r
Editorial Staff
(Back row from left to right) Jonny Leong, Jonelle Davis, Victor Nieves,
Erin Higby (Front row) Joy Morris, Jessica Riccio, Tracy Mann, Sue Mintzer,
Megan Thomas
Interested in additional copies of this yearbook?
Send requests for book purchases to:
La Salle University Explorer
Box 685
1900 W. Olney Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19141-1199
or call:
(215)951-1380
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A note irom the editor St. Bernard St. DenisSt. George
St. Katharine
Each February a collec-
tive sign of relief is emit-
ted from the staff of the
Explorer. The staff
spends seven long months
(and many late nights) in
Union room 300, putting
together a yearbook so
that seniors will have it in
time for graduation. The
Explorer staffworks hard
not only to report on the
events of the year but also
to capture the spirit of the
entire La Salle commu-
nity.
I have been given the
privilege ofbeing a part of
the Explorer editorial staff
for the past four years and
the wonderflil opportunity
to serve as Editor-in-Chief
for the last two years.
While I will admit that it
has not been all fiin and
games, working on the
yearbook has been a ben-
eficial experience for me.
Putting together the
2000 Explorer was not an
uneventful experience.
We had our difficulties but
it was the extraordinary
staff that I worked with
that made it all come to-
gether in the end. So while
there are many thanks to
be made, first and fore-
most is to the entire Ex-
plorer staff. Whether you
wrote an article, took pic-
tures, offered suggestions,
helped with organization
or were forced to do
something because you're
friends with one of the
editors, I am deeply grate-
ful for any time you gave
to the Explorer.
Next, I would not only
like to thank but also com-
mend the editorial staff
You guys did an unbeliev-
able job. Thank you for
your help and patience.
Tracy, thank you for all
hard work for the last
three years and listening
to my complaining at the
office and at home.
Jessica, I don't know how
you did it, but anyone who
can serve as Athletics
Editor of two major cam-
pus publications deserves
a pat on the back. Jonelle,
thank you for having the
courage to tackle the se-
nior section. Sue. thanks
for keeping us entertained
with your stories. Megan,
you did a greatjob with the
ads again this year Vic-
tor, thank you for handling
the finances for a bunch
of non-business majors.
Jonny and Erin. I couldn't
have asked for two more
talented photography edi-
tors. Good luck with your
final two years at La Salle.
Also deserving recogni-
tion is our faculty advisor.
Dr. Dolores Lehr, who
reminded us all of the im-
portance ofgrammar rules
and consistency. Dn Lehr,
I have enjoyed working
with you these past four
years. In addition, thank
you to our publishing
representative, Emmy
Kachel. Emmy, I appreci-
ate all the help and sug-
gestions that you've given
the staff And although we
played a lot ofphone tag,
thanks for always an-
swering my questions or
calming my nerves.
Finally, thank you to the
entire La Salle community
for keeping things interest-
ing.
Joy Morris, Class of 200C
2000 Kxplorer
Editorial Staii:
Editor-in-Chief:
Joy Morris '00
Photography Editors:
Erin Higby '02
Jonny Leong '02
Business Manager:
Victor Nieves '00
Academics Editor:
Suzanne Mintzer '00
Assistant
Academics Editor:
Megan Thomas '00
Class of 2000 Editor:
Jonelle Davis '00
Student Life Editor:
Tracy Lee Mann '00
Athletics Editor:
Jessica Riccio '00
Patrons/Ads Editor:
Megan Thomas '00
Assistant
Patrons/Ads Editors:
Nicole Importico '00
Suzanne Minzer '00
Advisor:
Dr Dolores Lehr
Writing Staff:
Al Alven '00
Joanne Cislo '00
Jennifer DeBisschop '00
Christina Dorey '00
Maureen T. Dougherty '00
Asha Engledow '00
Jennifer L. Etsell '01
Monica Fahey '01
Michelle Fitzpatrick '03
Raequel Forbes '03
Mary Girad '01
Christine Gray '00
Andrew Greth '02
Kathleen Heabel '00
Eric Hoey '01
Brian D. Lang '00
Albert Lee '01
Eric J. Leong '01
Francine Lottier '02
Desiree Raffio '00
Toniann Razzi '00
Carey Reed '00
Steph Rozak '00
Laurie Stewart '00
David G. Tavani '01
Kelly Tiemey '00
1 notograpny Staff:
Deena Lattanzi '02
Albert Lee '01
Liz Sterpka '03
Laurie Stewart '00
KrutiThakker'Ol
Joe Zagacki '02
Special 1 hanks i o:
The Alumni Office
Major Keith Cianfrani
The Collegian
Kevin Currie and Sports Info
Sabrina DeTurk
Mike Durinzi & the entire
staffat Carl Wolf Studio
Bro. Joe Grabenstein, F.S.C.
Emmy Kachel &
Taylor Publishing Company
Francine Lottier
Mailroom and Duplicating
Services
Brenna McLaughlin '01
Molly Murphy '01
Debbie Poole
Kelly Poulson '01
The Public Relations Office
June Robinson
Lauren Weaver '00
D 2000 La Salle Universih'
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